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Saudi Arabia executed 47
people on terrorism charges,
including Sheikh Nimr al-
Nimr, a prominent Shia Mus-
lim cleric. Many Shias around
the world reacted angrily. In
Iran protesters stormed the
Saudi embassy. The Saudi
government, along with allies
in Bahrain and Sudan, cut
diplomatic ties with Iran,
although it said talks this
month on the Syrian civil war
would not be affected. In
Yemen Saudi fighter jets in-
tensified their bombardment
of Iranian-allied Houthi forces.
Iran said they had bombed its
embassy in Yemen. 

Burundi’s government re-
fused to join peace talks with
the opposition. Sporadic vio-
lence continued in the capital,
Bujumbura. Around 400
people have been killed since
April, when President Pierre
Nkurunziza said he would
seeka third term in office.

Two former prime ministers
were set to face offin the sec-
ond round ofa presidential
election in the Central Afri-
can Republic. The first vote on
December 30th was peaceful,
but militias still control most of
the country, which has suf-
fered Christian-Muslim vio-
lence since 2012.

Another poke in the eye
North Korea claimed to have
detonated a thermonuclear, or
hydrogen, weapon under-
ground. It was the rogue coun-
try’s fourth nuclear test since
2006, though international
experts questioned the claim,
arguing that it may have been a
smaller “boosted-fission”
explosion instead. Reports that
the North had fired a missile

from a submarine for the first
time also surfaced. China,
North Korea’s supposed ally,
expressed anger at the test.

In Bangladesh the Supreme
Court upheld the death sen-
tence for Motiur Rahman
Nizami, who heads Jamaat-e-
Islami, the largest Islamic
party. He was convicted last
year for war crimes committed
during the independence war
against Pakistan in 1971, when
he helped the Pakistani army
identify and kill pro-indepen-
dence activists. Critics claim he
did not receive a fair trial. 

A French journalist left China
after the government refused
to renew her press credentials.
She was the first foreign jour-
nalist resident in China to be
forced to leave the country
since 2012. The government
objected to her reporting on
the suppression ofethnic
Uighurs, a mostly Muslim
minority in the west ofChina. 

Hong Kong’s chiefexecutive,
Leung Chun-ying, said his
government was very con-
cerned about the disappear-
ance ofLee Bo, the owner of a
shop selling books about
Chinese politics. There are
widespread suspicions that he
was abducted from the territo-
ry by mainland Chinese
agents. Four others connected
with the shop disappeared last
October while visiting Thai-
land and mainland China. 

China announced it was build-
ing an aircraft-carrier entirely
from domestic technology. It
has only one such ship, which
was built in the Soviet Union. 

A terrible start to the year
Gisela Mota, the mayor of
Temixco, a town south of
Mexico City, was murdered
less than a day after her inau-
guration. The killers are
thought to have links to Los
Rojos, a drugs gang. 

Police in Guatemala arrested
18 former military and govern-
ment officials on charges that
they committed human-rights
abuses during the country’s
civil war, which lasted from
1960 to 1996. Prosecutors said

that the accused commanded
forces that were responsible
for massacring civilians. 

Venezuela’s newly elected
parliament, the first to be
controlled by the opposition to
the country’s populist regime
in 16 years, was sworn in. Four
MPs were barred from taking
their seats pending the out-
come ofan investigation into
electoral fraud. The opposition
Democratic Unity alliance
defiantly swore three of them
in, restoring the two-thirds
majority it won in December’s
election. The new head of the
National Assembly called for
the removal ofPresident Nico-
lás Maduro within six months.

Bad tidings
Germany’s chancellor, Angela
Merkel, vowed to prosecute
the men who formed mobs
that molested women during
new-year celebrations in
Cologne. Over100 women
filed complaints claiming they
had been groped, robbed and
in one case raped. Police de-
scribed the perpetrators as
having “north African or Arab”
appearances, further inflaming
tensions over Germany’s
acceptance ofover1m Middle
Eastern refugees.

Sweden introduced border
controls on the Oresund bridge
that links it to Denmark as part
ofan effort to slow down the
influx ofMiddle Eastern asy-
lum applicants. Denmark
responded by bringing in
checks at its border with Ger-
many. Business leaders
warned that the controls
threaten to undo the region’s
economic integration.

Catalonia’s president, Artur
Mas, announced that he will
schedule new elections, after
failing to form a government to

carry out his programme of
declaring independence from
Spain. 

The far-right government in
Poland passed a media law
that dismisses the heads of the
public broadcasters and puts
them under the control of the
treasury minister. It is the latest
in a series ofsteps by the Law
and Justice party to gain
control over the country’s
courts, intelligence services
and public media. 

David Cameron, Britain’s
prime minister, confirmed that
the government will take a
clear position in a referendum,
expected this year or next, on
whether to leave the European
Union, but that he would let
ministers hold a “different
personal position”. 

Jeremy Corbyn, the leftist
leader ofBritain’s opposition
Labour Party, tightened his grip
on the party in a reshuffle of
the shadow cabinet, promot-
ing an opponent ofTrident
nuclear weapons to defence.
The big surprise was that
Hilary Benn, who gave a stir-
ring speech in favour ofair
strikes in Syria, to the obvious
displeasure ofMr Corbyn, kept
his job in foreign affairs.

Tears, it seems, are not enough

Citing the long list ofmass
shootings in America Barack
Obama said he would use his
presidential powers to bypass
Congress and ensure that most
people who sell guns are
registered. Even this very
limited gun-control measure
was met with stiffresistance
from the National Rifle Associ-
ation. Gun sales are expected
to soar, as they have each time
Mr Obama has spoken ofgun
restrictions. 

Politics

The world this week
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Other economic data and news
can be found on page 76-77

Global stockmarkets started
the new year with a bad hang-
over, induced by more turbu-
lence in China’s markets. The
Shanghai and Shenzhen Com-
posite index fell heavily during
the week, causing trading to be
automatically suspended at
least twice, after the release of
more dismal data on manufac-
turing and other gloomy eco-
nomic news. Investors were
also unnerved by the looming
end ofa ban on share sales by
big investors; the authorities
quickly drafted permanent
restrictions on such sales. 

How low can it go?
Oil prices also weighed on
market sentiment. Brent crude
traded at under $35 a barrel,
the lowest in more than a
decade, after figures showed
oil stockpiles increasing in
America. Any lingering expec-
tations that OPEC would agree
to cut production in order to
raise prices were dashed by the
diplomatic row between Saudi
Arabia and Iran.

Annual headline inflation in
the euro zone remained un-
changed at 0.2% in December.
Markets had expected it to rise
after months ofstimulus poli-
cies that the European Central
Bankhad brought in to try to
lift inflation to its 2% target. 

In Sweden, which is also
battling persistently low in-
flation, the board of the central
bankgave the governor the
power to intervene directly in
currency markets if the krona
continues to strengthen. The
Riksbankhas already lowered
its benchmark interest rate to
-0.35% and expanded its quan-
titative-easing programme. 

Some MPs in Britain’s Parlia-
ment called for a hearing into
the decision, announced on
New Year’s Eve, by the
Financial Conduct Authority
to drop its inquiry into bank-
ing pay and culture. The
regulator said that rather than
pursue an industry-wide
investigation, it would work
with individual banks to pro-
mote “the delivery ofcultural

change”. The FCA’s critics
claim it has bowed to pressure
from the government. 

Vroom! Vroom!

Carmakers sold17.47m light
vehicles in the United States in
2015, their best year ever, beat-
ing a record that had stood
since 2000. This was driven
mostly by surging sales of light
trucks at the expense ofmid-
size and compact cars, in part
because the lower price of
petrol has reduced the cost of
running larger vehicles. The
car industry is confident that
2016 will be another record
year, though with so many
changes afoot in the business
some wonder if sales will now
hit a plateau. 

Underlining how incumbent
carmakers are having to adapt
to the challenges posed by

new technologies, General
Motors said it was investing
$500m in Lyft, a ridesharing
firm and Uber’s main rival. GM

and Lyft will work together on
projects to develop self-driving
taxis and to create hubs across
America where people who
want to workfor Lyft as drivers
can rent a car from GM. 

Tesla Motors had its best
quarter in the last three
months of2015, delivering
17,400 cars to customers, some
ofwhom had placed orders
three years ago. However, the
electric-car company’s share
price fell sharply, mainly over
worries that it will not be able
to ramp up production to meet
the growing backlog oforders
for its new Model X. 

Volkswagen’s troubles deep-
ened in America, where the
Justice Department filed a civil
lawsuit seeking damages for its
installation ofsoftware in cars
designed to cheat emissions
tests. The penalties from the
various complaints lodged in
the suit potentially amount to
$48 billion. 

Sainsbury’s, a British super-
market chain, revealed that it
had made a takeover offer for
Home Retail Group, but had
been rejected. HRG owns
Argos, which used to sell its

wares primarily through a
hefty shopping catalogue but
has beefed up its online and
same-day delivery business.
Those operations would bene-
fit Sainsbury’s as it and others
face increased competition
from Amazon’s entry into
Britain’s online groceries
market. It is considering
whether to pursue its bid.

Marc Bolland said he would
step down as chiefexecutive
ofMarks & Spencer. He has
spent six years in the job trying
to turn around the struggling
British high-street retailer,
which had a bleakChristmas
trading period. 

Twitbook
Twitter’s share price dipped
amid reports that it is con-
templating extending the
maximum limit ofcharacters
in tweets from 140 to 10,000.
The Twittersphere lit up upon
news of the possible change,
with many tweeters griping
that it would end the short,
pithy comments for which
Twitter is known and turn the
service into something more
akin to Facebook. That may be
what Twitter’s executives are
hoping for as they lookfor
ways to boost revenue. 

Business

US light-vehicle sales

Source: Autodata
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FOR years Saudi Arabia
seemed inert, relying on its

vast oil wealth and the might of
its American patron to buy quiet
at home and impose stasis on its
neighbours. But oil prices have
tumbled, America has stood
backfrom leadership in the Mid-

dle East, the region is on fire and power has shifted to a new
generation—notably King Salman’s 30-year-old favoured son,
Muhammad bin Salman. Asandstormofchange is rousing the
desert kingdom.

The visible result is the brutal treatment of dissent at home
and assertiveness abroad that has just been on chilling display.
On January 2nd Saudi Arabia executed 47 people. Most of
them were terrorists linked to al-Qaeda but some, including a
prominent Shia cleric, simply called for the fall of the ruling
House of Saud. After Iranians set fire to the Saudi embassy in
Tehran in protest, the kingdom cut diplomatic, trade and air
links, a grave and foolish escalation in a febrile region.

Away from the headlines, however, a different assertive-
ness could prove equally consequential. Prince Muhammad
has drawn up a blueprint designed to throw open Saudi Ara-
bia’s closed economy and government—including, he says, the
possible sale ofshares in the national oil firm, Saudi Aramco.

Coupling geopolitical swagger with sweeping economic
change is a gamble. The outcome will determine the survival
of the House ofSaud and shape the future of the Arab world.

What is Arabic for Thatcherism?
The plunge in the price of oil, from $110 a barrel in 2014 to less
than $35 today, was partly because Saudi Arabia seems deter-
mined to protect its share of the oil market. Nevertheless, low
prices are a time-bomb for a country dominated by oil and a
government that relies on it for up to 90% of its revenues. The
budget deficit swelled last year to a staggering 15% of GDP. Al-
though the country has $650 billion of foreign reserves, they
have already fallen by $100 billion.

When oil prices fell in the 1990s, the Saudis simply bor-
rowed heavily. They were saved when China’s boom sent
commodity prices soaring again in the 2000s. This time no
one, including the Saudi rulers, expects a return to triple-digit
oil prices. Instead, they acknowledge that the economy must
change. Speaking to The Economist this week (see pages 16-18),
Prince Muhammad laid out a blueprint for reform that
amounts to a radical redesign of the Saudi state.

The first step is fiscal consolidation. The goal is to eliminate
the budget deficit in the next five years, even if the oil price
stays low. Though there is much flab to cut, that is still a peril-
ous undertaking which means dismantling the system accord-
ing to which petro-cash, not taxes, pay for free education and
health care as well as highly subsidised electricity, water and
housing. More than money is at stake: this largesse has dis-
guised how far the economy is chronically unproductive and
dependent on foreign labour. It has been too easy for Saudis to
avoid working, or to snooze away in government offices.

The newleadership hasmade astart. Spendingcuts in the
last months of 2015 stopped the deficit from soaring to more
than 20% of GDP. The 2016 budget includes steep rises in the
prices of petrol, electricity and water (though they remain
heavily subsidised). The prince pledges to move to market
prices by the end of the five-year period. He is also committed
to new taxes, including a value-added tax of 5%, sin taxes on
sugary drinks and cigarettes, and levies on vacant land.

Recalibrating taxes and subsidies is only the first step.
Roughly 70% of the 29m-plus Saudis are under 30. At the same
time, two-thirdsofSaudi workersare employed by the govern-
ment. With the workforce projected to double by 2030, the
country will prosper only if the sleepy statist economy is
turned on its head, diversifying from oil, boosting private busi-
ness and introducing market-driven efficiencies.

The government plans to do this by getting the state out of
all but its essential functions. From health and education to
state-owned companies, the new Saudi leadership is looking
for privatisation and the private provision ofpublic services. It
has plans for charter schools and an insurance-based, private-
ly provided health-care system. It is looking at the complete or
partial privatisation of more than two dozen agencies and
state-owned companies, including the national airline, tele-
coms firm and power generator. The biggest fish of all is
Aramco, a national icon and almost certainly the world’s most
valuable firm. The prince favours floating a minority stake in
Aramco and opening its books to the world. He is urging his
team to come up with a plan within months (see page18).

Could such a blueprint become reality? Words are cheap
and the obstacles huge. Saudi Arabia has promised reform be-
fore, only for its efforts to fizzle into insignificance. Its capital
markets are thin and the capacity of its bureaucracy thinner.
The investment that it needs in its young people, its non-oil in-
dustries, its tourism infrastructure and much else will not
come cheap. It will not happen unless investors believe in the
country’s future. That confidence will be hard to build.

The best-laid plans
One reason is that austerity on an almost Greek scale will be
difficult and unpopular (though the examples of Syria and
Libya are a deterrent against outright rebellion—see page 37).
The state has provided generously partly to make up for the
lack of political rights. Yet the royal family is reluctant to open
the pressure valves that might make cuts more palatable. For
all its economic urgency, the new regime shows no interest in
political reform. Recent elections in which women were al-
lowed to vote and to stand for (largely powerless) municipal
councils were the idea of the late king. Nor is there a sign that
the religious absolutism Saudi Arabia shares with its enemy,
Islamic State, will soften. Even before the latest round, execu-
tions were at a 20-year high. Prince Muhammad waxes lyrical
about the new generation. But he has little appetite to take on
the conservative clergy over, say, the ban on women driving.

The other obstacle is geopolitics. As Iran has become more
assertive, the Saudishave stepped in as the champion ofSunni
Muslims. They have confronted Iranian-supported allies such

The Saudi blueprint

The desert kingdom is striving to dominate its region and modernise its economyat the same time

Leaders
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THE declaration on January
6th thatNorth Korea had det-

onated its first hydrogen bomb
was met with a show of joy on
the streets ofPyongyang, its cap-
ital, and with despair in most
others. America, Japan, South
Korea and even China prot-

ested. Outsiders picked up the magnitude-5 earthquake
caused by the blast, and put its epicentre at Punggye-ri, site of
an underground complex in the north-east, near China, where
three previous tests, in 2006, 2009 and 2013, tookplace.

A fourth nuclear test had been expected. But most experts
dismiss the claim that this was a hydrogen bomb of the sort
found in advanced nuclear arsenals. Thermonuclear weap-
ons, far more powerful than the atomic kind, are almost cer-
tainly beyond the North’s know-how. The explosion was
roughly as big as the atom bomb detonated in 2013; even a
failed detonation ofan H-bomb would be more powerful. At a
push, the North may have tested a “boosted-fission” weapon
that uses a fusion additive to achieve a bigger bang. If so, it
would mark a next step in the North’s nuclear programme—
and a serious one. 

Come on, China, change North Korea
A second nuclear test only four years into the rule of Kim Jong
Un, the odious young head of the mafia family that controls
North Korea, is a sobering reminder of the progress that three
generations of Kims have made in expanding their nuclear ca-
pability—despite outside efforts to curb it. This week South Ko-
rea suggested that the North had also tested a submarine-
launched ballistic missile in December. Such developments
pose little immediate threat to the outside world. Few think
that North Korea has yet managed to miniaturise its nuclear
weapons to fit them onto missiles. But the indications are that
its capabilities are growing faster than outsiders expected. 

The UN Security Council rushed to meet this week, con-
demning the test. Prodded by America, it is expected to pass a
resolution calling for a fresh round of sanctions. Many will
think this is just for show. After all, earlier sanctions following
tests have hardly deterred a regime that seems set on possess-
ing nuclear weapons. Indeed, they have allowed the Kim re-
gime to claim that North Korea needs nukes to defend itself
against enemies, led by America, that are bent on its destruc-

tion. The North’s state news agency said this week that the test
had “guaranteed the eternal future of the nation”.

When dealing with North Korea, it is easy to despair. Dra-
matic remedies, such as trying to remove Mr Kim by force, are
off the table because the risk is too great. Barely 50 kilometres
from North Korea, 25m South Koreans live in greaterSeoul, one
of Asia’s most dynamic megalopolises. On the other side of
the border are 1m North Korean troops and countless artillery
pieces, with which the North has threatened to turn the south-
ern capital into a “sea offire”. 

Even so, fresh sanctions should be just the start in confront-
ing North Korea’s nuclear-tipped threats. Not enough has been
done to stem the flow of hard currency to a regime that even
uses its diplomats to ferry illicit cash to Pyongyang. Financial
sanctions can be made to bite deeperby more closely monitor-
ing banking transactions. And the Vienna convention should
not give cover to envoys engaged in criminality.

Under Barack Obama, America has let its North Korea poli-
cy drift. But the country that can do most is North Korea’s big
neighbour and supposed friend, China. Its banks are the main
conduit for North Korean money. More worryingly, China
does next to nothing to stop the flow ofnuclear technology be-
tween rogue states and North Korea. China’s sway over its
neighbour is sometimes exaggerated, yet it is an economic life-
line, providing the regime with aid and trade. China is unhap-
py at the prospect of a nuclear-armed North Korea; but it is
even more worried that the regime might collapse, possibly
leading to a takeover by South Korea and America and the
flight ofmillions ofdesperate North Koreans across its border.

Ideally, China would abandon the murderous Mr Kim. But
even if it is unwilling to go that far, it can use the billions in aid
and subsidised trade that it gives North Korea to press change
upon the young dictator. Some may argue that squeezing the
subsidies could hurt the poor, many of whom go hungry; it
would also undermine the country’s budding class of private
traders and entrepreneurs, who are its best hope for the future.
But the aid and subsidised trade it has extracted have mainly
enriched the Pyongyang elite and financed the nuclear pro-
gramme. They would be the main victims of Chinese pres-
sure—especially if the elite could no longer travel to China. 

For decades North Korea has been adept at shaking down
outsiders: first the Soviet Union, sometimes America and now
China. Before it is too late, Beijing should stop subsidising a
vile dynasty that gives nothing but headaches in return.7

North Korea’s nuclear weapons

Another bombshell

AfterPyongyang’s fourth nuclear test, China must change its tune towards its outrageous ally

as the Houthis in Yemen and Bashar al-Assad in Syria, as well
as Shia malcontents at home and in neighbouring Sunni-ruled
countries like Bahrain.

The newleadership argues that stability requires it to send a
signal to terrorists (hence the executions). It feels obliged to de-
fend its interests by resisting Iran which, it says, is bent on re-
creating a Persian empire. The argument is flawed: Saudi Ara-
bia instead risks leading one side in a Muslim sectarian
struggle it can neither win nor afford. The war in Yemen is a
morass; support for Egypt and other Sunni allies is a drain. De-

fence and securityalreadytake over25% ofgovernmentspend-
ing and will eat up a growing share of a shrinking budget. Re-
gional tensionswill also deterprivate investment. Who would
put trillions into an isolated economy in a region in turmoil?

The new regime seems to regard boldness at home and
abroad as signs of a strong Saudi Arabia. Yet, though a muscu-
lar foreign policy plays well among Saudis, the economy will
not thrive if the royal family ends up inflaming its region and
blocking social reform at home. If Prince Muhammad is to re-
make his country, not wreck it, he needs to understand that.7
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FEW words raise as many
hackles in America as “bail-

out”. To left and right alike, it
speaks of waste and corruption:
the exploitation of hardworking
taxpayers by the rich and the
feckless. That is bad news for
Puerto Rico, a small, broke

American territory in the Caribbean which missed payments
on some of its debt this week (see page 21). 

Barack Obama wants Congress to amend its laws to let
Puerto Rico declare bankruptcy and to stump up some money
to help it through a transition that will inevitably be painful.

Righteous lawmakers harrumph that this sort of bail-out
would reward the island’s profligacy. Its tattered accounts stem
in part from a bloated public sector, unaffordable pension
promises, unduly restrictive labour laws and a tax code that is
full of holes. They fret, too, that it would set a bad precedent.
Many of America’s 50 states have big debts and even bigger
unfunded pension liabilities. There is no bankruptcy proce-
dure under American law either for states or for territories like
Puerto Rico. If Congress throws Puerto Rico a lifeline, the the-
ory goes, spendthrift places like Illinois will soon request one. 

These argumentsare unfair. Congress itselflumbered the is-
land’s economy with its biggest burdens. It is Congress, after
all, that imposed America’s minimum wage on Puerto Rico, 

Puerto Rico

The bill will come due

Congress should allowPuerto Rico to declare bankruptcy

“LOVE is like war: easy to be-
gin but very hard to stop,”

observed H.L. Mencken, an
American writer. Less poetical-
ly, he might have added market
meddling to the mix. China had
planned this week to dismantle
some ofthe rescue measures put

inplace when thestockmarketcrashed last summer. That pros-
pect helped to spook investors: stocks fell by 7% on January
4th, the first trading day of 2016, their worst-ever start to a new
year. Chinese regulators are once again wading in, however
haplessly—on January 7th, shares dropped by another 7%.

So what, you might ask. The unruliness of China’s stock-
market is not news. And for all the headlines generated by its
tumult, it is a poor indicator of the economy’s health. Growth
was already slowing early last year when share prices raced to
vertiginous heights. Parts of the economy—the property mar-
ket and consumer spending—have actually improved since
stocks cratered by more than 40% during the summer (al-
though manufacturing remains weak). Companies raise little
financing from the market and savers store little wealth in it. 

Yet the stockmarket is the clearest expression of the fragile
state of financial reform in China. The government has de-
clared that it will relax its grip on the economy and give more
sway to market forces. Doing just that, first in agriculture and
then in manufacturing, is an important reason for the remark-
able growth of the past 35 years. But in finance, the desire for
the more efficient allocation of capital clashes with the Com-
munist Party’s reflexive instinct for control. 

It seems that a falling stockmarket sends too transparent a
signal of negative sentiment for officials to bear. The finger-
prints of the “national team”—a motley crew ofstate-owned fi-
nancial institutions—were all over the buy orders that

swooped in when the market tumbled. The regulator was sup-
posed to end a ban this week on share sales by big investors.
Now it has drafted permanent restrictions, in effect telling in-
vestors that they are welcome to buy shares, but not to sell. It
would be hard to conceive of a better plan for scaring money
away. The poor design of circuit-breakers, trading halts osten-
sibly designed to calm the market, has added fuel to the fire.

The tension between reform and control is also evident in
the currencymarket. The central bankhasstarted to back away
from obsessive management of the yuan’s exchange rate. But
the more leeway that it creates for trading the currency, the big-
ger its headache. The central bankjudges that the yuan is more
or less at fair value; the market disagrees and has pushed it
steadily lower. Selling dollars to prop up the yuan so as to
make for an orderly depreciation, China has run down its for-
eign-exchange reserves by some $300 billion over the past
half-year. The government still has a plump cushion, but its re-
serves are not limitless. Accepting more volatility, even if that
means a sharper depreciation now, would be better. 

Control peak
The government’s hunger for control is now clouding the
broad economic picture. Burdened by the mountain of debt
that it has accumulated over the past decade, China needs to
begin deleveraging. That in turn means tolerating slower
growth, at least for a while. Instead, all indications are that the
government will set its annual growth target at 6.5% for the
next five years in a plan to be unveiled in March. That is above
what most analysts think it can credibly achieve without pil-
ingon yet more debt and bringingclosera real economic crisis.
China has reached a point in itsdevelopmentwhere it needs to
move faster in cedingpower to the market—overshares, its cur-
rency and the growth rate. Unless the government gives up
more control now, it risks some day losing it altogether. 7

China’s market meddling

The control quagmire

China’s stockmarket 
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Adesire to limit volatility is giving rise to even biggerrisks
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MOBUTU SESE SEKO, the
late dictator of Zaire, used

to reshuffle his cabinet every six
months or so to show ministers
who was boss. (To reinforce the
point, he sometimes also slept
with their wives.) Brussels is no
Kinshasa. Yet it shares Mobutu’s

love of musical chairs. The presidency of the Council of the
European Union, the forum where national governments dis-
cuss and negotiate EU laws, rotates every six months. On Janu-
ary 1st the Netherlands took the chair from Luxembourg (see
page 47). Brussels creates a song and dance about each hand-
over, but the system makes no more sense than Mobutu’s.

Each country that assumes the presidency sends lots ofciv-
il servants to Brussels, plus various nationally flavoured good-
ies and trinkets. (The Cypriots gave away 650kg of halloumi
cheese.) But the greater cost is to the quality of EU lawmaking.
Some countries that take up the presidency lackthe diplomatic
experience and political clout to broker agreements. And the
six-month term is typically too brieffor the tortuous processof
European consensus-building. 

Worse, a recalcitrant president can slow down or derail
talks. During its presidency Luxembourg, eager to protect its fi-
nancial-services industry, shelved critical moves to imple-
ment regulations on Europe’s shadow banking that had been
drawn up by the G20 group of big economies. Spain delayed
discussions on banking supervision to avoid exposing the
flaws of its national supervisor; it was only after Belgium took
over that a deal was quickly sealed. The Dutch, who want to
grapple with the refugee crisis, will have precious little time to
do so. After them come the Slovaks, whose prime minister,
Robert Fico, opposes any Europe-wide deal on migrants.

Defenders of the status quo make a couple of arguments.

National governments, theysay, gain a greatersense of respon-
sibility for EU affairs when they are periodically placed in
charge of them. Their civil servants get a chance to become fa-
miliarwith the machineryofBrussels. These pointswere valid
when the EU had just six members. They no longer hold in a
union of 28 where each country must wait 14 years to take the
reins. Enlargement has made the old system unworkable. 

The EU’s Lisbon treaty, which came into force in 2009, re-
cognises this. It has sensibly taken away some of the tasks that
used to be handled by the rotating presidency. The European
Council, the gathering of the EU’s national leaders, now elects
its own president (currently Donald Tusk). It also appoints the
EU’s foreign-policy chief. Still, from home affairs to finance, en-
ergy, telecommunications and the budget, plenty of areas are
left to the rotating presidency’s wheel ofdysfunction.

Cure the hangover
The rotating presidency is one of several stubborn relics of the
EU’s past. Like the European Parliament’s wasteful second
chamber in Strasbourg, scrapping it would require a treaty
change. Some new member states have yet to enjoy presiden-
tial status, but by 2020 only Croatia will remain, and it should
get a turn soon enough. Europeans are sure to tweak the trea-
ties again; they do so every five years, on average. Ending this
self-defeating system will then be possible.

A better alternative would be for each council working
group to elect its own chairman. The European Parliament’s
committees pick their heads this way, as does the Eurogroup of
euro-zone finance ministers. Council bosses with mandates
from their peers and direct lines to European capitals would
have greater clout, and be more accountable. The inevitable
horse-trading might mean that the best candidate would not
always win. But, although Mobutu was no fan of elections,
they workbetter than any plausible alternative.7

The EU’s rotating presidency

Stop the music

Every sixmonths the Council of the European Union gets a newpresident. This is a recipe fordysfunction

even though local workers are less productive than those on
the mainland. Congress has also set some welfare payments at
relatively high levels. And, again, Congress imposed costs on
Puerto Rico by banning foreign vessels from carrying goods
between American ports, making it unnecessarily expensive
to ship anything to or from the island.

The rights and wrongs of write-downs
Opponents’ arguments are also impractical. One way or an-
other, the federal government will end up on the hook for the
disarray in Puerto Rico. In the past decade the territory’s econ-
omy shrank by 14%. Employment is down by 12%. Workers
have responded by moving to the mainland, where jobs are
easier to find. Over the past decade the population has dwin-
dled by 9%, and the exodus is accelerating. The big spending
cuts and tax rises still needed to balance the books would lead
even more Puerto Ricans to emigrate, shrinking the tax base
yet further. 

A write-down, accompanied by measured spending cuts
and reforms, would right the island’s finances. Yet unless Con-

gress allows both the territory’s government and its agencies
to declare bankruptcy, that will almost certainly not happen.
The island’s constitution, which Congress can override, guar-
antees that certain categories of bonds will be paid in full.
Meanwhile, the constitution also protects government pen-
sions—a potential contradiction. Without Congress’s help, a
long and messy court battle, accompanied by worsening eco-
nomic conditions, widespread hardship and mass emigration,
seem inevitable. At some point, the federal government would
surely have to step in. 

Asfor the argumentaboutprecedent, it isnotclear thatCon-
gress has the power to create a bankruptcy regime for states,
which are sovereign entities. Puerto Rico’s laws, by contrast,
are more at Congress’s disposal. 

Changing them would not just spare the island’s economy
grievous harm. An orderly bankruptcy would allocate some
losses to bondholders—as should happen when a jurisdiction
cannot pay its bills—but might still enable them to recover
more money than a protracted legal wrangle. And it would
save Congress from shelling out more in federal aid later. 7
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Finish the sentence

As a former prosecutor, I found
your story on the ongoing
demise of the death penalty in
America to be spot-on (“Who
killed the death penalty?”,
December19th). The practice is
barbaric, and the United States
should simply not be in the
small club ofcountries that
executes its citizens. You noted
the traumatic effect that impos-
ing the death penalty can have
on jurors. I have had conversa-
tions with a Swedish friend
who considers it unimaginable
that he would be asked to sit in
a room with other Swedes to
determine ifa fellow Swede
lives or dies.

Indeed, the European
Union could hasten the
demise ofdeath row by refus-
ing to admit Americans who
are involved with the death
penalty. A travel ban would
extend to judges who sentence
convicts to death, as well as the
prosecutors who sought the
sentence and even the staff in
prisons where executions are
carried out.

A ban of this magnitude
would affect those who feel
they have no role, or a limited
one, in the death penalty, but
who are all either active
participants or enablers in the
process. It would cause them
to think through their role in
that process, perhaps for the
first time. Is a person truly
more morally pure ifhe, as a
prosecutor, files legal papers to
seekand obtain the death
penalty because he has noth-
ing to do with the ultimate
application of the sentence?
MICHAEL BRAUTIGAM
Cincinnati, Ohio

Evading the question

Your article on a proposal to
triple the limit on cash transac-
tions in Italy was welcome
(“Show me the money”,
December 5th). The current
limit of€1,000 ($1,090) is
meant to discourage tax eva-
sion. Riparte il futuro, the
largest non-political anti-
corruption group in Italy, with
over1m users, has launched an
online campaign to ask the
government not to raise it. Our
petition has gained 50,000

signatures and received the
endorsement ofmany experts.

When he presented his
proposal, Matteo Renzi, the
prime minister, asked for
contrary evidence. We pub-
lished a detailed report with
unequivocal data supporting
our view. The government has
not yet responded.
FEDERICO ANGHELÉ
Riparte il futuro
Rome

The problem with Myanmar

I am appalled that you chose
Myanmar as your country of
the year (“Most favoured
nation”, December19th). You
celebrated Myanmar holding
an election at which people
freely elected their leaders. Yet
the Rohingya weren’t allowed
to vote or run for office. Putting
a remark in parenthetical
comment that the Rohingya
are treated “disgracefully” is an
insult to the thousands who
have perished at the hands of
government-sponsored vio-
lence. They are one of the most
persecuted minorities any-
where in the world. Persecut-
ed, by the way, by those who
claim to be followers ofBud-
dhism, a religion mostly asso-
ciated with peace.
M.Y. DADANI
Plano, Texas

Antiques treasured

I disagree with your take on
the antiques trade (“Out with
the old”, December19th). It is
not dying, merely changing,
and its future is bright. The
traditional definition ofan
“antique” being at least100
years old is restrictive and
outmoded. The New York
Armory Winter Antique Show
now allows items from as late
as1969.

You implied that the popu-
larity ofmid-century modern-
ism explains why antiques are
out of fashion. However, one
may see in this a sign that the
younger generation still appre-
ciates old things, just different
things from the ones that their
parents appreciated. Thirty-
somethings are expanding
their tastes; the heavy hand of
mid-century is lifting and early
20th-century modernism and

Art Deco styles are creeping in.
A more eclectic use ofstyles

in interiors is indeed returning.
In the Architectural Digest 2016
forecast, several interior de-
signers noted a trend away
from mid-century period
rooms towards more tradition-
al styles mixed with the mod-
ern. Robert Stilin, a designer,
even used the term “brown
furniture” in a positive light.
Not quite the definitive death
that many old-guard dealers
are predicting.
CHRISTA PIRL
Christa Pirl Interiors & Furniture
New York

Teaching language

Much ofwhat you say about
South Africa’s Stellenbosch
University is true and un-
controversial (“The ivory
tower is too white”, December
5th). There has been a cam-
paign to replace Afrikaans as
the main teaching language on
campus with English. But this
could disadvantage poor Afri-
kaans-speaking people in
higher education, especially
the coloured population.

The irony is that by wishing
to move away from the Euro-
pean culture that pervades
South Africa’s ivory towers,
having English as the lingua
franca makes it more likely that
European cultural and intellec-
tual hegemony will remain.
PROFESSOR DAVID COLDWELL
Johannesburg

Is it a bird? Is it a plane?…

I enjoyed Schumpeter’s mus-
ings on the rise of the Super-
Boss (December19th). Not only
are senior executives hyperac-
tive, but almost everybody
that works for them has been
infected by the SuperBoss
virus. Underlings such as

myselfare constantly bom-
barded by “tips” from our
bosses about how to be just
like them. If I were to follow
even a tenth of these sugges-
tions, which always seem to
have a passive-aggressive
threat buried within them, I
would get no workdone. Even
weeding through them and
exploring one or two eats up
60% ofmy day. It is as though
every executive in the 15 or so
layers ofmanagement is com-
peting to be the SuperBoss. A
lot ofpeople are to blame for
this. Publications like The
Economist play a role in pro-
moting it. I applaud you for
now taking a stand against it.

As an addendum to Peter
Drucker’s quote, I’ve discov-
ered this to be true: in battles
and unpredictable disasters
we need heroes. In business a
hero is a single point of failure.
MARK MARTINO
Kirkland, Washington

In “Elizabeth”, a film from 1998
about Elizabeth I, Sir Francis
Walsingham says that “All men
need something greater than
themselves to lookup to and
worship. They must be able to
touch the divine here on
Earth”. The cult ofoverper-
forming is not a new fad, even
if it has a new disguise.
ANNA PIETKA
Warsaw

Mencken on populism

The spate of fear-mongering
from populist politicians in
America and Europe is an old
political strategy (“Enough
said”, December19th). H.L.
Mencken put it succinctly
almost a century ago: “The
whole aim ofpractical politics
is to keep the populace
alarmed (and hence clamor-
ous to be led to safety), by
menacing it with an endless
series ofhobgoblins, all of
them imaginary.”
GENE TINELLI
Janesville, New York7
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THE Al Sauds once again hold court in
Diriya, their ancestral capital that was

laid waste by the Ottoman empire and is
being lovingly restored as a national tou-
rist attraction. This is where the Al Sauds
forged their alliance in the 18th century
with a Muslim revivalist preacher, Mu-
hammad Ibn Abdel-Wahhab—a pact that
to this day fuses the modern Saudi state
with the puritanism of Wahhabi Islam.
And this is where Muhammad bin Salman
(pictured), the 30-year-old deputy crown
prince who is the powerbehind the throne
of his elderly father, King Salman, receives
foreign guests in a walled complex.

One side of his reception room is deco-
rated with the spears, swords and daggers
of tradition. The other is dominated by a
large television, showing the casual hor-
rors of the Middle East and the repercus-
sions ofhis own actions play out on rolling
news: the execution of a prominent Shia
cleric, Nimr al-Nimr, (and 46 others ac-
cused of terrorism and sedition, mostly
linked to al-Qaeda jihadists) led to a mob
ransacking the Saudi embassy in Tehran
and, in retaliation, to the kingdom severing
diplomatic relations with Iran.

Talking late into the night with the
news left on throughout, Prince Muham-

mad discusses his country’s intervention-
ist foreign policy and its uncompromising
response to terrorism and sedition. Asked
whether the kingdom’s actions were stok-
ing regional tensions, he said that things
were alreadyso bad theycould scarcely get
anyworse. “We tryashard aswe can not to
escalate anything further,” he says; and he
certainly does not expect war. But for his
entourage, Saudi Arabia has no choice but
to stop Iran from trying to carve out a new
Persian empire.

If his defence of Saudi foreign policy
was unrepentant, even more striking was
his ambition to remake the entire Saudi
state by harnessing the power of markets.
No economic reform is taboo, say his offi-
cials: not the shedding of do-nothing pub-
lic-sector workers, not the abolition ofsub-
sidies that Saudis have come to see as their
birthright, not the privatisation of basic
services such as education and health care.
And not even the sale of shares in the
crown jewel: Saudi Aramco, the secretive
national oil and gas producer that is the
world’s biggest company (see next article).

At 80, the newish King Salman is part of
the same gerontocracy that has run the
country for decades. But he has entrusted
much of his realm to Prince Muhammad,

who is in a hurry to awaken it from its tor-
por. He knows that, for all its ostentatious
luxury, the country faces huge problems.
The oil price has plunged. Arab states all
around have collapsed. In the vacuum,
Iran, the Shia power that has long alarmed
Sunni Arabs, has spread its influence
across the region, particularly through the
militias it grooms—in Lebanon, Iraq, Syria
and most recently in Yemen, Saudi Ara-
bia’s underbelly. The Arab world is con-
fronted not just by a Shia Crescent, “but by
a Shia full moon”, says one confidant of
the prince. As well as Shia militants, Saudi
Arabia also faces resurgent Sunni jihadists:
a revived al-Qaeda in Yemen to the south,
and Islamic State (IS) in Iraq and Syria to
the north. Both seek to lure young Saudis
raised on the same textbooks and homilies
that the jihadists use.

Pillars of the House of Saud
The Al Sauds have survived by making
three compacts: with the Wahhabis to bur-
nish their Islamic credentials as the custo-
dians of the holy places of Mecca and Me-
dina; with the population by providing

Young prince in a hurry

DIRIYA

Muhammad bin Salman gambles on intervention abroad and radical economic
change at home. But forget about democracy

Briefing Saudi Arabia

...............................................................
For a transcript of the formal interview with the prince,
see Economist.com/saudi_interview
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2 munificence in exchange for acquiescence
to absolutist rule; and with America to de-
fend Saudi Arabia in exchange for stability
in oil markets.

But all three of these covenants are fray-
ing. America is semi-detached from the
Middle East. The plummeting price of oil,
which provides almost all of the govern-
ment’s revenues, means the old economic
model can no longer sustain the swelling
and unproductive population. And the al-
liance with obscurantists brings threats,
because they provide intellectual suste-
nance to jihadists, and form an obstacle
even to modest social reforms that must be
partofanyattempt to wean the country off
oil and create a more productive economy.

Not surprisingly, Saudi Arabia’s many
critics have dusted off their obituaries of
the House of Saud. But for Prince Muham-
mad the lesson of the Arab spring, and of
history, is that regimes that lack deep roots
are doomed to be swept away; by implica-
tion the Al Sauds are here to stay.

Yet he knows that change must come,
and fast. He has injected new energy into
government, and is taking huge gambles.
What he lacks in experience and foreign
travel, he compensates for with confi-
dence, focus and a battery of consultants’
reports. He reels off numbers and policies
with ease, pausing only to take a call from
John Kerry, America’s secretary ofstate. He
speaks in the first person, as if he were al-
ready king even though he is only second
in line. Over five hours King Salman is
mentioned once; his cousin, the crown
prince, Muhammad bin Nayef, does not
figure at all, though he is in charge of inter-
nal security and may be biding his time.

No crisis wasted
Such is Prince Muhammad’s frenetic activ-
ity that officials reel and outsiders regard
him asa bullockin a china shop. Just weeks
after his father made him defence minister,
fighter jets from Saudi Arabia, the Arab
world’s richest state, led a coalition into ac-
tion against the Houthi militias of its poor-
est, Yemen. To critics who say he was rash
to intervene in a land thathasbloodied for-
eign armies before, Prince Muhammad
says the action, if anything, came too late:
the Shia Houthis, with Iran’s help, had tak-
en the country and sophisticated weap-
ons, such as jets and Scud missiles. Scuds
are occasionally fired at Saudi targets;
thousands of Saudis living near Yemen
have been evacuated to avoid rockets and
artillery fire. In Syria he plans to send spe-
cial forces against IS. (The crown prince is
said to be more cautious, fearing blowback
from jihadists).

Prince Muhammad’s most dramatic
moves may be at home. He seems deter-
mined to use the collapse in the price ofoil,
from $115 a barrel in 2014 to below $35, to
enact radical economic reforms. This be-
gins with fiscal retrenchment. Even after

initial budget cuts last year, Saudi Arabia
recorded a whopping budget deficit of 15%
of GDP. Its pile of foreign reserves has fall-
en by $100 billion, to $650 billion. Even
with its minimal debt of 5% of GDP, Saudi
Arabia’s public finances are unsustainable
for more than a few years (see chart).

His budget, unveiled in December, cuts
subsidies on water, electricity and fuel.
These were aimed mostly at big consum-
ers, including the myriad royal princes. “I
don’t deserve these subsidies,” he says.
Even so, Saudis witnessed the rare sight of
people queuing to buy petrol before the
prices rose by 50% on January 1st. This
month Saudis accustomed to leaving on
the air-conditioner when going on holiday
will receive dearer electricity and water
bills. Within five years, the plan is that Sau-
dis should be paying market prices, proba-
bly with compensation in the form of di-
rect payments for poorer citizens.

Ministries have halted expenditure on
cars, furniture and showcase projects. The
government is scrutinisingallowances and
overtime claims to save money. Soon Sau-
dis will for the first time pay value-added
tax of 5% on non-essentials, in a move co-
ordinated with other members of the six-
country GulfCo-operation Council. Prince
Muhammad is adamant that there will be
no income or wealth taxes, but he plans to
balance the budget in five years.

Under his “Transformation Plan 2020”,

set forpublication by the end ofthe month,
the prince wants to develop alternatives to
oil and drastically to cut the public payroll,
which acts as a form of unemployment
benefit. To do so he wants to create jobs for
a workforce that will double by 2030. Min-
isters speak of doubling private education
to cover 30% ofstudents, establishing char-
ter schools and transforming public health
care into an insurance-based system with
expanded private provision. In addition to
Aramco, the prince wants to sell stakes in
state assets from telecoms to power sta-
tions and the national airline. The govern-
ment is to sell land to developers, such as
the 4m square metres it owns around Mec-
ca, the most expensive real estate in the
world. The prince sees huge promise in de-
veloping Islamic tourism to the holy sites;
he hopes to boost the 18m annual visitors
to 35m-45m in five years.

Sceptics abound. Reform has long been
talked about but never implemented.
Prince Muhammad’s ministers are astute,
have PhDs from Western universities and
speak the jargon of key performance indi-
cators, but much of the government is
deadweight. Even the unemployment fig-
ures are subject to doubt. “Few bits of the
bureaucracyactuallyfunction ata high lev-
el,” says a Western diplomat. Even senior
advisers question the kingdom’s capacity
to find and absorb the trillions of dollars
on which the plan is predicated. 

In Jeddah, the commercial capital on
the Red Sea, some businessmen remain
sceptical, and speak more of exporting
their wealth than investing it in the coun-
try. There is also suspicion of hidden mo-
tives. With each new elderly monarch,
they say, favoured sons have indulged in
self-aggrandisement, leaving courtiers to
disguise their acquisitions as privatisa-
tions and economic reforms. Media re-
ports of Prince Muhammad’s lavish par-
ties in the Maldives and the crown prince’s
house-hunting for a Sardinian villa worth
half a billion euros are fodder for social
media, ofwhich Saudis are keen users.

As the man who ultimately controls the
Public Investment Fund, the destination
for many assets to be sold, and who has
taken direct oversight of Aramco, the
prince is already the subject of some mut-
tering. What is true is that, for all his talk of
transparency, his government continues to
treat royal and state expenses as one and
same; the royal component is a state secret.

A bigger challenge for the reformers is
the fact that the prince’s dizzying changes
amount to, in effect, a rewriting of the Sau-
di social contract. Why, mutter some Sau-
dis, should we tighten our belts when the
princes continue to enjoy untold riches?
And for all his boldness in economic mat-
ters, he remains obtuse when it comes to
political liberalisation that might help se-
cure consent for the economic revolution.
A tiny number of women have recently

Scraping the barrel

Sources: McKinsey Global Institute; IMF
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2 campaigned for and won seats in munici-
pal elections, under changes brought in by
the late King Abdullah; who more than a
decade ago had promised Saudis “true de-
mocracy” in 20 years. It isnowhere in sight.

Government repression has intensi-
fied. “It has never been this bad,” says one
campaigner for women’s rights. Indeed,
counter-terror legislation passed in 2014
makes virtually all dissent a terrorist of-
fence. The evidence is all around: lawyers
representing troublesome clients have
found themselves behind bars; preachers
who used to pronounce against corruption
stick strictly to their anodyne scripts; and
stand-up comedians have stopped poking
fun at royals. Tellingly, more people have
been executed in King Salman’s first year
in office than in any of the previous 20.

In a country where concerts, public
movies and female performances are
banned, the prince talks of the “entertain-
ment crisis”, and about his own children
lacking things to do. Here and there, he
seems ready to try to loosen the grip of the
clerics. His latest education minister, Ah-
med al-Eissa, is an academic whose book
on the dreadful state of Saudi schools,
which he blames in part on the restrictions
placed by “religious culture”, remains
banned in the kingdom. Private schools,
still barred from teachingevolution, would
have a freer hand to set their curriculum
and choose pedagogic materials beyond
those designed by the clerics.

The prince says that he supports wom-
en working, not least to reduce the fertility
rate: “A large portion of my productive fac-
tors are unutilised,” he says. “I have popu-
lation growth reaching very scary figures.”
These days Saudi Arabia has more women
in the workplace, but female labour-force
participation is still very low, at 18%. Prince

Muhammad thinks women are not taking
full advantage of the opportunities they al-
ready have: “A large percentage of Saudi
women are used to the fact of staying at
home. They’re not used to being working
women.” Still, he is in no mood to chal-
lenge the ban on women driving—even
though some might want to lay off their
chauffeurs in such straitened times. “I do
not want to get involved in this issue as it is
Saudi society that will decide whether to
accept it or not.”

The country’s regional assertiveness
also presents a threat to the planned trans-
formation. Spending on defence and secu-
rity, has grown from 7% of GDP in 2012 to

10% in 2015, and is set to rise again in 2016.
Drumming up allies, including the 34-

country counter-terrorism coalition that
the prince announced in December (to the
bemusement and surprise of some of its
putative members) is proving costly. It has
recently promised $8 billion forEgypt. Sau-
di Arabia is financing a proxy war in Syria
and waging a full-scale one in Yemen,
which has dragged on longer than initially
flagged. Nevertheless for some, the sight of
Saudi Arabia standing up forcefully for
Sunnisagainst Iran ispartofthe antidote to
the jihadists’ poisonous ideology.

Uncle Sam, we need you
Surprisingly, perhaps, for a Saudi royal
with no Western education, Prince Mu-
hammad speaks about America passion-
ately. “The United States has to realise that
theyare the NumberOne in the world, and
they have to act like it,” he says; the sooner
America steps back into the region—even
with boots on the ground—the better.

Prince Muhammad’s schemes do not
appear to be inspired by ideology. Many of
the ideashe ispursuinghave lurked inmin-
isters’ drawers for years. Others follow ex-
amples from elsewhere, be it charter
schools inAmerica,public-privatepartner-
ships in Britain or the abolition of fuel sub-
sidies in Egypt (and Iran). Instead they are
born of necessity. The conjunction of a fall
in oil prices, a geopolitical crisis and a hy-
peractive prince afford a once-in-a-genera-
tion chance to modernise the country.

The Arab spring has shown time and
again that post-colonial Arab states are sin-
gularly dysfunctional (see page 37). That
raises serious doubts about Saudi Arabia’s
ability to reform. But the regime has little
choice: its survival may depend on it.7
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“THE amounts of oil are incredible,
and I have to rub my eyes frequently

and say like the farmer: ‘There ain’tno such
beast.’” So wrote an American oilman in
the Persian Gulf a few years after the dis-
covery in 1938 of a gusher of oil from Saudi
Arabia’s Well Number Seven, 4,727 feet
(1,440 metres) below the desert floor. 

You could say the same today about
Saudi Aramco, the state-owned firm that
for decades has had exclusive control of
Saudi Arabia’s oil and is the world’s big-
gest, most coveted and secretive oil com-
pany. On January 4th the kingdom’s depu-
ty crown prince, Muhammad bin Salman,

told The Economist that Saudi Arabia was
considering the possibility of floating
shares in the company, adding that perso-
nally he was “enthusiastic” about the idea.

It was a stunning revelation. Officials
say options under preliminary consider-
ation range from listing some of Aramco’s
petrochemical and other “downstream”
firms, to selling shares in the parent com-
pany, which includes the core business of
producing crude. The staggered national-
isation of the Arabian American Oil Com-
pany (Aramco), made up offourbigAmeri-
can firms, in the 1970s was emblematic ofa
wave of “resource nationalism” that has

Saudi Aramco
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Apossible IPO ofSaudi Aramco could markthe end of the post-waroil order
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2 helped define the industry (see chart 1). 
Aramco is worth, officials say, “trillions

ofdollars”, making it easily the world’sbig-
gest company. It says it has hydrocarbon re-
serves of 261 billion barrels, more than ten
times those of ExxonMobil, the largest
private oil firm, which is worth $323 bil-
lion. It pumps more oil than the whole of
America, about 10.2m barrels a day (b/d),
giving it unparalleled sway over prices. If
just a sliver of its shares were placed on the
Saudi stock exchange, which currently has
a total market value of about $400 billion,
they could greatly increase its size. 

Prince Muhammad says a listingwould
not only help the stockmarket, which
opened to foreigners last year. It would
also make Aramco more transparent and
“counter corruption, if any”. A final deci-
sion has yet to be taken. Yet the prince has
held two recent meetings with senior Sau-
di officials to discuss a possible Aramco
listing and diplomats say investors are be-
ing sounded out. The talk is of at first float-
ing only a small portion of the company in
Riyadh, perhaps 5%. In time that could
rise—though not by enough to jeopardise
the kingdom’s control ofdecision-making. 

The aim would be to foster greater
shareholder involvement in Saudi Arabia;
a seniorofficial said there was no intention
ofsurrendering control ofAramco or its oil
resources to foreign firms. But it is part of a
frenzy of reforms proposed by the prince
thathisgovernment is rushingto keep pace
with. “Everything is on the table. We are
willing to consider options we were not
willing to get our heads around in the
past,” an official says. 

For many investors, a listing ofAramco,
however partial, would be a prize even at
today’s low oil prices. Its “upstream” busi-
ness is mouth-watering. Rystad Energy, a
Norwegian consultancy, says no other
country except Kuwait can produce oil at a
lower breakeven cost (see chart 2).

By the standards ofnational oil monop-
olies, analysts say that Aramco is well run.
In the 1940s and 1950s, when the American
consortium recruited young Saudis, it was
an “unlikely union of Bedouin Arabs and

Texas oil men, a traditional Islamic auto-
cracy allied with modern American capi-
talism”, writesDaniel Yergin in “The Prize”.
Under American ownership, it built towns
with schools, wiped out malaria and chol-
era, and helped farmers become entrepre-
neurs, officials recall, explaining why it
was popular with Saudis. 

It was a different story in Iran and else-
where, where citizensgrewsickofthe colo-
nial-era concessions taken by British and
French firms, and a wave of nationalisa-
tion began. The Saudis, having declared
their first 25% stake in Aramco in 1973 “in-
dissoluble, like a Catholic marriage”, were
unable to resist the tide. Full nationalisa-
tion ofAramco came in 1980. Butan Ameri-
can business ethic survived. Just over a de-
cade ago Matthew Simmons, an American
banker, argued that Saudi wells were past
their prime and that production would
soon peak. Yet Aramco has increased out-
put by more than 1m b/d in the past five
years, reaching record highs. “They’ve pro-
ven their resilience,” says Chris DeLucia of
IHS, a consultancy.

Questions surround the company,
though. Mr DeLucia says 87% of its output
isoil; itneeds to develop more gas to satisfy
the country’s needs for cleaner, cheaper
power. Some argue that its reserves, which

have barelybudged since the late 1980s, are
overstated. Internal documents about
them are “phenomenally closely guarded
secrets” says a local observer.

The company does not report its rev-
enues. Its fleet of eight jets, including four
Boeing 737s, and a string of football stadi-
ums suggest that it is not run on purely
commercial lines. It is the government’s
project manager of choice even for non-oil
developments, and runs a hospital system
for360,000 people. A listingwould require
it to become more transparent. 

But even with greater disclosure, mi-
nority shareholders may play second fid-
dle. The company is integral to the social
fabric of Saudi Arabia and the survival of
the ruling Al Saud dynasty, providing up to
nine-tenths of government revenues. Cuts
in its output have been a foreign-policy le-
ver through which OPEC, the producers’
cartel, has often sought to rescue oil prices.

Investors in Russia’s Gazprom, another
national champion, have watched in frus-
tration as the company has been used as
an arm of the Russian foreign ministry.
Elsewhere, selling stakes in national oil
companies has had mixed results.

Prince Muhammad’s desire for reform
fits a pattern that some consider reckless.
Saudi Arabia has recently forced OPEC to
maintain production despite oil falling
from a peak of $120 a barrel to below $35.
Its decision on January 3rd to suspend dip-
lomatic relations with Iran, a fellow OPEC

member, makes it harder for both to agree
on production cuts, though Saudi officials
are in any case adamant that they have no
intention of rescuing prices.

Others believe Saudi Arabia’s strategy
makes sense. They think it wants to protect
its share of the global oil market by driving
high-cost producers to the wall at a time
when unconventional forms ofoil, such as
American shale, have had gushingsuccess.

Another threat is alternative forms of
energy, such as wind and solar, which may
well challenge fossil fuels. Selling shares in
Saudi Aramco could thus be intended to
cash in before the “decarbonisation” of the
economy starts to gain credibility. It would
also fit with a trend that has started to
transform the oil industry for the first time
in halfa century—denationalisation.

Paul Stevens of Chatham House, a Brit-
ish think-tank, says a cadre of well-educat-
ed technocrats from oil-producing nations
are wondering whether their national oil
companies are “ripping us off”, through
corruption or inefficiency. Brazil’s corrup-
tion-plagued Petrobras proves that public
markets are no guarantee of probity. But as
in Mexico, which is opening up its oil in-
dustry for the first time since 1938, many
want to impose market-based checks and
balances, so that no company can operate
as a state within a state. If that happens to
Saudi Aramco, the biggest of them all, it
will have global repercussions. 7
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PUERTO RICO’S creditors have plenty to
complain about, but they can’t claim

they weren’t warned. Last June Alejandro
García Padilla, the governor of America’s
Caribbean outpost, announced that its $72
billion public debt was “unpayable”, and
that a “unilateral and unplanned non-pay-
ment of obligations” loomed. Half a year
later, he has fulfilled that threat: on January
4th the government missed a $36m cou-
pon on paper issued by its Infrastructure
Financing Authority. “There were those
who said I wasbluffing,” he says. “I told the
truth. To avoid a new default, [bondhold-
ers] have to sit down and negotiate.”

Unlike fiscal crises elsewhere, the deci-
sion did not set off pot-banging protests or
queues at cashpoints. On the contrary, the
governor was all smiles the next day as he
welcomed children into La Fortaleza, his
colonial-era palace in the capital of San
Juan, for the eve ofThree Kings’ Day, which
Puerto Ricans (boricuas, as they call them-
selves) celebrate as much as Christmas.
Plaza las Américas, the city’s mega-shop-
ping mall, was packed as parents finished
shopping for gifts to put under their chil-
dren’s beds overnight, and waiting times at
popular restaurants were over an hour.
The contrast between the island’sdire pub-
lic finances and its holiday spending binge
was surreal, and impossible to sustain.

Only in a territory as unconventionally
governed as Puerto Rico could this
through-the-looking-glass economy per-

spectrum have won office by keeping the
gravy train running: more than a third of
Puerto Rican schoolchildren are classified
ashavingspecial needs, inflating the teach-
er-to-pupil ratio, and the island’s health
plan for the poorwould be the envy of any
American state. A paltry 40% of working-
age boricuas are in the labour force, and
just 57% of personal income in Puerto Rico
comes from formal private jobs, compared
with 76% for the 50 states, according to José
Villamil, an economist. Investment has
collapsed, from 27% of GNP in 2001 to 13%
today. Yet retail sales have held steady
since 2008. The only way to maintain con-
sumption was via massive borrowing:
during the past 15 years, the government’s
nominal debt load has tripled.

This system worked as long as main-
land investors retained their appetite for
Puerto Rico’s high-yielding bonds. But
after Detroit went bust in 2013, municipal
creditors fled to safety and the common-
wealth lost market access. That forced Mr
García Padilla to cut spending and raise
taxes. The island’s only children’s hospital,
whose budget has been cut by 14% in the
past two years, lacks CT and MRI ma-
chines. Overall spending has dropped by
6.2% since 2013, while tax increases have
raised revenues by 8%. This has exacerbat-
ed the island’s decade-long recession. The
government’s audited 2014 financial state-
ments are long overdue, but according to
Mr Villamil GNP shrank 0.9% that year and
a further 1.7% in 2015. The sharpest decline
is forecast for 2017.

“The numbers don’t add up in Puerto
Rico’s books,” Mr García Padilla says. Only
by reducing and delaying the govern-
ment’s liabilities, he argues, can the island
resume growth and generate enough tax
revenue to maximise repayment to credi-
tors. However, the commonwealth’s awk-
ward status within the United States has 

sist. America conquered the island from
Spain in 1898 and granted its residents citi-
zenship in 1917, just in time to draft 20,000
of them for the first world war. In 1952 the
island became a self-governing “common-
wealth”, subject to American law but ex-
cluded from federal income taxesand from
voting representation in Washington.

Federal investment and tax breaks
helped Puerto Rico develop from a sugar-
based economy to a pharmaceutical-
manufacturing hub. But once producers
like Ireland and Singapore began to com-
pete and the taxpreferences expired, the is-
land did not develop a new comparative
advantage. As part of the United States,
Puerto Rico could not devalue its currency,
and the national minimum wage inflated
its labour costs. But being American of-
fered benefits as well. Residents could
move to the States to find work, and were
eligible for federal welfare payments if
they stayed. Meanwhile, the government
could issue tax-exempt municipal bonds,
prized by mainland investors.

As a result, the economy slowly hol-
lowed out. The population has fallen from
3.9m to 3.5m during the past decade, with
young workers accounting for much of the
exodus. Those who stayed tended either to
depend on the state—as students, public
employees, pensionersorrecipientsof fed-
eral largesse—or to fall into the sprawling
underground economy and bustling drug
trade. Candidates from across the political
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2 stymied his efforts.
If Puerto Rico were either an indepen-

dent country or the 51st state, it could abro-
gate its central-government debt, because
states cannot be sued in federal court. As
an “unincorporated territory”, it may not
enjoy this privilege. Similarly, in 1984 Con-
gress excluded Puerto Rico from Chapter 9
of the federal bankruptcy code, which cov-
ers “instrumentalities” of states such as lo-
cal governments and state-owned enter-
prises. In 2014 the territory passed its own
version of Chapter 9, but it was struck
down in federal court (though the Su-
preme Court is to hear its appeal). Mr Gar-
cía Padilla is desperate for Congress to
change this. But the hedge and mutual
funds that hold large swathes of its debt
oppose the idea vigorously, and so far the
legislature has failed to act. “The bottom
line is our political status,” says Juan Tor-
ruella, a Puerto Rican federal judge who
voted to reject the territory’s home-grown
bankruptcy law. “Any way you put it, Puer-
to Rico is a colony. What happens in Puerto
Rico is decided in Washington.”

Unless and until the law changes, the
government will keep juggling liabilities to
stave off default. After 17 months of talks,
the Puerto Rican power company recently
struck a deal with its creditors. But with 18
different issuers and the treasury running
dry, such an agreement will be hard to rep-
licate at scale. To conserve cash, Mr García
Padilla is taking his sweet time to pay tax
refunds and public contractors. Guillermo
Martínez ofGM Group, which provides se-
curity guards, says $4.5m of his firm’s bills
to the commonwealth are over 90 days
past due. Just like its bondholders, the gov-
ernment has these suppliers over a barrel.
“If we stop providing services, will they
pay me, or the people who will replace
me?”, he asks. “Puerto Rico has been good
to us. We have to help the government—
until we can’t afford it any more.”

After exhausting such gambits, Puerto
Rico is now resorting to payment prioriti-
sation. In August it failed to pay a legally
unenforceable “moral obligation” bond.
And last month it “clawed back” rum taxes
originally destined to pay infrastructure
bonds in order to make good on its consti-
tutionally guaranteed “general-obligation”
bonds. That left the lower-ranked securi-
ties to default. Mr García Padilla says that if
he must pick between servicing debt and
paying police, nurses or teachers, he will
choose the latter, which would set off a
constitutional crisis. Without a reprieve
from the federal government, a cascade of
lawsuits appears inevitable.

Fortunately, a solution could be forth-
coming. The Treasury Department has pro-
posed a mechanism that would allow
a restructuringofthe constitutionally guar-
anteed debt. Paul Ryan, the Republican
Speaker of the House, has promised a
“responsible solution” by March. What

would be life-changing sums of money for
the commonwealth are rounding errors in
the federal budget. Rescuing Puerto Rico
might prove a relatively cheap way to cur-
ry favour with Latino voters in this year’s
congressional and presidential elections.
And the Supreme Court may yet rule that
state-owned companies can enter Chapter
9. Three Kings’ Day may have already
passed. But Mr García Padilla has reason to
hope that the camels will soon bring a be-
lated gift.7

BARACK OBAMA began the new year,
the last of his presidency, with a tearful

plea for gun control. He explained that he
wascompelled to takeactionbecauseCon-
gress has failed to. Mr Obama announced
executive actions that included a modest
expansion of background checks and an
exhortation to federal agencies to enforce
existing laws. He was confident, he added,
that Ronald Reagan would have supported
the idea. Meanwhile, in Texas, some gun
owners were exercising a newly acquired
right: to carry firearms openly in public.
The collision of these two events shows
how the rival sides in the gun debate can
see the same outrages—the shootings at
San Bernardino being the most recent ex-
ample—and draw opposing conclusions.

Texas is now the largest state where gun
owners can carry firearms openly. Since
the mid-1990s, Texans who wanted to car-
ry guns in public places have had to ac-
quire concealed-weapons permits and
hide their guns under layers of clothing
(which can be sticky in a Texas summer).

Thanks to a lawpassed by the legislature in
2015, gun owners with permits can now
carry them undisguised. This was a popu-
lar move: in Texas, as elsewhere in Ameri-
ca, the number of people who think the
best response to gun violence and fear of
terrorism is for upstanding citizens to arm
themselves has risen in the past eight
years, just as the sales of guns have risen
with each rumour of restrictions on sales.

While the president was addressing the
nation (his speech causing the share prices
of some notable arms manufacturers to
spike), Texas was at the tail-end of a week
ofconfusion and distemper. Manyofthose
celebrating their new gun rights had found
themselves at odds with those enjoying
their long-standing property rights. One of
the provisions of the law is that business
owners can ban open carrying on their
own property, and many had decided to
do so. This caused confusion in some
places: H-E-B, a grocery chain, already had
a policy ofallowing shoppers to carry con-
cealed weapons, butdecided to keep open-
ly toted guns out of its stores. 

There is little evidence that such laws
have a discernible effect on gun-crime
rates, or even gun-ownership rates. Based
on the number ofconcealed-carry licences
that have been issued in Texas in the past
20 years, the number of people who sup-
port the right to carry vastly exceeds the
number who actually want to do so them-
selves. That has not deterred Dan Patrick,
the lieutenant-governor of Texas, who told
Meet the Press that: “Everywhere that we
have more citizens carrying guns, crime is
less.” Several days later, Mr Patrick was
amongthe Republicansattacking the presi-
dent’s efforts to tweak gun laws. He dis-
missed Mr Obama’s announcement as
“simply political posturing and more pro-
paganda.” The hard edge of the pro-gun
movement considers Mr Patrick a bit soft.
Having won, it has already moved on and
isnowagitatingforopen carrywith no per-
mits or other limitations or, as its backers
poetically call it, constitutional carry.7
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“UNCLE SAM is rich enough to give us
all a farm.” So runs the refrain of a

popular song of the mid-19th century,
when America’s government began dis-
pensing homesteads in the newly opening
West. Sometimes, impatiently, the settlers
took the land, or its resources, without per-
mission: their families’ sweatand gutsenti-
tled them to, and there was more than
enough to go round. This outlook com-
bined fierce individualism and egalitarian-
ism; as Patty Limerick, of the University of
Colorado, puts it, the pioneerswere at once
advancing civilisation and rejecting it.

That romanticised past is the backdrop
of a seemingly eccentric stand-off that be-
gan on January 2nd when armed militia-
men seized the Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge near Burns, Oregon. The pretext
was the plight of two local ranchers,
Dwight and Steven Hammond. Convicted
for setting fires that ignited federal land
and endangered firefighters, the pair were
harshly resentenced and returned to pri-
son after the government appealed against
their original punishments. But the real is-
sue is the land itself: specifically the fact
that the federal government still controls
so much of it in the West, includingmost of
Idaho, Nevada, Oregon and Utah.

For the occupiers, this territorial stran-
glehold unjustly restricts grazing, mining,
logging and hunting; moreover, according
to theirquirky jurisprudence, it isunconsti-

tutional (courts have tended to disagree).
They want to force the feds out of the ref-
uge—run by the US Fish & Wildlife Ser-
vice—the county and ultimately the rest of
the government’s Western holdings. In
milder form, this cause is espoused by oth-
ers: some western politicians also want
territory to be transferred to the control of
states, costly as that might prove for them. 

Before the mission, one of the crew, Jon
Ritzheimer, released an almost-touching
farewell video in which he vows to “die a
free man”. Only almost, because, after all,
the plan was to seize a nesting habitat for
migratory birds in a remote, frigid desert.
The mystique is further undercut by Mr
Ritzheimer’s record of Muslim-baiting in
his home state of Arizona. That points to
another interpretation of such activism:
less agrarian and romantic than a combus-
tible form of anti-government extremism,
fuelled by conspiracy theories and sharing
ideological roots, and some personnel,
with white supremacism. 

Both of these spread dramatically after
Barack Obama’s election in 2008, says
Ryan Lenz of the Southern Poverty Law
Centre, an advocacy group. Antics such as
those in Oregon may seem circus-like; but,
says Tom Gorey of the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM)—which, as the stew-
ard of much government land, is viewed
by the zealots as an instrument of ty-
ranny—they are “not funny by any stretch

of the imagination” to the officials some-
times confronted by gun-toting fanatics.

To some, the identity of the putschists’
leader, Ammon Bundy, suggests an even
less grandiose motive: the desire to make a
buck using public assets. Ammon is a son
of Cliven Bundy, who in 2014 rallied mili-
tiamen to his ranch in Nevada after the
BLM rounded up some of his cattle; he
alienated some sympathisers by speculat-
ing that black people in America had been
better off as slaves. The animals were graz-
ing on public land; Mr Bundy had long re-
fused to pay the (heavily subsidised) fees. 

On that occasion, with rifles trained on
its officials, the BLM backed down. Critics
think that capitulation was mistaken,
though when paranoia and conspiracy-
theorists are involved, it is hard to find an
approach that does not either embolden
them or—as in the siege at Waco, Texas in
1993—make them martyrs. So far the police
and FBI have been patient in Oregon, too.

Anyprivate claim to personify the “We”
in the constitution’s “We the people” isom-
inous. In the case of the Bundys and their
sort, it is also spurious, and not only be-
cause locals in Oregon want to be rid of
them. Other citizens—including, in an in-
creasingly urban region, hikers and tour-
ists—have claims to the public domain; so,
for all the ranchers’ rage against environ-
mentalists, do other species, such as, in Ne-
vada, an imperilled tortoise. Clumsy as
they can be, federal agencies can moderate
these conflicts, and, indeed, save ranchers
from themselves: part of their purpose has
always been to prevent overgrazing.
Gung-ho individualism is only compatible
with egalitarianism, that old Western
brew, when resources are infinite and the
individuals are few. 

How the West has won 
Professions of divine guidance are similar-
ly alarming: Ammon Bundy, whose family
are Mormons, thinks he is doing “what the
Lord asked me to”. And the idea that dis-
puted lands should be “returned” to the
people, as he maintains, is absurd. As John
Faragher ofYale University says, they were
conquered or acquired by the federal gov-
ernment in the firstplace, often from native
Americans. Yet though these agitators may
be crackpots, criminals, terrorists or all
three—and only a handful are holed up in
Oregon—it would be wrong entirely to dis-
miss them as unrepresentative. 

Through pulp novels, Buffalo Bill’s
spectacles and the cinema, the ideal of the
dauntless, self-reliant westerner quickly
trickled east to inform the whole country’s
self-perception. Likewise, these days, a
conviction that America’s economy is
rigged, distrust of the government and
faith in the redemptive power of guns are
hardly fringe opinions. The frontier may
have shrunk, but rhetorically it is spread-
ing. This is how the West has won. 7
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OFFICERCraigDavis reckons2015 wasa
fairly peaceful year at Furr High

School, on the hardscrabble east side of
Houston. True, five of its pupils died viol-
ently, including the school’s first-pickquar-
terback, Michael Davis, who was mur-
dered in a gang fight, and two schoolgirls
who were killed in a bus crash. In the state
that executes more people than any other,
a recent old boy was also charged with
three murders. Yet Mr Davis, one of the
school’s two police officers, with a revolv-
er, canister of pepper foam and a trun-
cheon hanging from his belt, says he has
known worse over his eight years at Furr:
“It’s a tough place.”

It was with violent schools like Furr in
mind that Texas began stationing police of-
ficers in its schools in the early 1990s,
which helped start a national trend. It pro-
ceeded to accelerate on the back of persis-
tent concerns over law and order during
the decade; in 1999, after 13 people were
massacred at Columbine High School, in
Colorado, the federal government
launched a supportive funding pro-
gramme, Cops in Schools. By 2007 an esti-
mated19,000 school policemen, known as

School Resource Officers, were plodding
the corridors ofAmerica’s schools, in addi-
tion to many regular police and private se-
curity officers.

How many there are now is unclear;
there has been little study ofthe phenome-
non, a gap the Department of Education is
struggling to fill. But there may be as many
as ever, encouraged by yet more federal lar-
gesse in the form ofa scheme launched un-
der Barack Obama, in response to yet an-
other school shooting, in Connecticut in
2012, in which 20 children were killed.
Most American public high schools now
have a permanent police presence.

It is not clear why. Over the same 25-
year period juvenile violent crime rose
through the early1990s but, like the overall
crime rate, has since collapsed. Juvenile ar-
rests are also at their lowest level for three
decades and juvenile murders at a 30-year
low. Gone, too, are excited apprehensions
of a feral underclass of pre-teenage “super-
predators”, a discredited phrase coined by
John DiIulio, a Princeton political scientist.

When asked in a national survey, in
2005, why they had brought police onto
their campus, only 4% of school principals

Police in schools

Arresting developments

HOUSTON

Too many American schools use police officers to enforce classroom discipline

ROBERT CRISS does not relish his role as
Cassandra of the Mississippi. For years

the geologist at Washington University in
St Louis has warned policymakers about
building houses and businesses on flood
plains, walling off rivers with dams, locks,
dykes and levees, disregarding the conse-
quences of global warming on weather
patterns and the use of outdated statistics
for calculating the risk of a major flood.
“The devil could not have come up with a
better plot,” he says.

Torrential rain started on December
26th and lasted three days, during which
9-14 inches (23-35cm) of rain deluged much
of Missouri and parts of Illinois, according
to the National Weather Service. Thou-
sands had to evacuate their houses; busi-
nesses abandoned shops and stock. Am-
trak stopped its local train service for four
days and long stretches of the I-44 and I-55
interstate highways, as well as 200 state
highways, were shut off. Twenty-five peo-
ple died, mostly because they drove onto a
swamped road and their cars flipped over.
It will take months to rebuild what has
been lost. Yet the bigger question is wheth-
er enough was done before the rains came
to mitigate the impact offlooding.

For Mr Criss the answer is no. He does
not understand why the development of
commercial and residential property was
allowed on flood plains near St Louis, in
particular as both the city and the county
are losing population. The area should
have been kept as farmland, which can ab-
sorb water, he argues, and should not be
paved over: when the floods come, lost
crops are far less costly than lost houses
and businesses. 

Nicholas Pinter at the University ofCal-
ifornia, Davis adds that the Missouri and
the Mississippi are flooding so severely be-
cause the middle stretch of the Mississippi
(which joins the Missouri at St Louis) has
more navigational dykes than any other
riverreach he knows. Ithasbecome a large-
ly man-made construct that bears little re-
semblance to the river of 200 years ago,
which changed shape with the volume of
water flowing through it. Yet the statistics
used by the Army Corps of Engineers and
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) to define flood risk are
based on the average weather patterns,
flooding and the changing shape of the riv-
er during the past 100 years. Unless the
corps and FEMA update their statistical
methods, they will continue to underesti-

mate the flood riskfor the region.
Missouri policymakers have largely ig-

nored the geologists’ warnings about
floods. After the Great Flood in 1993, which
destroyed around 100,000 homes and
caused nearly $20 billion in damage along
the Missouri and upper Mississippi, the
Galloway Report, written by a group of ex-
perts appointed by the White House,

called for federal flood-insurance pro-
grammes to discourage development in
flood plains. It said that taxpayers should
stop bailing out areas that flood regularly.
And it recommended that the basins of the
Missouri and Mississippi should be man-
aged as one watershed. Very little of this
has happened. “This misery will repeat it-
self,” predicts Mr Criss. 7
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2 and the cops themselves cited violence as
the main reason. About a quarter of the
teachers instead cited media reportsof vio-
lence elsewhere; a quarter of the cops said
the school was unruly. The most popular
response was “other”, a category that in-
cluded the availability of federal funds
(what school would not take free money?)
ora belief that the policy had something to
do with community policing.

Preventing school shootings hardly reg-
istered; it isa rare sortofcalamity, which, as
it happens, the presence of armed officers
does not prevent. There was a police officer
at Columbine during its massacre. More-
over, such shootings tend to happen in
schools dominated by middle-class
whites, and according to researchers at the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
cops are far more likely to be placed in
schools dominated by poor non-whites. 

The result, because police like to keep
themselves busy, has been a dispropor-
tionately high number of arrests in such
schools, pitching black and Hispanic juve-
niles into the criminal-justice system. Of
260,000 pupils referred to the police in the
2011-12 school year, 27% were black, though
blacks represented only 16% of the student
population. And those who become en-
tangled in the justice system are likely to re-
main so. The opening of a juvenile crimi-
nal record—which may not be scrubbed
clean until the age of21—isan auguryoffur-
ther arrests, further convictions and even-
tual imprisonment, a spiral known to 
researchers as the “school-to-prison-pipe-
line”. “What started as an effort to keep
guns out of schools has become a way of
getting kids out of school,” says Harold Jor-
dan of the ACLU.

There are several reasons why the poli-
cy has gone bad, which vary from place to
place. One is uncertainty about who is in
charge, police orprincipals. Sometimes the
cops answer to the school board, some-
times only to the police chief. Often the
balance ofpower is contested in an ill-tem-
pered battle between principals and po-
lice. The eagerness of weak, or ill-
equipped, teachers to outsource classroom
discipline to the cops is another part of the
problem. This allegedly contributed to a re-
cent much publicised case of police abuse
in South Carolina, where a 16-year-old girl
was thrown to the floor and dragged from
the classroom by a police officer after she
had refused to stop using her mobile
phone. The internet has plenty more such
horrors; including footage of a sobbing 5-
year-old girl in Florida, handcuffed after
she threw a tantrum.

Draconian laws, inflexibly applied,
make matters worse. Until recently in Tex-
as it was a criminal offence to cause a rum-
pus on a school bus; in South Carolina, it
still is one to cause a disturbance in school.
In Pennsylvania, among other states, it is a
criminal offence to take a weapon, includ-

ing an almost-harmless pair of nail-scis-
sors, into school, forwhich even a ten-year-
old would face arrest. “It’s the stupidest,
craziest thing I’ve ever seen, says Kevin
Bethel, Philadelphia’s newly retired depu-
ty-commissioner ofpolice.

After arrest—a fate until recently experi-
enced by around 1,600 students in Phila-
delphia each year—the arrested child is tak-
en to the district police headquarters for
fingerprinting and processing, which takes
about six hours, much of it spent in a pri-
son cell. Minor offenders, including weep-
ing ten-year-old scissors-carriers, are then
let off with the sort of punishment a teach-
er might have demanded in the first place,
such as lines or chores—though if they fail
to carry these out, they may wind up in
court, alongside more serious offenders.
“What does it mean when we take a ten-
year-old child into a cell block and we
don’t really know why?” asks Mr Bethel. 

There are patches of progress, however,
typically where police chiefs, such as Mr
Bethel, have responded to pressure from
activists. In 2014 he instructed his officers
to stop making arrests over relatively mi-
nor infringements, such as schoolyard
fights or small amounts of cannabis pos-

session, which accounted for around 60%
of the total. Instead he developed an alter-
native procedure, whereby officers report
the miscreants to their parents and then
force them to attend lessons in how to be-
have. This brought arrests in Philadelphia
schoolsdown by54% in 2014 and byanoth-
er 60% in 2015. Mr Bethel’s aim was that
there should be no more than 400 arrests
each year. The biggest resistance to his
changes comes from teachers. “I advised
them I would no longer be their discipli-
narian, and they were kind of shocked for
a while,” he says. “Some balked, but many
are getting on board.”

Similar progress is apparent in Hous-
ton. As in Philadelphia, this has involved
the local police chief responding construc-
tively after his district’s juvenile-arrest re-
cord was highlighted by NGOs. When Ber-
tie Simmons, Furr’s octogenarian
principal, tookcharge in 2000, the school’s
cops were running amok. “They were do-
ing things with kids that you’d not be-
lieve,” she says. “Like grabbing them, shov-
ing them against walls, cuffing them. I was
appalled. You shouldn’t treat schoolkids
like criminals.” Despite efforts to improve
matters, by 2009 Houston was still arrest-
ing over 4,000 school students, more than
any other school district in Texas.

In 2013 Texas passed several laws to
make that harder: it raised the qualifying
age of some offences and, in effect, decri-
minalised relatively trifling ones, such as
rowdy behaviour on buses. This, in turn,
has helped the school district’s police
chief, Robert Mock, to make his officers
more forbearing; though spitting on the
pavement remains a criminal offence, it
rarely leads to arrests. Mr Mock says that
the 210 school cops underhis direction will
probably carry out no more than 500 ar-
rests a year—and Houston’s schools have
grown no more violent as a result ofthis re-
straint. In a generally grim context, that is
hopeful.7
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WITH its stone tower, Gothic arches and half-timbered walls,
the Harvest Bible Chapel in Grimes, Iowa, would make a

fine setting for an Agatha Christie murder. But on the religious
right the church is notorious as the scene, in 2013, of a different
crime. Backthen the chapel wasbeingused asa commercial wed-
ding hall when its owners, Betty and Richard Odgaard, declined
to host a gay marriage, citing their religious beliefs. Because the
building was not legally a church at that point, the Odgaards fell
foul of discrimination laws and—rather than celebrate gay un-
ions—closed their wedding business.

Today the building is a church again after its sale to a group of
Christians—members of the 60m-strong community of Ameri-
cans who call themselves born-again or evangelical Protestants.
Its young pastor, Ryan Jorgenson, calls the Odgaards “heroes”.
Like many evangelicals, he sees a pattern of bullying by secular
foes and their allies in government. He worries about Christian
employers having to fund health insurance that covers birth-con-
trol methods targeting fertilised eggs, and wonders if religious
colleges will one day have to admit unrepentantly gay students.

Mr Jorgenson enters 2016 in a fighting mood. Iowa is a good
place to make such a stand. The Midwestern state hosts the first
nominating contests ofeach presidential election cycle. Evangeli-
cal Christians typically make up 60% of the activists who brave
ice and snow to attend Iowa’s Republican caucuses, which this
year fall on February 1st. Most are also very conservative, and
Iowa often hands victory to candidates who sound like fire-and-
brimstone preachers. Yet their born-again champions seldom go
on to win the nomination. Anewbook, “The FourFacesofthe Re-
publican Party” by Henry Olsen and Dante Scala, calculates that
only about one in five Republican voters nationwide are “very
conservative evangelicals”. In the past the religious right has also
struggled to unite around a single, plausible candidate.

This year, religious conservatives are determined to maximise
their clout. Mr Jorgenson has done his bit. Like several other pas-
tors he has endorsed Senator Ted Cruz of Texas, a hardliner who
has wooed Iowans with Bible-infused oratory and promises to
fight for religious Americans. On January 5th Mr Jorgenson urged
church-members to attend “Decision America”, a rally on the
steps of the state capitol in Des Moines, launching a 50-state tour

by the evangelist Franklin Graham, son ofBilly.
Mr Graham is no stranger to temporal power. He has backed

ballot initiatives opposinggay marriage. He led prayers at the first
inauguration ofPresident George W. Bush. But this is the first elec-
tion in which he will spend months urging Christians to register
to vote. The country is in “big-time trouble”, he told a crowd of
2,600 hardy Iowans. The history of American Christianity is full
of prayer meetings in which the faithful bewail a nation adrift,
and vow—like the tribes of Israel before them—to stand fast in the
face of tyrannical rulers. Mr Graham did not disappoint. As his
audience murmured “Amens” and softly stamped feet against
the cold, he recalled the prophet Nehemiah, who overcame exile
and a wicked pagan king to return to Jerusalem and rebuild its
walls. MrGraham drewparallelswith the present, telling Iowans:
“The moral and political walls ofour nation are crumbling.”

Mr Graham will not be endorsing any politician or party. Oth-
erChristian bigwigs have held meetings with the aim of agreeing
on a single candidate, to make best use of a primary calendar
which sees early contests in a string of rural and southern states
with lots of religious voters. A big Iowan evangelical organisa-
tion, the Family Leader, has endorsed MrCruz. So has James Dob-
son, the founder of Focus on the Family, a conservative pressure-
group. Other candidates have not given up hope. Ben Carson, a
retired neurosurgeon who has spent years on the Christian lec-
ture circuit, has supporters—though fewer since his slight grasp of
foreign policy was exposed. Senator Marco Rubio of Florida
stresses his faith and stern views on abortion. Even Donald
Trump, a much-married casino-builder, talksofhis love for the Bi-
ble, and enjoys significant support from evangelicals.

Steve Deace, a conservative talk-radio host from Iowa, sug-
gests that evangelical Trump-voters are “frustrated with wimpy
politicians and want a bad-ass”. Mr Deace describes listeners
who want a president to stand up for religious liberty (or as he
puts it, fight against the “rainbow jihad” of the gay-rights move-
ment), and to prevent illegal immigration and terrorism. Mr
Deace, a Cruz backer, asserts that religious conservatives in 2016
all want the same question answered: “Who is willing to fight?”

Et in Iowa
Yet even in Iowa, evangelicals are not monolithic. Jeff Dodge is a
pastoratCornerstone Church, a Southern Baptistmega-church in
the college town of Ames. Mr Dodge is a conservative: he op-
poses abortion and would not conduct a gay marriage. But he is
“frustrated” by pastors who endorse politicians and “froth”
flocks up about issues like tax rates, about which the Bible has lit-
tle to say. He puzzlesover“Chicken Little” talkofpersecution, not-
ing that he preaches to 2,500 Christians each Sunday: “I don’t feel
my culture is trying to muzzle me.” Most of all, church-members
trust him as a guide to the Bible’s truths, he says: it would be pre-
sumptuous to offer his views as a private citizen. “I cringe” when
candidates claim God’s support, he adds, noting that one of the
ten commandments is: “Don’t take the name of the Lord in vain”.

Born-again voters in the general election will be still more di-
verse: millions ofevangelicals are blackor from fast-growing His-
panic churches, and worry about government safety nets, pover-
ty or immigrants’ rights as much as about abortion or gay
weddings. Too many white evangelicals seem blind to that diver-
sity, and sound like the chaplain corps of the Republican right. If
they pick a champion who panders to that narrow identity, they
will condemn themselves to irrelevance.7

Franklin Graham’s promised land

The Christian right sees 2016 as a chance to elect one of its own to the White House
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IT WAS rowdy and disorganised. At one
point it nearly degenerated into a brawl.

But the opening on January 5th of Vene-
zuela’s parliament, the first to be elected
with an opposition majority in 17 years of
autocratic rule, had the feel of a velvet rev-
olution. The portraits of the late Hugo Chá-
vez, the founder of the populist movement
that still governs the country, and Simón
Bolívar, the 19th-century liberator whom
the chavistas claimed as inspiration, had
been taken down. Speeches by opposition
deputies, once routinely cut short by the
bullying former president of the National
Assembly, Diosdado Cabello, were heard
in full. Dozens of police guards around the
building leaned into theircar radios to hear
politicians rail against the authoritarian
and incompetent rule of the current presi-
dent, Nicolás Maduro. “This is a wake-up
call,” said a soldier as he listened raptly to
the proceedings. 

The chavistas did not put up with the
harangues for long. After less than an hour
they walked out—in protest at supposed
procedural errors by the new president of
the assembly, Henry Ramos. Even then
they could not escape interrogation. Parlia-
ment’s new masters had opened its doors
to all journalists, not just pro-government
ones as before. The normally cocky Mr Ca-
bello, who led the walkout, looked dis-
tinctlyuncomfortable when confronted by
reporters who asked mildly testing ques-
tions on live television. Cilia Flores, Vene-
zuela’s first lady, who is one of 54 chavistas

be deemed unconstitutional by the Su-
preme Court. “It is difficult to imagine that
congress can have an institutional conflict
against the Supreme Court and win,” says
Luis Vicente León, a pollster. 

The government may hope to provoke
divisions within the MUD. Its representa-
tives in the National Assembly are from a
hotchpotch of13 parties, united in their de-
sire to defeat chavismo but often divided
over the best means to do so. Mr Ramos, a
cantankerous veteran from the Democrat-
ic Action party, which governed Venezuela
before Chávez, was the choice of smaller
parties within the MUD. They fear domi-
nation by the younger Justice First party,
led by Henrique Capriles, who nearly won
a presidential election in 2013.

Mr Ramos is himself a divisive figure.
Ahead of parliament’s opening session he
confirmed that he would seek the constitu-
tional removal of Mr Maduro from the
presidency within six months, presum-
ably by launching a referendum to recall
him from office. Moderates in the coalition
have resisted issuing such a clear challenge
to the executive so soon. 

Time is working against the regime. The
price of Venezuela’s heavy oil, virtually its
only export, dipped to under $30 a barrel
in December, its lowest since February
2004. Default on some of its $98 billion of
foreign debt is “becoming hard to avoid,”
says Barclays Bank. Over 2015 and 2016 the
economy is likely to shrink by nearly 15%.
Shortages ofbasic consumergoods will get
worse. In the absence ofofficial figures, an-
alysts reckon that inflation is nearly 200%,
the highest rate in the world. A decree by
MrMaduro, enacted before the new parlia-
ment opened, shows that the regime has
little intention of doing anything new
about the dire state ofthe economy. It strips
the assembly of its right to appoint direc-
tors of the Central Bank, or even to ques-
tion them.

in parliament, icily refused to answer one
about two nephews who are facingnarcot-
ics charges in the United States. 

Chavismo has been wounded, but it is
far from defeated. Parliament aside, all the
main institutions of government remain
under its control. The setback to the regime
hasmade itmore authoritarian. Before par-
liament’s opening Venezuela’s Supreme
Court had ruled that four of the incoming
MPs from the state of Amazonas, three of
them from the opposition Democratic Un-
ity alliance (MUD), could not be sworn in.
They are the subjects of investigations into
possible electoral fraud. This ruling threw
into doubt the two-thirds majority the
MUD appeared to win in the election on
December 6th. Such a “supermajority”
would allow the opposition to begin the
process of appointing and dismissing Su-
preme Court judges and to convene a con-
vention to rewrite the constitution. The
day after its opening parliament defiantly
swore in the three MUD deputies, restoring
the opposition’s two-thirds majority.

Supreme weapon
In the battle that now looms with parlia-
ment, the Supreme Court may become the
regime’s main weapon. One ofthe last acts
of the outgoing assembly was to stuff the
court with 13 new pro-government judges.
Mr Maduro has already suggested that all
legislation that he disagrees with, includ-
ing a proposed amnesty to secure the re-
lease of scores of political prisoners, will
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2 As the confrontation between presi-
dent and parliament worsens, Venezue-
lans wonder what role the army will play.
On the night of the parliamentary election
in December, the country’s defence minis-
ter, Vladimir Padrino López, declared in an
unscheduled appearance on state televi-
sion that the army would “uphold the con-
stitution”. Some analysts saw that as a
warning to government hardliners to ac-
cept the results. The night before parlia-
mentopened, General Padrino Lópezwent
public again. “The Bolivarian Armed
Forces is not a means to subvert the consti-
tutional order,” he tweeted, somewhat
cryptically.

The government’s eccentric claims
about what is constitutional put the armed
forces in an awkward position. “The mili-
tary says it is going to defend the law, but
what is the law?” wonders Mr León. Vene-
zuela’s looming struggle is largely about
the answer to that question.7

CANADIANS obsessively compare
their country with a certain neigh-

bouring superpower. Often, the contrast is
reassuring. Few Canadians would want
the United States’ lax gun laws or its ridicu-
lously expensive health care. Economic
comparisons are usually more sobering.
Canadians are less rich than Americans
and have fewer globally famous brands.
Silicon Valley exports high-tech disrup-
tion; Alberta’s tar sands produce pollution.

For Canadians who feel economically
inferior, a recent report comparing millen-
nialson both sidesofthe borderhad cheer-
ing news. Canadians born in the 1980s are
better off than their American peers. The
study by TD Bank, called “Canadian and
US Millennials: One of These Is Not Like
the Other”, was headline news when it
was published in December.

Canadians aged 25 to 34 are more likely
to have jobs than Americans of the same
age (nearly 80% are employed, compared
with less than 75% of Americans). Ameri-
can millennials are worse off than their
compatriots from Generation X(the cohort
that came just before them). In Canada
millennials’ household incomes are 16%
higher. Just over half are homeowners,
compared with 36% in the United States.

Much of the millennial advantage can
be traced to Canadian paternalism—that of
the state and that of the youngsters’ indul-
gent parents. Canada’s public universities
charge much lower tuition fees than their
largely private American rivals, so stu-
dents graduate with less debt. More
important is the contribution ofmillennial
women, whose employment rate is seven
percentage points higher than that of their
American sisters. Their greater willingness
to workhasa lot to do with laws that oblige
employers to give new parents paid leave
of up to 50 weeks. The United States, by
contrast, is one of the few countries that do
not mandate paid maternity leave.

Canada avoided the housing-market
crash that struck the United States in the
late 2000s, thanks to prudent banking reg-
ulation. That enabled parents to help their
children buy their first homes. But this
points to another factor, which is less cause
for self-congratulation: a big part of Cana-
dian millennials’ wealth is explained by
the barely interrupted rise in house prices.
Although banksare still prudent, low inter-
est rates have encouraged house-buying
and prices are reaching scary levels. If they
drop, so will millennials’ spirits. 7

Millennials in Canada

First, the good
news

OTTAWA

Why young adults are betteroffnorth
ofthe border

POLITICS is a risky business in Mexico.
Seven candidates in mid-term elections

last June were murdered and 70 were at-
tacked. In the past eight years, 40 mayors
have been killed, says the National Federa-
tion of Municipalities. The latest murder is
among the most shocking: on January 2nd
Gisela Mota, mayor of Temixco, about
85km (53 miles) south of Mexico City, was
killed in her home by several assassins just
one day after her inauguration.

It is fairly clear who killed Ms Mota, but
not why. The suspects are thought to have
links to Los Rojos, a drug gang. Police killed
two and captured three. Ms Mota, a former
congresswoman from the left-wing Party
of the Democratic Revolution, had vowed
to fight drug trafficking. Temixco is an im-
portant way-station on one of the main
routes for moving drugs to Mexico City.
But afteronly a day in office she hardly had
time to threaten the region’s drug dealers.

Graco Ramírez, the governor of More-
los, the state to which Temixco belongs, of-
fers a different theory. He thinks Ms Mota
was killed because she supported the
state’s takeover of local policing, a policy
known as mando único (single command).
Mexico has 2,000 local police forces, in ad-
dition to state and federal constabularies.
Many ofthem are short offunds and badly
managed. Some, and the mayors who run
them, are in league with the criminals.

The state takeover of local policing was

the big crime-fighting idea that Mexico’s
president, Enrique Peña Nieto, came up
with after the disappearance in 2014 of 43
students in Iguala in the southern state of
Guerrero. That appears to have been the
work of local police acting in concert with
a druggang. The town’s ex-mayorhas been
charged with engaging in organised crime.

Advocates of mando único claim that
states can modernise police forces, co-ordi-
nate them betterand give them more mon-
ey. Mayors will face less risk if they are not
directly involved in police work. And the
corrupt ones will have less opportunity to
subvert it. The day after Ms Mota’s murder
Mr Ramírez imposed mando único on 15
municipalities, saying the measure was
necessary to keep order. If Ms Mota was
killed by gangsters as punishment for sup-
porting mando único, the murder triggered
the action they sought to prevent.

Critics of the policy say there is no
proof that it modernises policing. Forces
under state command are not immune to
corruption. Two ex-governors of the state
of Tamaulipas are wanted by the United
States Drug Enforcement Administration. 

Before MsMota wasslain, othermayors
seemed to face greater risks. In the past de-
cade more have been killed in the poor
southern states of Michoacán and Oaxaca
than anywhere else. Several mayors in
northern Mexico, where drugs are dis-
patched to the United States, are afraid to
work in the towns that elected them, says
Bernardo Gómez of Misiones Regionales
de Seguridad, a security consultancy.
Mando único may offer them less protec-
tion than more and better bodyguards
would. When a mayor is murdered, police
should pursue not just the killers but their
bosses, saysAlejandro Hope, a security an-
alyst. “Ifyou kill a mayor and nothing hap-
pens, the next mayor will just give in.”7

Crime in Mexico

Death and the
mayor

MEXICO CITY

Governing is a dangerous job

Mayor, and martyr
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UNDETERRED by the rain, the crowd
leaps to its feet shouting “We’re going

to win” in Taiwanese as their presidential
candidate, Tsai Ing-wen, begins her stump
speech. Some rattle piggy banks to show
that theirparty, the DemocraticProgressive
Party (DPP), relies on, and serves, the little
guy—as opposed to the ruling Kuomintang
(KMT), backed by businesses and fat cats
and one of the world’s richest political in-
stitutions. Taiwan’s voters go to the polls
on January 16th in what is likely to prove a
momentous election both for the domestic
politics on the island and for its relations
with the Communistgovernment in China
that claims sovereignty over it. Eight years
ofuneasy truce across the Taiwan Strait are
coming to an end.

Since taking office in 2008, the outgoing
president, Ma Ying-jeou, has engineered
the deepest rapprochement between Tai-
wan and China ever seen, signing an un-
precedented 23 pacts with the mainland,
including a partial free-trade agreement. It
culminated in an unprecedented meeting
in November between Mr Ma and Xi Jin-
ping, China’s president, in Singapore. But if
the rapprochementunderMrMa wasa test
of whether closer ties would help China’s
long-term goal of peaceful unification, it
failed. For the past six months Ms Tsai,
whose party leans towards formal inde-
pendence for Taiwan, has been miles
ahead in the polls, with the support of
40-45% of voters. The KMT’s Eric Chu has
20-25% and another candidate, James

Hsiu-chu, whose pro-China views proved
so extreme that they nearly split the party.
Mr Chu ditched her just months before the
poll and ran for president himself. Ms
Hung’s backers, many of them old-guard
KMT voters, may abstain in protest. The
party which for decades has dominated
politics faces humiliation.

That would have profound implica-
tions for China. For years, the Chinese
Communist Party’s policy towards Taiwan
has been based on patience and economic
integration. But the election campaign sug-
gests that integration is a liability and that
time may not be on China’s side. In 1992,
according to the Election Studies Centre at
National Chengchi University in Taipei,
18% of respondents identified themselves
as Taiwanese only. A further 46% thought
of themselves as both Taiwanese and Chi-
nese. Today 59% call themselves Taiwan-
ese, while 34% identify as both—ie, very
few consider themselves Chinese first and
foremost.

Patience doesn’t pay
Among 20- to 29-year-olds, three-quarters
think of themselves as Taiwanese. For
them China is a foreign country, and the
political ripples of this change are now be-
ing felt. In early 2014 students occupied
parliament for three weeks in a protest
against a proposed services deal with Chi-
na. This proved to be a turning point: the
KMT went on to be thrashed in municipal
elections in late 2014. Some of the student
leaders have formed their own party to
contest the legislative election, joining 17
other groups and 556 candidates, who
range from a heavy-metal front man to a
former triad crime boss.

The last time Taiwan chose a DPP presi-
dent, Chen Shui-bian, in 2000, cross-strait
tensions escalated. Given China’s increas-
ingassertiveness in the region under MrXi,
things could be even more dangerous now. 

Soong, a former KMT heavyweight, about
15%. Taiwanese polls can be unreliable, and
many voters are undecided. But if Mr Chu
were to win, it would be a shock. 

Taiwan elects its parliament, the Legis-
lative Yuan, on the same day. That race is
closer. But the DPP’s secretary-general, Jo-
seph Wu, thinks his party can win it too, ei-
ther outright or in coalition with two
smaller parties—and the polls suggest he
may be right. If so, it would be the first time
any party other than the KMT has con-
trolled the country’s legislature since the
KMT fled to the island at the end of the Chi-
nese civil war in 1949.

The election result will have regional
consequences, but the campaign itself is
being fought on livelihood issues. The
economy appears to have grown by only
1% in 2015, less than in 2014. Taiwan isdoing
worse than other export-oriented Asian
economies such as South Korea. Salaries
are stagnant, youth unemployment is up
and home ownership is beyond the reach
of many. One study found that the capital,
Taipei, has become one of the world’s cost-
liest cities relative to income, with the ratio
of median house prices to median house-
hold income rising from 8.9 in 2005 to 15.7
in 2014—nearly twice the level of London.
Concerns like these have dented the KMT’s
reputation for economic competence.

Self-inflicted wounds have not helped
either. Most of the KMT’s bigwigs refused
to run for president, fearing defeat. So its
chairman, Eric Chu, put forward Hung

Politics in Taiwan

A Tsai is just a Tsai

TAIPEI

The election ofan independence-leaning president would put Taiwan backin the
international spotlight
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2 China has been piling pressure on Ms Tsai.
Mr Xi says he wants a “final resolution” of
differences over Taiwan, adding that this is
not something to leave for the next genera-
tion. China is demanding that Ms Tsai ap-
prove the “1992 consensus”, a formula by
which China and the KMT agreed there
was only one China—but disagreed about
what that meant in practice. Ms Tsai has
long said no such consensus exists, though

when asked about it in a presidential de-
bate, she called it “one option”.

MsTsai isa verydifferentfigure from Mr
Chen, who delighted in provoking China
(and was later jailed for corruption). She is
a low-key, English-educated lawyer
schooled in international trade rather than
in the rhetoric of Taiwanese nationalism.
She has gone out of her way to assure Chi-
na and America, Taiwan’s guarantor, that

she backs the status quo and will be cau-
tious. Many of her proposals, such as that
Taiwan should expand its soft power
through non-governmental organisations,
seem designed to be uncontroversial. If
her party takes control of the legislature,
that would remove a source of instability:
conflict with lawmakers made Mr Chen’s
presidency even more unpredictable than
it otherwise would have been.

Yet whatever Ms Tsai’s intentions, a lot
could go wrong. Taiwanese politics is fam-
ously raucous, and the DPP’s radicals seek-
ing formal independence might yet cause
problems. MrXi, in turn, could come under
pressure from military diehards arguing
that China has been too patient. In one of
the last foreign-policy vestiges of the “one
China” idea, China and Taiwan have simi-
lar claims in the South China Sea, a nerve-
racking part of the globe. If a new govern-
ment in Taiwan starts tinkering with its
stance on the sea, China might easily take
offence. The election of an independence-
leaning president comes at a dangerous
moment.7

Tsukiji, the world’s biggest fish market

So long, and thanks for all the fish

ON JANUARY5th, in a pre-dawn ritual
going backdecades, a handbell rang

to mark the year’s first auction at Tsukiji,
Tokyo’s sprawling fish market. The star
attraction was a glistening 200kg tuna,
sold to a sushi restaurant chain for ¥14m
($118,000). But the sale was tinged with
nostalgia and even bitterness. This time
next year the wholesale market, the
world’s busiest, will be gone.

Squeezed between the Sumida river
and the Ginza shopping district, Tsukiji is
creaking at the seams. Some 60,000
people workunder its leaky roof, and
hundreds offorklifts, carrying everything
from sea urchins to whale meat, careen
across bumpy floors. The site’s owner,
the city government, wants it moved.

That is unpopular. Traders resent
being yanked to a sterile new site to the
south. The new market is being built on a
wharfwhose soil is contaminated by the
toxic effluent from a former gasworks.
The clean-up and negotiations delayed
the move for over a decade. 

The final blow was Tokyo’s successful
bid to host the 2020 Olympics. A new
traffic artery will cut through Tsukiji,
transporting visitors to the games’ ven-

ues. Part of the site will become a tempo-
rary press centre, says Yutaka Maeyasui,
the executive in charge ofshifting the
market. Our time is up, he says, glancing
around his decrepit office. The site has
become too small, old and crowded. An
earthquake could bring the roofdown.

Many traders below Mr Maeyasui’s
office belong to families that have been
here since the market opened in the
1930s, after the Great Kanto earthquake of
1923 levelled its predecessor. “You won’t
find anyone here who supports the relo-
cation,” says Chieko Oyoshi, who runs
the tuna business her grandfather found-
ed. Big supermarket chains and whole-
salers already eat into her business by
dealing directly with the ports and fish
farms that supply Tsukiji. The move will
kill whatever trade is left, she laments.

One of the last links to the city’s mer-
cantile past, Tsukiji has changed little in
decades. Men lickpencil stubs before
writing on scraps ofpaper. A new com-
puter would die of loneliness. One of the
few modern devices is a digital clock
counting down the days till November,
when most of the activity will fall silent,
along with Tsukiji’s beautiful bedlam. 

TOKYO

An 80-year-old landmarkprepares its farewells

Next for the chopping block: Tsukiji itself

IT IS just over a year since NATO formally
ended its combat mission in Afghani-

stan. It left behind 13,000-odd soldiers to
“train, advise and assist” Afghan security
forces taking the lead in the fight against
the Taliban. Of the foreign troops, America
has provided about half (with a further
3,000 deployed on counter-terrorism oper-
ations against what remains of al-Qaeda).
Twelve months on, the results of the so-
called “transition” lookgrim. Both Afghan-
istan’s political condition and its security
have sharply deteriorated. 

Determined to exploit the departure of
Western forces, in 2015 the Taliban main-
tained their usual spring offensive much
longer into the winter than in the past. The
insurgents now control more territory
than at any time since American forces
kicked the Taliban out of power in 2001.
Among recent blows were the short-lived
but still shockingfall ofthe northern cityof
Kunduz to the Taliban in September; a raid
last month on the south’s Kandahar air-
port, one of the most heavily defended
bases in the country, that killed at least 50
people; and the deaths of six Americans
near Bagram air base on December 21st.

Worst ofall has been the steady erosion
of government control in Helmand prov-
ince in the south. It had been recaptured 

The war in Afghanistan

A bloody year of
transition

KABUL AND ISLAMABAD

A resurgent Taliban is winning territory,
but all is not lost
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2 from the Taliban in 2009-11, at considerable
cost, including American and British casu-
alties. Recently the Taliban have closed in
from the south and north towards the pro-
vincial capital, Lashkar Gah. Of13 districts
in Helmand, five, including the key dis-
tricts of Musa Qala and Sangin, are now
controlled by the Taliban, with another
five or more being contested. This week
American special forces in the Nad Ali dis-
trict came under heavy fire; one man was
killed. Retaking Helmand, the heart of Af-
ghanistan’s opium country, is a priority for
the Taliban, who desperately want the
money that drug-peddling generates. Out
of nearly 400 districts across Afghanistan,
the Taliban controls a tenth and contests
another tenth.

The growing intensity of the fighting is
taking its toll on the 352,000-strong Afghan
army and police. Last year they sustained
28% more losses than in 2014: 16,000 casu-
alties, about 7,000 of them fatal. Some
6,500 civilians are also thought to have
died. Insurgent casualties have shot up,
too. The current Taliban fighting strength is
believed to be between 40,000 and
60,000. 

The backdrop to the escalating violence
is a largely dysfunctional government in
Kabul, the failure of diplomatic attempts
last year to start a peace process, splits
within the Taliban and America’s lack of a
long-term strategy for Afghanistan. 

The national-unity government that
emerged 15 months ago has in many ways
been an improvement on its predecessor,
led by the erratic Hamid Karzai. President
Ashraf Ghani and the “chief executive”,
Abdullah Abdullah, the runner-up in a dis-
puted election, get on reasonably well. In
security matters, they welcome Western
support. At home they have taken useful
steps to curb corruption. But the fight for
keygovernmentpostsamongrival suppor-
ters and ethnic groups has meant rudder-
less ministries and provinces without go-
vernors. Not least, the post of permanent
defence minister still remains vacant.

In government, a division appears to be
opening up over Mr Ghani’s attempts to
engage Pakistan. Many Afghans have long

considered their southern neighbour to be
a destabilising force. Even today it plays
host to Taliban leaders. Mr Ghani wants
Pakistan to help push the Taliban to the ne-
gotiating table, thus paving the way for
peace and economic reconstruction. But
after he received red-carpet treatment in Is-
lamabad, the Pakistani capital, in early De-
cember, his chief of the national security
directorate resigned in disgust (though pos-
sibly before he was pushed out for a string
ofsecurity failures). Anew “Protection and
Stability Council”, headed by a former
warlord, Abdul Rasoul Sayyaf, has been
set up as a rallying point against Mr
Ghani’s emollience towards Pakistan.

After Mullah Omar
Yet despite promises from the Pakistani
prime minister, Nawaz Sharif, and the
powerful head ofthe army, General Raheel
Sharif, that they will urge the Taliban to kill
less and negotiate more, there is scant sign
of progress. That may be because the spy-
masters of Pakistan’s “deep state” still
prefer a weak, chaotic Afghanistan, or be-
cause Pakistan, itself locked in an existen-
tial fight with the Taliban’s sister outfit, the
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, may not have
the control it once had.

Meanwhile, a power struggle has been
under way within the Afghan Taliban.
When Mr Ghani’s government declared
last July that the Taliban’s leader, Mullah
Omar, had died in a Karachi hospital over
two years earlier, it triggered a challenge to
the authority of Mullah Omar’s deputy
and de facto successor, Mullah Akhtar
Mansour. While Omar was believed to be
still alive, Mullah Mansour was able to
crush dissent, while reportedly earning a
fortune from the opium trade. But his part
in the cover-up of the leader’s death, his
perceived closeness to Pakistan and his in-
terest in openingup a dialogue with the Af-
ghan government before the news about
Omar broke have all undermined his le-
gitimacy. Others have challenged his lead-
ership, while in some pockets Islamic State

(IS) has been able to poach Taliban fighters
and take root. To show that he is neither go-
ing soft on the government in Kabul nor a
tool of Pakistan’s military spy agency, Mul-
lah Mansourhas had to redouble the feroc-
ity of the insurgency. And so long as the Ta-
liban think they are winning, they have no
incentive to talkpeace. 

Yet even after the departure in the past
year of what Michael O’Hanlon of the
Brookings Institution in Washington calls
100,000 of “the world’s best soldiers”, the
Taliban have not made the breakthrough
they were hoping for. Their recent victories
in Helmand have been small. They rule
over a mere 5% more of the country’s pop-
ulation than before. They threaten few cit-
ies of any size. And despite heavy losses,
Afghan forces are mostly holding their
own. It is, says Mr O’Hanlon, a “stalemate
with a slight edge to the insurgency”. 

Meanwhile, President Barack Obama
has been forced to break his ill-considered
promise to remove all American troops
from Afghanistan by the end of the year.
Yet, to the dismay of his military advisers,
he is still talking about cutting the force
there to 5,500 before he leaves office in Jan-
uary 2017. That decision too is quite likely
to be reversed. 

Mr Obama needs to consider how to
help the Afghan government get through
what is certain to be another tough year.
He should give Afghan forces air support
of the kind which, in Iraq, government
forces are getting in the fight against IS.
And, Mr O’Hanlon says, he should expand
the training mission by providing another
3,000 mentors to workwith the army. One
reason for the setbacks in Helmand prov-
ince is that there are too few trainers. 

What America cannot do is to improve
the atrocious local governance that creates
the grievances the Taliban exploit. At best,
stabilising the security situation will allow
more time for the well-intentioned Mr
Ghani and Mr Abdullah to get their act to-
gether. That may seem a faint hope, but it is
much better than the alternatives. 7
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IN THE recent history of relations between India and Pakistan, it
has seemed an immutable law: that any apparent political

breakthrough will be followed by a terrorist atrocity in India
blamed on agents of the Pakistani state. The bloodiest of these—a
murderous assault on Mumbai in 2008—brought a chill that has
yet to thaw. And just last July, after India’s prime minister, Naren-
dra Modi, had methisPakistani counterpart, NawazSharif, ata re-
gional summit in Russia and agreed that their national-security
advisers should hold talks, terrorists attacked a police station in
the Indian state ofPunjab. 

The latest turn in this cycle is remarkable both for the drama of
the breakthrough and for the daring of the terrorist response. On
December 25th Mr Modi, en route from Kabul to Delhi, made an
impromptu stopover in Lahore in Pakistan. He dropped in on Mr
Sharif, who wascelebratingboth hisown birthdayand his grand-
daughter’s wedding. No Indian prime minister had set foot in
Pakistan since 2004, and much hugging, hand-holding and bon-
homie ensued. It formed partofa seriesofdiplomatic contacts in-
tended to be followed by the launch of a “comprehensive bilat-
eral dialogue”, with the details to be discussed at a meeting on
January15th in Islamabad, the Pakistani capital, between the two
countries’ most senior diplomats.

That meeting is now in jeopardy. On January 2nd six gunmen
in Indian army uniforms infiltrated a big Indian air base at
Pathankot, near the Pakistani border, again in Punjab. Killing
them all tookover three days and cost seven Indian soldiers their
lives. Indian analysts saw the hands of Pakistan-based Islamist
groups with ties to the Inter-Services Intelligence, the ISI, Paki-
stan’s military spy agency. On January 3rd India suffered another
attack, on its consulate in the city of Mazar-e-Sharif in Afghani-
stan. Again, many Indians blamed groups friendly with the ISI.

The talks this month would in effect resurrect a “composite di-
alogue” pursued fitfully under Mr Modi’s predecessor, Manmo-
han Singh. Mr Modi presents himself as a very different sort of
statesman from Mr Singh, who was cerebral, bureaucratic and
mild-mannered to the point of diffidence. Mr Modi is both a
chest-thumping nationalist and a compulsive hugger and hand-
holder, whose diplomacy emphasises, quite literally, the perso-
nal touch. When in opposition, Mr Modi and his colleagues were

fierce critics of Mr Singh’s alleged softness towards Pakistan. But
in office he gives the impression of having inherited one of Mr
Singh’s foreign-policy ambitions: to go down in history as the
leader who made lasting peace with India’s neighbour. Mr Modi
has boasted of “engaging Pakistan to try and turn the course of
history”. Like Mr Singh, however, he now has to deal with the
propensity ofparts of the Pakistani state to dabble in terrorism as
a way ofdisrupting talks or of furthering their own agenda.

The United Jihad Council, an umbrella for militant groups
fighting Indian rule of part of the divided and disputed state of
Kashmir, said that it had organised the Pathankot attack. Many
commentators were sceptical, blaming instead Jaish-e-Muham-
mad, a notionally banned Pakistan-based outfit nurtured by the
ISI to harass India. It has a history of spectacular attacks, includ-
ing one on Parliament in Delhi in 2001 that brought India and
Pakistan to the brink of war. It was also guilty of the kidnapping
and murder in 2002 of Daniel Pearl, an American journalist, and
in 2003 even tried to blow up Pervez Musharraf, Pakistan’s mili-
tary dictator. Yet its leader, Masood Azhar, is a free man. The fact
thathe and other leaders ofterrorist groups are not in detention is
proof, to India, of official Pakistani connivance in terrorism
against it.

It is Pakistan’s army, not Mr Sharif, that sets the country’s for-
eign and security policy. Yet under its present chief, General Ra-
heel Sharif (no relation to the prime minister), it seems to have re-
alised that it is not India that poses an existential threat to
Pakistan; rather the greatest danger stems from the militant
groups ithasfostered itselfto wage proxywars in Kashmir and Af-
ghanistan. To focus on quelling the Pakistani Taliban, in its strong-
holds in Pakistan’s western, Afghan borderlands, the army, too,
hasan interest in peace with India and a stable eastern front. Yet it
is hard to imagine that extremists can cook up and execute elab-
orate plans such as the Pathankot attackwithout some level ofof-
ficial help. This suggests either that General Sharif is playing a
double game, and that the army still wants to prevent rapproche-
ment with India; or, perhaps, that the army and the ISI are inter-
nally divided.

Now Mr Modi faces a dilemma familiar to Mr Singh and his
predecessors. To proceed with talks in the face of such provoca-
tions looks weak and may encourage others. Yet conventional
military options are limited, and nuclear ones unthinkable. And
to call offdialogue gives the terrorists what they want.

Not much to talk about
In fact, initial reactions by Mr Modi and his colleagues to Pathan-
kot were restrained. Mr Modi blamed not Pakistan but “enemies
of humanity”. The foreign-secretary talks were not called off at
once. Maybe Mr Modi calculated that India had more to gain in-
ternationally from appearing accommodating than from acting
the victim, and that the domestic political cost would be small—
after all, he is known as a “Hindu nationalist” who will not yield
to Muslim-majority Pakistan. His political allies still talk about
the eventual “unification” of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Yet
all that is at stake at the moment is, in effect, talks about talks. Mr
Modi, with his impeccable patriotic credentials, can make the
concessions needed to hold them. But nobody expects issues fes-
tering since India’s partition in 1947—notably the status of Indian-
administered, Muslim-majority Kashmir, which at times seemed
tantalisingly close to resolution under Mr Singh—to be solved
soon. Hard as it is, getting back to the table is the easy part.7 

Modi-fied but not transformed

Yet again, terrorist attacks jeopardise reconciliation between India and Pakistan
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DISCRETION is not a trait often associ-
ated with the glitzy shopfronts of

Hong Kong’s Causeway Bay, but the low-
key entrance to a small bookshop belies
the store’s recent notoriety. Tucked be-
tween a chemist and a clothes shop,
Causeway Bay Books (pictured) has be-
come the centre of a mystery involving al-
leged kidnappings by Chinese secret
agents, and ofa fierce debate in Hong Kong
about the former British colony’s autono-
my under Chinese rule.

The door to the shop, up two flights of
stairs, is now locked. The trickle of people
going up are journalists and passers-by cu-
rious for news about five men connected
with the shop who have disappeared in re-
cent months. Many Hong Kongers fear that
agents from China’s mainland may have
been involved, and that the men were tar-
geted because of the shop’s gossipy books.
Titles recently on sale include “The Col-
lapse of [President] Xi Jinping in 2017” and
“Xi Jinping and the Elders: War at the Top”. 

When China tookHongKongbackfrom
Britain in 1997, it agreed to give the territory
a “high degree of autonomy”. Outspoken
critics of the Communist Party remained
free to air their views without fear of being
“disappeared” by police, as commonly
happens to their counterpartson the main-
land. Hence huge public interest in this
case. “The midnight knock on the door is
not something we have had to worry

zhen, a mainland city adjoining Hong
Kong. Yet police in Hong Kong said they
had found no record ofhim havingcrossed
the border. Mr Lee did not take his main-
land travel permit, his wife said.

The authorities in Beijing have done lit-
tle to dampen speculation. Wang Yi, the
foreign minister, told journalists that Mr
Lee was “first and foremost a Chinese citi-
zen”—implying that Mr Wang’s British
counterpart, Philip Hammond, who hap-
pened to be visiting China this week, had
no right to poke his nose in (Mr Hammond
said British diplomats had “urgently in-
quired” about Mr Lee’s whereabouts). A
newspaper published in Beijing, Global
Times, accused the bookshop of selling
works that “viciously attacked” the main-
land’s politics and said Mr Lee was “well
aware” of the “harm” these books were
causingacross the border. “HongKongcan-
not be a special base for hostile forces to
carry out activities [aimed at] subverting
the country’s political system,” it said.

Officials in Beijing have long worried
about Hong Kong’s role as a safe haven for
outspoken critics of the Communist Party,
and those who try to expose its secretive
inner workings. There is speculation that
the mainland authorities may have finally
lost patience having got wind of reported
plans by Mighty Current to publish a book
about President Xi’s private life. 

Even the Hong Kong authorities—usual-
ly reluctant to hint at any disagreement
with the mainland—are sounding a bit
anxious. On January 4th the chief execu-
tive, Leung Chun-ying, told a hastily ar-
ranged press conference that any unautho-
rised encroachment by mainland agents
would be an “unacceptable” breach of the
Basic Law, the territory’s mini-constitu-
tion. But he said there was “no indication”
ofoutside involvement in the case.

about in Hong Kong,” wrote a columnist in
the territory’s leading English-language
newspaper, the South China Morning Post
(recently bought by a mainland business-
man). “But ifwe do now, that would be the
end ofour way of life.” 

Worries about skulduggery by the
mainland’s agents have been growing
since October, when fourofthe men disap-
peared. One of them was Gui Minhai, the
owner of Mighty Current, a publishing
house which controls the shop. Mr Gui, a
Swedish citizen of Chinese birth, went
missing while staying in Thailand. Three
members of the shop’s staff—Lam Wing-
kei, Lui Bo and Cheung Jiping—disap-
peared during visits to China’s mainland. 

Ominous clues
But it was the disappearance of Lee Bo, a
shareholder in the shop, that aroused the
biggest concern because it occurred in
Hong Kong itself. Mr Lee, who is a British
citizen, failed to return home after visiting
hiswarehouse on December30th. Hiswife
told a television news channel that Mr Lee
had later telephoned her to say that he was
“assisting in investigations” relating to the
other disappearances. She said he had
sounded harried, and, unusually for him,
had spoken in Mandarin—the official lan-
guage of mainland China—rather than in
Hong Kong’s Cantonese tongue. Mrs Lee
said her husband had called from Shen-
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2 On January5th a Taiwanese newsagen-
cy published a faxed letter purportedly
from Mr Lee saying everything was “nor-
mal” and that he had gone to the mainland
“using his own method”. His wife said the
letter appeared genuine, and that she had
withdrawn her request for police help in
finding her husband. Many commentators
believe that the letter was written under
duress, however, and that it hinted at the
abnormality of his crossing into the main-

land. Mr Leung said investigations would
continue into Mr Lee’s case.

Mr Leung’s popularity has already bad-
lysuffered asa resultofhisendorsement of
the mainland government’s refusal to
grant full democracy in Hong Kong. He
would risk even greater opprobrium if it
became evident that he was turning a
blind eye to mainland snatch-squads. De-
spitehisefforts, he will find ithard to dispel
the territory’s fears.7

WHATEVER image you may have of
the reformists hoping to shake up

China’s creaking economic system, it is
probably not one of octogenarians who
fiddle with their hearing aids and take af-
ternoon naps. But that is a fair description
of three of the country’s loudest voices for
change: Mr Market, Mr Shareholding and
the most radical of all, the liberal. With
growth slowing, the stockmarket once
again in trouble and financial risks looking
more ominous, their diagnoses of the
economy, born of decades of experience,
are sobering.

Wu Jinglian, Li Yining and Mao Yushi—
their real names—were born within two
years of each other in 1929 and 1930 in
Nanjing, then China’s capital. Whether it
was that or pure coincidence, all three
grew up to demand an end to Soviet-style
central planning and to propose, to vary-
ingdegrees, capitalism in its place. Their in-
fluence haswaned with age, but their pow-
ers of analysis remain sharp. And they do
not much like what they see. 

Mr Wu is in some ways the most impor-
tant of the group. He advised the govern-
ment from the earliest years of China’s “re-
form and opening” in the 1980s, through
the 1990s when the great China boom got
under way (see timeline). He proposed
that the Communist Party should declare
China a “socialist market economy”, a
twist of words (and a hugely controversial
one—conservatives abhorred any positive
mention of markets) that opened the door
to private enterprise. 

But Mr Market, as he came to be called,
thinks this kind of linguistic ruse has out-
lived its usefulness. Imprecise concepts
have led to flawed actions, he warns.
Though the private sector has flourished
over the past couple of decades, the state
still looms large, controllingfinancial flows
and acting as gatekeeper for virtually all
important decisions, from land deals to

mergers. “Even a low-level bureaucrat can
decide the life or death of a company. You
need to listen to the party,” says Mr Wu,
who now teaches at the China Europe In-
ternational Business School in Beijing.

Mr Wu notes contradictions in the offi-
cial blueprint for reforming state-owned
firms. The party promises to empower
their boards, but still wants to retain au-
thority over the appointment of top execu-
tives. “If you can’t solve this problem, it
will be very difficult to develop effective
corporate governance,” he says. Mr Wu ar-
gues that political change is now needed to
shore up the economy: the government
muststop meddling in marketsand instead
focus on developing the rule of law. Hold-
ing up a copy of his recent book, he chuck-

les softly. “All my ideas are in here. No one
pays them much attention.” 

Getting heard is less of a problem these
days for Li Yining, who has spent his entire
academic career at Peking University. His
former pupils include Li Keqiang, China’s
prime minister. His big idea in the 1980s
was that selling partial stakes in state-
owned companies to the public would im-
prove their performance—hence his nick-
name, Mr Shareholding. The party eventu-
ally tookhis advice, though the companies
remain hugely inefficient.

In diagnosing the problems of today, Li
Yining is blunt: the previous few years of
ultra-high-speed growth “did not accord
with economic laws”. China wasted natu-
ral resources, damaged its environment,
piled up excess capacity and missed op-
portunities to fix its economic model. Yet
perhaps because of his connections to
those in power, Mr Li is by far the most san-
guine of the old guard of reformers. “The
new normal”—President Xi Jinping’s fa-
vourite economic slogan—is shifting the
economy in the right direction, by aiming
for lower growth and structural changes. 

Mao Yushi disagrees. And unlike many
economists cowed bya frostierpolitical cli-
mate, he is unafraid to say so. MrMao start-
ed his career in the railway system, includ-
ing a spell driving trains, before retraining
as an economist in the 1970s. Always on
the margins of Chinese academia, he
founded the Beijing-based Unirule Insti-
tute of Economics in 1993, an independent
think-tank (a rarity in China). He champi-
onsderegulation and courts controversy in
his criticism of Mao Zedong’s disastrous
rule. Some diehard Maoists call the softly
spoken economist “Mao Yu-shit” online,
playing on a homonym ofhis name. 

In Mr Mao’s view it is already too late
for the economy. China has too many emp-
ty homes and its banks have too much bad
debt. “A crisis cannot be averted,” he says.
Mr Mao allows himself some optimism,
however. The young generation is educat-
ed and open-minded. The waste of capital
and resources of recent years implies that
China still has good potential forgrowth, if
it can operate more efficiently. But he be-
lieves that Mr Xi, while espousing reform,
is strengthening the state’s economic grip.
“He has the power and the determination
to fix problems, but in many cases he does
not properly understand the problems,”
says Mr Mao. 

Such unvarnished, open criticism of Mr
Xi is rare in China these days. Speaking in
the living room of his apartment, its walls
stacked high with books and yellowing
newspapers, Mr Mao says that his age and
experience give him, and the other elderly
reformists, a bit of leeway. “If it was some-
one else speaking, they would probably be
arrested. But to me, the government is po-
lite.” If only it would pay more heed to the
elders’ advice, too. 7
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Economic reforms begin

Special economic zones are created to attract 
foreign investment

Mao Yushi writes a widely circulated 
mathematical defence of market pricing

Wu Jinglian is executive director of the 
government’s economic research centre

China suffers severe inflation, a precursor to 
the Tiananmen protests of 1989

Li Yining is deputy director of the finance 
and economic committee of China’s 
legislature

Stockmarkets are launched

Mr Li writes ‘Strategic Choices For Prosperity’ 
with Li Keqiang, who was then his student at 
Peking University and is now prime minister

The Communist Party declares a “socialist 
market economy” as its goal

Mr Mao co-founds the Unirule Institute of 
Economics, a pro-market think-tank

China begins large-scale consolidation and 
privatisation of state-owned enterprises

Mr Wu is vice-chairman of the economics 
subcommittee of the main advisory body to 
the legislature

China joins the World Trade Organisation

The take-off of reform

Source: The Economist
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“IAM the free and fearless. I am secrets
that never die. I am the voice of those

who will not bow…” The voice in ques-
tion, raised in song amid the crowds pack-
ing Avenue Bourguiba, a promenade in Tu-
nis, at the beginning of 2011, was that of
Emel Mathlouthi. For a moment of calm in
a month of clamour, she gave voice to the
aspirations of hundreds of thousands of
her compatriots.

On January14th those protesters forced
Zein al Abidine Ben Ali, Tunisia’s dictator
for the previous quarter-century, from of-
fice. What followed was not easy. Terro-
rism hindered both economic progress
and deeper political reform. But in 2015 the
country became the first Arab state ever to
be judged fully “free” by Freedom House,
an American monitor ofcivil liberties, and
it moved up a record 32 places among
countries vetted by the Vienna-based De-
mocracy Ranking Association. In Decem-
ber Ms Mathlouthi sang before another
spellbound audience—this time in Oslo, as
partofcelebrations surrounding the award
of the Nobel peace prize to four civil-soci-
ety groups that shepherded in the new
constitution of2014.

Sadly, that outcome remains a stark
anomaly. There were six Arab countries in
which massive peaceful protests called for

and more isolated than ever. Jordan re-
mains an island ofcalm preserved through
fear: both the kingdom’s own people and
the donor countries that prop it up are too
spooked by the chaos buffeting its borders
and flooding it with refugees to talk much
ofpolitical reform.

Change it had to come
In short, Arabs have rarely lived in bleaker
times. The hopes raised by the Arab
spring—for more inclusive politics and
more responsive government, for more
jobs and fewer presidential cronies carv-
ing up the economy—have been dashed.
The wells ofdespair are overflowing. 

The wealthy Gulf states have seen their
incomes slashed by collapsing oil prices.
The tighter immigration rules they have set
up to replace expatriate labour from other
Arab states with natives, or Asians, have
hit the remittance flows through which
they subsidised their poorer brethren. De-
mographic pressures are unyielding. Some
60% of the region’s population is under 25.
Figures from the International Labour Or-
ganisation show that youth unemploy-
ment in the Middle East and north Africa,
already a terrible 25% in 2011, has risen to
nearly 30%, more than double the average
around the world. Rent-seeking remains 

hated rulers to go in the spring of 2011.
None of the other uprisings came to a hap-
py end. Libya and Yemen have imploded,
their central states replaced in whole or
part by warring militias, some backed by
foreign powers, some flying the flags of al-
Qaeda or Islamic State. Egypt and the is-
land kingdom ofBahrain are nowyetmore
autocratic, in some ways, than when the
protests began. And Syria has descended
into an abyss. Half its cities lie in ruins,
much of its fertile land has been aban-
doned; millions have been displaced with-
in the country, millions more have fled be-
yond it; hundreds of thousands have died;
there is no end in sight. 

With the exception of its far east and
west—the oil-rich Gulf and quietly pros-
pering Morocco, aloof behind a border
with Algeria that has been sealed for 21
years—the rest of the Arab world does not
look much better. Iraq’s Shia south and
Kurdish north and north-east are, in effect,
separate countries, while in the war zone
of its Sunni-dominated west the fearsome-
ly brutal rule of the so-called Islamic State
has taken root. The Algerians and Suda-
nese have emerged from civil wars to find
themselves still beholden to opaque and
predatory army-backed cliques. Palestin-
ians, divided into rival cantons, are weaker
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2 rampant, and standards in both public
education and the administration of jus-
tice are still dismal. Economic growth is
slow or stagnant; the hand of the security
forces weighs heavier than ever, more or
less everywhere. Sectarian divisions and
class rivalries have deepened, providing
fertile ground for radicals who posit their
own brutal vision of Islamic Utopia as the
only solution. 

The Arab spring seems therefore to
have brought nothing but woe. It has be-
come fashionable in some circles to ape
Russia and Iran in blaming this failure on
supposedly “naive” Western policymak-
ers. Had Western powers not abandoned
old allies such as Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak;
had theynot intervened in supportof Liby-
an rebels; had they not presumed that the
Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad was just
another domino waiting to topple; had
they not turned a blind eye to the danger of
Islamist fanatics: then all would be well. 

This is tosh. To frame the uprisings of
2011 as a sequence of isolated events, each
of which had a unique and optimal policy
response, is to deny the historical reality of
what happened. Such hindsight belies the
actual experience of seeing an entire re-
gion—and the world’s most politically tor-
pid region, at that—whirl into sudden, syn-
chronised motion. It also denies agency to

the actors themselves: to the crowds
whose cries of “Enough!” reached critical
mass; to the paranoid rulers whose re-
sponses exacerbated the protests.

This is not to say that the events of 2011
had no precursors. Algeria’s Islamist upris-
ing in 1991, two intifadas in Palestine, the
“Independence revolution” that ousted
Lebanon’s government in 2005, even the
short-lived “Green revolution” in non-
Arab but nearby Iran, all signalled the re-
gion’sdesire forchange. But the world’sde-
mocracies were, by and large, correct in
judging that what they were seeing in 2011
was something broader, more potent and
more difficult to steer than a set of national
crises that happened to coincide. Nor were
they naive to think that an empowered
“Arab street” would seek to move its coun-
tries closer to global norms of good gover-
nance. That was the demand the demon-
strators made in protest after protest, from
the Gulf to the Atlantic.

In judgment of all wrong
The West’s naivety, which was shared—
and paid for—by those hopeful demonstra-
tors, lay in underestimating two things.
One was the fragility of many Arab states,
too weak in their institutions to withstand
such ructions in the waythat, say, South Af-
rica did when apartheid fell. The other was

the vicious determination with which es-
tablished regimes would seek to retain or
recapture control. Who could believe that
a soft-spoken leader such as Mr Assad
would prefer to destroy his country rather
than leave his palace? Those were the
truths that brought hope to the ground. 

Just as the spring itself was more than
just a set of national events, so the current
period of counter-revolution is an interna-
tional matter. Conservatives across the re-
gion have received powerful backing from
the Gulf. One early and stark example of
this was Bahrain, where the ruling family
called on fellow Sunni monarchs to help it
crush a pro-democracy movement cham-
pioned by its Shia majority. Last year’s in-
tervention in Yemen by a Saudi-sponsored
coalition can be seen in the same light. The
Saudis are seeking not only to thwart
Houthi rebels, whose Iranian backing they
revile. They are trying to force a return to
the status quo. 

The most internationalised conflict is
the bitter civil war in Syria, where powers
from the region and beyond contend
through proxies. The war has long since
metastasised into a monumental free-for-
all involving dozens of belligerents. But it
remains at its core a fight between ag-
grieved citizens and a narrowly based—
and in Syria’s case largely sectarian—elite 
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Protests in Cairo against the rule of Hosni Mubarak

Parliamentary election won by Democratic Alliance led by the Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party

Over 50 die in protests

Morsi overthrown
by military coup

Police disperse anti-coup
protest, killing 800+ people

Muslim Brotherhood banned

New constitution agreed on by
referendum

Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi, a former
army chief, wins presidential
election

Elections to
replace GNC held

IS establishes control over
port city of Sirte

Islamist militiamen kill US
ambassador in Benghazi attack

Egypt bombs Islamic State in Libya

Pro-Sisi independents
win most seats in

parliamentary elections
on a low turnout

Libyan Dawn,backed by mainly Islamist militias,
takes Tripoli. Parliament relocates to Tobruk

Jihadists declare Derna under Islamist rule

Muhammad Morsi, the Muslim
Brotherhood's candidate, is
elected president

Supreme court rules lower house
of parliament unconstitutional,
dissolves legislature

After brutal crackdown in Tahrir Square
Mubarak hands power to military council

Uprising against Muammar
Qaddafi begins in Benghazi

First democratic election,
independents take most seats
in new General National Congress

Referendum shows strong support for
parliamentary & presidential elections

NATO imposes no-fly zone,
destroys Qaddafi’s air force

Rebels capture Tripoli, the capital

Qaddafi is killed

Rebels seize oil
terminals in east

Protests begin, sparked by self-immolation
of Muhammad Bouazizi

Protests begin;
President Ali Abdullah Saleh
promises not to seek re-election

Fuel-price rise provokes
anti-government
demonstrations.

Hadi sacks cabinet Houthi rebels
take most of
Sana'a

Hadi flees to Aden, his
stronghold in south

IS bombers kill 137 in Sana’a

Saudi-led coalition bombs
Houthi-controlled territory

Elections held, with Hadi the only candidate;
AQAP attacks presidential palace, killing 26+Troops kill 45 protesters

in Sana’a, the capital
Al-Qaeda in the Arabian peninsula (AQAP) captures most of Abyan province

Saleh leaves Yemen, ceding power to
his deputy, Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi

US-led coalition
starts bombing IS
in Syria & Iraq

Protests begin;
72 killed by security
forces in Deraa

Regime begins shelling Homs,
the third city; Jabhat al-Nusra,
affiliate of al-Qaeda, is founded in Syria

Rebels launch offensive
to take Aleppo, Syria’s second city

Aleppo is divided; government forces
shell rebel quarters; population exodus

Islamic State of Iraq & Syria founded;
captures Raqqa

UN says chemical weapons
used in an attack on rebels
in Damascus

IS consolidates territory
between Syria & Iraq,
abolishing former border

Government forces lose
most of Idlib province

Russia launches air strikes,
mostly against non-IS rebels

Britain joins air
strikes against IS

President Ben Ali flees,
temporary government
takes over

First election held.
Islamist Nahda party wins
most seats in parliament

Political crisis resolved,
constitution approved
by parliament

Opposition MP assassinated;
political crisis; Nahda
government resigns

Centrist/secular Nida Tounes party wins
parliamentary elections; its leader Beji Caid
Essebsi is elected president

Jihadist gunman
kills 38 people at
beach resort
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2 intent on keeping its hold on power. 
In Egypt, a nation-state of longer stand-

ing and greater stability, the ancien régime’s
fight has—again with help from the Gulf—
been won, for now. Egypt has long been
seen as the region’s bellwether, and for
good reason. Over the past five years it has
provided the Arab spring’s most revealing
story of failure; today it highlights the de-
gree to which the tensions persist that
brought about the uprisings. 

The world looks just the same
In 2010, six months before the protests in
Tahrir Square turned into the uprising
(even Egyptian enthusiasts are now shy of
calling it a revolution) that ousted Mr Mu-
barak, this newspaper warned of looming
change in Egypt and suggested that there
were three ways in which it might play out.
The country might, like Iran in 1979, experi-
ence a popular revolution which would
then be hijacked by Islamists. Like Turkey
in the 2000s, it might become a genuine, if
shakyand flawed, democracy, one with the
power needed to tame the military-backed
“deep state”. Or, like Russia, it might suffer a
Putinist putsch, with the deep state reas-
serting control under a new strongman. 

We were too parsimonious. Egypt has,
in a jumbled fashion, experienced not just
one but all three of these outcomes. Its rev-
olutionaries did overcome, ifbriefly, the se-
curity forces that underpinned Mr Muba-
rak’s rule. Egyptians then voted in a
government headed by the Muslim Broth-
erhood—a government which, rather than
shrinking the deep state, tried instead to in-
sert party loyalists into its depths. (As it
happens, this isalso whatTurkey’s Islamist-
leaning government has been doing since
2011, with rather more success.) Popular an-
ger against the Islamists, stoked and nur-
tured by the deep state, then brought Egypt
to the Russian option in a soft coup that saw
Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi, a general and the min-
ister of defence, installed as president in
June 2013.

Two and a half years later, Mr Sisi’s
counter-revolution appears all but com-

plete. Mr Mubarak and his cronies, not to
mention the police responsible for killing
and maiming hundreds in the clashes of
2011, are out of jail. Tens of thousands of
Muslim Brothers, along with hundreds of
secular revolutionaries, are imprisoned, in
exile, or dead. Nearly 1,000 Islamists were
killed when anti-coup protests were
crushed in 2013. The police have killed
scores more since then; others have died
from torture or neglect in prison.

MrSisi’smen have taken particular care
to harass the technically adept young peo-
ple whose social-media skills made the
revolutionary experiment possible. And
the state has made an unprecedented ef-
fort to control the courts, universities and
media. A tailor-made constitution that
grants sweeping powers to the president
and the army, and electoral rules designed
to produce a fragmented parliament, fur-
nish it with the trappings of democracy.
But it is a sham. The Mukhabarat (secretpo-
lice) intervened in 2015’s elections to en-
sure supine legislative loyalty to the presi-
dent. Not surprisingly, turnout was dismal,
particularly among the young. Their dis-
dain proved further justified when the
government abruptly cancelled the results
ofDecember’s student-council elections in
the country’s universities. Pro-revolution
candidates had won across the board.

Many Egyptians praise MrSisi for deliv-
ering the country from both Islamists and
revolutionary hotheads. Many more now
shun politics altogether, which from the
autocrats’ point ofview is almost as happy
a result. The Muslim Brotherhood remains
in shattered abeyance and more radical Is-
lamists, who have mounted terror attacks
and grabbed a chunk of territory in north-
east Sinai, have not made broader inroads
among the general public. Another upris-
ing on the scale of 2011 is unlikely in the
near future. 

But the effort to build a bigger, stronger
“wall of fear” has further alienated Egypt’s
people from a state that is not just cruel, ar-
bitrary and unaccountable, but also both
too incompetentand too broke to buytheir

acquiescence. Investors are put offby errat-
ic policymaking, the overweening power
of the army and Mukhabarat, and unpre-
dictable, often vindictive courts. Egypt’s
government debt remains colossal. The
budget deficit has topped 10% every year
since 2011; in mid-2015 Egypt’s combined
domestic and foreign liabilities pushed
past 100% of GDP. The currency is in de-
cline—and so is tourism. Incidents such as
the killing of a group of Mexican tourists
mistaken for terrorists by the air force, or
the government’s farcical handlingofwhat
appears to have been the bombing of a
Russian civilian airliner on Egyptian terri-
tory in October, show the state to be inept.
Mr Sisi’s benefactors in the Gulf, who have
propped up his regime with perhaps $30
billion in cheap loans, central-bank depos-
its and fuel, are reputedly running out of
patience and risk running out of money.
Repeatedlybailed out in the past, Egypt has
no more saviours-in-waiting.

Tip my hat to the new constitution
A recent tweet—“Has anyone tried switch-
ing Egypt off and turning it on again?”—
sums up the despairing mood of this bro-
ken country’s people. For lack of an alter-
native, or an on-off switch, most have
adopted a wait-and-see attitude, praying
that Mr Sisi will lighten his grip or hoping
for a palace coup to install a less military-
minded ruler. “The cheapest option is in-
ternal change inside the regime,” says Abd-
el Moneim Abul Fotoh, a former Muslim
Brother whose centrist platform captured
4m votes in the 2012 presidential election.
“Revolutions are cumulative, and it will
take time for pressure to accumulate.” 

But if the uprising changed little in the
way things work, it changed much in how
they are perceived. Hani Shukrallah, an
Egyptian commentator, likens memories
of Tahrir Square to King Hamlet’s ghost, a
presence that may be intangible yet re-
mains the driving force of the drama, and
which mutely insists that something is rot-
ten in the state ofEgypt.

What underlies the rot, in Egypt and 
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2 elsewhere, is the failure of generations of
Arab elites to create accountable and effec-
tive models ofgovernance, and to promote
education. After some 60 years of essen-
tially fascistic rule—the forced rallying be-
hind a bemedalled patriarch, pomp and
parades and propaganda disguising the re-
ality that the people have no voice—it was
perhaps not surprising that the backlash,
when it came, was inarticulate and lacked
direction. The Arab revolutions produced
few leaders, few credible programmes for
action, and few ideas. But they did produce
much-needed clarity about such things as
what political Islam actually means in
practice, where the Arabs stand in the
world and with each other, and what the
weaknesses and strengths of Arab states
and societies are.

Before it came to brief and inglorious
power in Egypt, the Muslim Brotherhood
attracted believers with the simple but
vague slogan “Islam is the solution”. Expe-
rience now prompts many more Arabs to
ask, which Islam? If it is the arm-twisting,
head-lopping version proclaimed by Is-
lamic State (IS), which dismisses all Mus-
lims but its own ardent followers as shirk-
ers and sinners, there are few takers. If it
means giving political power to more
mainstream religious figures who cannot
agree on points of doctrine, this does not
look appetising either. Nor do the Muslim
Brothers, who revealed themselves to be
conservatives bent on capturing rather
than reforming the state, hold much more
ofan appeal.

For decades Arab opinion-makers have
ascribed a host of regional ills to Western—
and particularly American—meddling,
even as its leaders turned habitually to the
West foraid ormilitary protection. And the
West is hardly innocent; the biggest region-
al debacle until recent years was America’s
spectacularly inept occupation of Iraq. But
the morass left by that unforced error,
along with the West’s ineffectual response

to the Arab spring, have convinced all but a
conspiracy-addled fringe that there is not
much substance to talk of Western omni-
potence, American hegemony oreven a Zi-
onist conspiracy. The West’s capacities
have been revealed as limited and seldom
effectively exercised. It is the region’s own
weakness, rather than malign Western in-
tent, that keeps sucking in outside powers.

At the same time many Arabs have also
seen, not for the first time but perhaps now
more clearly than ever, how weakthe links
between Arab states actually are, despite
decadesofslogansproclaimingArab unity.
And they have seen how weak the states
themselves are, and more sadly how weak
many of their own societies are. Iraqis and
Syrians are fond of saying that before the
American invasion or the 2011 uprising
there were no tensions between Sunnis
and Shias. If this is true, though, such sol-
idarity was very easily shattered.

History ain’t changed
If states’ weaknesses stand exposed, so do
their workings. In Egypt and Tunisia, and
even more so in Mr Assad’s Syria, no one
used to know who in which of the many
competing security agencies really con-
trolled what, or how. They could not put
their finger on the way that, say, a compli-
ant judiciary fitted in to the overall shape
of things. Now they can. In Egypt the cur-
rent crop of thoughtful young revolution-
aries shuns the street in favour of drawing
up quietplansforoverhauling the police or
reforming the judiciary. Ifanotheruprising
starts, its demands will go beyond the re-
moval ofa figurehead and the election ofa
legislature kept well away from the levers
of real power.

And what else may be on the agenda
for change? One place to look is to IS—
which, in ghastly irony, is the only truly
new model of government that the wave
of revolutions has thrown up. The group is
monstrous. Its “state” is in many ways a far

nastier reproduction of previous autocrat-
ic regimes, overlaid with a brutal “Islamic”
veneer that most Muslims find repulsive.
Yet the fact that this ugly experiment sur-
vives at all, despite the world’s semi-un-
ited efforts to abort it, holds lessons for the
region.

Although IS’s laws are grotesque, other
Arab states should take note that its em-
phasis on quick and firm justice appeals
not only to Syrians and Iraqis desperate for
order amid chaos. It responds to a burning
public need to right decades of perceived
wrongs. So does IS’s intolerance of corrup-
tion within its own ranks and its focus,
even with limited means, on providing ser-
vices such as health, education and social
welfare. Unlike other Arab states, which
tend to be hyper-centralised, IS grants
broad powers to local administrators.
These officials seek to regulate and tax
commerce rather than to control it. Instead
of assuming ownership of the oil industry,
as nearly all otherArab states do, it sells the
crude oil in its territory at the wellhead,
subsequently exacting taxes from the peo-
ple who go on to refine and transport it. 

The missing ingredients in this formula
are obvious: a basic respect for human
rights and fordiversity, systems ofaccount-
ability, a method of lawmaking that pays
heed to the will and interest of the public
and not simplyreligious textsor the whims
of a so-called caliph. Such essential com-
ponents of good governance are often lazi-
ly bundled togetheras part ofa grab-bag la-
belled democracy. The Arab spring
showed that it may be these constituent el-
ements, more than such theatrics as top-
pling tyrants or holding noisy elections,
that are the key to success.

In the tense calm that has settled over
countries such as Tunisia and Egypt, in the
brittle peace that will no doubt eventually
prevail across Iraq, Syria and Yemen, and
during the continuing, ever-expectant
pause endured by other Arabs as they wait
for change, it is these kinds of institutional
building blocks that need attending to. Ar-
abs may take heart from the fact that in Eu-
rope, the supposedly revolutionary years
of 1848 and 1968 produced little forward
motion; indeed their immediate effect was
to prompt a conservative backlash. A.J.P.
Taylor, a historian, described 1848, a yearof
continent-wide insurrection against auto-
cracy, as a moment when “history reached
a turning point but failed to turn.”

But in both cases revolutionary change
did come, in protracted form, in the next
generation. It was brought about less by
street action than by quiet evolutions in
culture, society and the economy, and by
the building of new and stronger institu-
tions. It isnotas intoxicatingasmass action
in Tahrir Square. But if some future season
of rebirth is to lead to a lasting summer,
there needs to be some thoroughgoing cli-
mate change first.7Mr Sisi and Mr Mubarak: meet the new boss…
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DIVORCING couples usually squabble
over custody of the children. Jacob

Zuma seems to be wonderinghowto share
custody ofthe country with his ex-wife. Mr
Zuma must retire as South Africa’s presi-
dent in 2019. He appears to favour Nkosa-
zana Dlamini-Zuma, to whom he was mar-
ried until 1998, as his successor. The couple
often appear on stage together at political
events, as they did during the African Un-
ion (AU) summit in Johannesburg in June.

A quiet race is under way to pick the
next president of the ruling party, the Afri-
can National Congress (ANC). The winner
will inevitably become president of the
country, too. For Mr Zuma, there is much to
commend his ex-wife. For a start, she has
not been accused of trying to poison him
(unlike one of the current crop of first la-
dies, whose lawyers issued a statement in
which she denied being part ofa plot to do
so). Furthermore, Ms Dlamini-Zuma has
plenty of political experience. She cur-
rently chairs the AU. She has served as
South Africa’s health minister (under Nel-
son Mandela), foreign minister (under
Thabo Mbeki) and home affairs minister
(in her ex-husband’s cabinet).

She is also loyal. Mr Zuma faced 783
charges of corruption, fraud, money-laun-
dering and tax evasion before he became
president. (He denies them all.) These char-
ges were dropped, but the opposition
Democratic Alliance is doggedly trying to
reinstate them. Mr Zuma’s critics speculate
that he wants his ex-wife at the helm as an
ally to argue that the charges—which he
claims are politically motivated—should
never see the light ofday.

The odds of another Zuma running
South Africa are hard to gauge. There is no
open, formal campaigning within the
ANC. Candidates maintain the fiction that
they are “deployed” by the party. 

The other strong contender is Cyril Ra-
maphosa, a union-leader-turned-tycoon
who is now deputy president. He has the
tacit support of the Congress ofSouth Afri-
can Trade Unions (COSATU), a part of the
ruling alliance. At the COSATU national
congress in late November several unions
openly backed Mr Ramaphosa, saying that
the deputy president of the ANC should
succeed as party president, as in the past. 

Mr Ramaphosa stands to benefit from
the mess Mr Zuma has made of the coun-
try’s credit rating. In December the presi-
dent replaced a respected finance minister
with an unknown backbencher, spooking

the markets. He soon relented and ap-
pointed a third finance minister, whom in-
vestors trust, but the episode solidified his
reputation for capricious decision-making.
Even so Mr Ramaphosa, who has a sober,
Mr Fix-It reputation, will have to build sup-
port softly-softly, in the ANC style.

Ms Dlamini-Zuma received a boost in
November when Sihle Zikalala beat a can-
didate who supported Mr Ramaphosa to
be elected as ANC chairman in KwaZulu-
Natal province, the party’s biggest support
base. Three provincial premiers, known as
the “Premier League,” are drumming up
support for her. Ms Dlamini-Zuma’s fans
often say that “South Africa is ready for a
woman president.”

Would she be any good? Her record in
government is not exactly impressive. As
health minister, she extended health ser-
vices to black South Africans but also pro-
moted a quack “cure” for AIDS based on a
toxic industrial solvent, and purged South
Africa’s drug-safety authority when it ob-
jected. As foreign minister she failed miser-
ably to address the implosion of next-door
Zimbabwe. Some argue that, as home min-
ister, she cleaned up a dysfunctional minis-
try; others say the reforms were under way
before she tookover.

On January 8th the ANC will celebrate
the anniversary of its founding. It is cus-
tomary for the president to set out the
party’s agenda on such occasions, but all
eyes will be on the succession struggle be-
hind the scenes. Not long afterwards, prob-
ably in May, South Africa will hold munici-
pal elections. If the ANC does poorly, the
Zumas will be weakened. 

Ms Dlamini-Zuma has said nothing
publicly about what she might do ifshe be-
comes president. Susan Booysen, author
of the book “Dominance and Decline: The
ANC in the Time of Zuma”, predicts that
she would be much like her ex-husband.
That worries liberals, who fret that Mr
Zuma has undermined institutions that
check presidential power and tolerated
widespread corruption. “I think Zuma is
going to be with us longafterhe has actual-
ly left office,” says Ms Booysen.

Mr Zuma may not be able to name his
own successor, however. He is unpopular,
even among ANC supporters. A recent
Afrobarometer survey found that public
distrust of him had increased from 37% in
2011 to 66% in 2015. “A majority of citizens
believe that he routinely ignores both the
legislature and the judiciary,” the pollster
said. Public approval of his performance
dropped from 64% in 2011 to 36% this year.

Mr Zuma giggled throughout his last
day ofquestions in Parliament for the year,
despite the serious issues before him: a se-
vere drought, an economy close to reces-
sion and reports that taxpayers are to fork
out for a brand-new, 4 billion-rand ($251m)
presidential jet. Aftera youngeropposition
MP scolded him Mr Zuma responded: “I
don’t know how to stop my laughter.”7

South Africa’s next president

After Zuma,
another Zuma?

JOHANNESBURG

Jacob Zuma wants to start a dynasty

Who has custody of the country this weekend?

NIGERIA’S37governorscannothaveex-
pected cheers when they declared late

in 2015 that they could no longer pay a
minimum wage of just $3 per day to their
employees. Politicians are seldom brave
enough to cut civil servants’ pay but Nige-
ria’s governors are desperate.

Low oil prices have slashed govern-
ment revenues. Nigeria, which nowadays
is comprised of 36 states and Abuja, the
capital territory, operates as a federation in
which most decisions over spending take
place in the various state capitals. Every
month the central government collects
money from oil sales (which still account
formore than 50% ofits total revenues) and
hands over just under half to the states. But
that sum has plummeted since the price of
crude declined. BudgIT, a Lagos-based
analysis group, reckons that the states got a 

Nigeria’s federation

A house divided

LAGOS

How a toxic blend of identitypolitics
and cheap oil hurts Nigeria’s states
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2 bit less than $7 billion between January
and September 2015 compared with al-
most $14 billion over the same period in
2013. That led to a crisis in June when, hav-
ing not paid their workers for months, 27
state governments begged President Mu-
hammadu Buhari for a bail-out. 

By December 2015 several states were
again failing to pay civil servants on time,
provoking strikes. Although the fiscal crisis
came to a head when the oil price col-
lapsed, its origins are much older. 

At independence in 1960 the country
was made up of just three regions. Since
then it has been divided and subdivided.
There are perhaps 250 ethnic groups in Ni-
geria. The big ones all want states where
they are in a majority, so they can divvy up
oil money and government jobs among
theirkin. “Some states were created by mil-
itary leaders just to look after friends and
businesses partners,” says Adigun Agbaje,
a professor at the University of Ibadan.

This balkanisation of Nigeria has
spawned a poisonous kind of politics. At
the ballot box, religion and ethnicity mat-
ter far more than a candidate’s ideas. Politi-
cians often win votes by stirring up ani-
mosity against the ethnic group next door.
This can turn violent. More than 8,000
people were killed in ethnic or religious
clashes in 2015. 

Few states gather much revenue them-
selves. Borno, a state in the north-east, col-
lected about $3 per head from its 5m peo-
ple in the whole of 2014. To be fair, it is
besieged by Boko Haram insurgents. Still,
other more peaceful states such as Osun
are scarcely doing better yet hire civil ser-
vants by the busload.

Some financiers think the federal gov-
ernment should provide conditional lend-
ing to troubled states. It probably won’t,
given its own ballooning budget deficit.
States could cut wages, but workers will
howl. Some governors have hit on the orig-
inal idea of trying to collect more tax. La-
gos, the nation’s most self-sufficient state,
thinks it can tax another 4m people, dou-
bling the number who pay. Many states,
however, are simply “hoping that future
residents will pay off today’s costs”, says
BudgIT’s Oluseun Onigbinde. 7
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AT THE edge of Dar es Salaam, Tanza-
nia’s commercial capital, in a space

roughly the size of a football field, stands
hope for Africa’s industrial future: the
Ubungo power plant. Gleaming pipes
emerge from the ground; five modern gen-
erators hum quietly. This was where, in
2013, Barack Obama announced his Power
Africa plan to electrify the continent. 

The trouble with plants such as
Ubungo is that there are not enough of
them. Opposite the power plant, young
men sell charcoal to burn for cooking and
heat. At night in the city centre the street-
lights are turned off. South of the Sahara
there are only seven countries—Camer-
oon, Gabon, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Namibia,
Senegal and South Africa—in which more
than 50% of people have access to electric-
ity. In a typical year the whole region gen-
erates less electrical power than Canada,
and halfof that supply is in South Africa.

Generating power in Africa ought to be
a good business. Africans tend to pay ex-
traordinary prices for electricity. Business-
es rely on dirty and expensive diesel gener-
ators. Tanzanian mines are powered by
generators burning diesel that has been
trucked across the country; a kilowatt-
hour can cost as much as $1. Grid power at
an American mine, by way ofcomparison,
costs less than a tenth as much. 

So there ought to be a rush to invest in
African power plants. But there is not. Tan-
zania, a country of 50m people with sub-
stantial recent discoveries ofnatural gas, il-
lustrates some of the bottlenecks.

Tanzania has about 1,500MW of in-
stalled electricity-generation capacity—
about as much as a small American city.
More than a third comes from hydroelec-
tric power stations. Because of drought in
recent years, these rarely run at full capaci-
ty. In early October, at the end of the dry
season, the country had to shut down all
its hydroelectric plants. Tanzania is not
alone in relying heavily on hydropower. In
Malawi and Zambia almost all power
comes from water, when it flows.

Tanzania wants to build new gas-fired
plants, connected via a new pipeline from
a newly discovered gasfield in the south.
Plants such as the one at Ubungo ought to
generate lots of extra power cheaply. But
that is not happening as quickly as it
should. The Ubungo plant, which is
owned by an American firm, Symbion, did
not begin running at full capacity on local
gas until last September. Before that, short-

ages meant that production often relied on
imported liquid fuels such as kerosene.

Gas is relativelyclean, reliable and inex-
pensive. Indeed, the Ubungo power sta-
tion could easily add capacity, says Mages-
varan Subramaniam, Symbion’s local
boss. It is just a matter of buying more mo-
bile generators. The trouble is neither a
lack of gas to power the plant nor a short-
age of demand for the juice it sends down
the wire; it is that the only customer does
not pay its bills on time. Tanesco, which
has a monopoly on distributing power in
Tanzania, is severely cash-strapped. Its out-
goings are inflated by the need to buy ex-
pensive emergency backup fuel to keep
the lights on when the supply from dams
falters. In practice, payments to indepen-
dent power producers such as Symbion of-
ten come last on its list.

On December 2nd SonGas, a private-
equity owned firm that runs another gas-
powered plant in Dar es Salaam, and
which contributes as much as 20% of Tan-
zania’s grid power, threatened to stop gen-
erating electricity unless it is paid money is
it owed by Tanesco. SonGas, like other
firms investing in power plants across Afri-
ca, has a guarantee from Tanzania’s gov-
ernment that it will be paid—something fi-
nancial backers generally insist on before
investing in private power producers. But
this does not help its short-term cashflow.
Tanesco’s arrears do not mean that SonGas
can refuse to pay for the gas it buys.

For many, then, the best hope of getting
the lights on is to bypass the grid entirely.
M-Kopa, a Kenyan firm, is expanding
across east Africa selling its solar-powered
battery systems, which contain a torch and
a mobile-phone charger. Customers are ef-
fectively given loans to buy them; repay-
ments are made through mobile money. 

Generating power at home may trans-
form life in rural areas for the better, but
factories, mines and mills need a reliable,
large-scale power supply. If Africa is to in-
dustrialise, it needs power plants. These
will not be built unless customers start
paying their electricity bills. 7
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FOR the French left, SOS Racisme, an
anti-discrimination group founded in

the 1980s, is a cherished treasure. With its
rock concerts and slogans, it was a training
ground for Socialist politicians, and re-
mains a nostalgic reminder of multi-racial
aspiration. But today, as France marks the
first anniversary of the Charlie Hebdo ter-
rorist attacks, SOS Racisme has turned its
protests on its old Socialist friends: Presi-
dent François Hollande’s government and
its latest counter-terrorism measures. 

As part of a package that will go before
parliament next month, Mr Hollande
plans to write into the constitution the
power to strip nationality from French-
born dual citizens convicted of terrorism.
French law already allows this for dual citi-
zens who have acquired French national-
ity. And some other European countries,
such as Britain, can deprive even native-
born dual citizens of nationality on
grounds of national security. But France’s
tradition of droit du sol, or the right to citi-
zenship for those born on its soil, makes
such a measure particularly sensitive.

“It’s a huge betrayal,” says Marouane
Zaki, an official at SOS Racisme, who has
dual French and Moroccan citizenship. “It
gives the impression that dual citizens are
not really French, and that terrorism is not
a problem among the children of the
French republic, only those who come
from somewhere else.” Over a third of

of“running after the National Front”. 
The prospect of losing a French pass-

port is unlikely to deter suicide-bombers.
Better intelligence and policing, which the
French are also strengthening, matter far
more. Manuel Valls, the (Spanish-born) So-
cialist prime minister, has acknowledged
that the proposal is a “symbolic measure”.
France’s opposition broadly supports it,
but Alain Juppé, a centre-right former
prime minister, described its likely effec-
tiveness as “feeble, ifnot zero”. 

The political outcry exposes the fragil-
ity of Mr Hollande’s standing on the left.
Elected in 2012 to squeeze the rich and end
austerity, Mr Hollande has shifted to a
more business-friendly economic policy,
to the dismay of his party’s left wing. He
has presided over a painful three-year in-
crease in joblessness. But his bellicose rhet-
oric after the November 13th attacks, in
which 130 people were killed, earned Mr
Hollande a bigbounce in the polls. Now he
seems to hope that public opinion will
lend him the legitimacy to face down dis-
sent on the civil-liberties left. 

As Europe grapples with the terrorist
threat, the row may also reflect a new cen-
tre ofgravity on matters ofnational securi-
ty. The French have been remarkably toler-
ant of the constraints imposed by the state
of emergency, even though few of the
2,700 police raids carried out so far have
uncovered evidence that might thwart ter-
rorists. Under Marine Le Pen, the FN has
surfed a wave of fear. “The rise of the FN

weighs heavily on the political debate,”
says Augustin Grosdoy of the Movement
against Racism and for Friendship be-
tween People, a watchdog, “and the left is
not immune.” A year after Charlie Hebdo,
France may be better patrolled and more
alert. But the fleeting unity of“Je suis Char-
lie” feels a long time ago.7

French-born citizens with North African
origins have dual nationality, according to
the National Institute of Demographic
Studies. This week SOS Racisme staged a
protest outside the Socialist Party’s head-
quarters in Paris, accusing the government
of trying to “write discrimination into the
heart of the constitution”.

Until now, Mr Hollande’s hard-line se-
curity policy has drawn broad cross-party
support, which will only grow after police
foiled an apparent terror attempt in Paris
on January 7th. After the attacks in Paris on
November 13th, the president stepped up
bombing in Syria and adopted a muscular
counter-terrorism approach. A state of
emergency, which gives the police sweep-
ing powers to make house arrests and raid
premises, lasts until February 26th. Yet the
citizenship-stripping proposal, backed by
85% of French people and long defended
by the xenophobic National Front (FN), is
seen by many on the left as a step too far.

Revolt of the foreign-born
Anne Hidalgo, the (Spanish-born) Socialist
mayor of Paris, tweeted her “firm opposi-
tion” to the proposal. “There cannot be dif-
ferent categories of French citizens,” ar-
gued Samia Ghali, a Socialist senator born
to Algerian parents. Perhaps the most
crushing reproach came from Thomas Pi-
ketty, a left-wing economist and best-sell-
ing author, who accused the government

France’s fight against terror
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Aftera yearoffar-reaching securitymeasures, the left thinks the latest one is a step
too far
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NOMINALLY they are allies. But Angela
Merkel, the German chancellor and

leader of the centre-right Christian Demo-
cratic Union (CDU), and Horst Seehofer,
the premier ofBavaria and boss of the con-
servative Christian Social Union (CSU),
have been at loggerheads for months over
the refugee crisis. Mr Seehofer demands
fixed “upper limits” on the number of mi-
grants that Germany admits. Mrs Merkel,
given the1.1m refugeeswho arrived in 2015,
agrees that a “reduction” is desirable but
rules out limits as unconstitutional. At an
annual CSU gathering on January 6th-8th,
Mr Seehofer expanded his attack. With
Mrs Merkel present as an uncomfortable
guest, he put a low-ball number on his
“limit”: no more than 200,000 a year.

The refugee crisis strains not only Ger-
many’s governing coalition (which also in-
cludes the centre-left Social Democrats)
but also the “Union”, as the CDU and CSU

are jointly called because they form one
group in parliament. Yet their fight must be
seen in context. The CSU has always been
prone to elaborate displays of dissent—
without which it would have no reason to
exist as a separate party from the CDU. 

Start with the setting. The latest show-
down took place at Wildbad Kreuth, a his-
toric former spa near an Alpine lake where
guests once included emperors and tsars.
Every winter for four decades the CSU’s
members of parliament have gathered

there against a picture-perfect Bavarian
backdrop. One meeting in 1976 took place
amid a power struggle between two swag-
gering silverbacks, the CSU’s Franz Josef
Strauss and the CDU’s Helmut Kohl. It was
in Kreuth that Mr Strauss declared war,
when the CSU formally abandoned its
partnership with the Christian Democrats.
The split was mended only a month later—
but with appropriate utterances from both
sides about the CSU’s prized autonomy.

Ever since, the CSU’s attitude towards
its sister party has been described as “the
spirit of Kreuth”. The party thus has three
jobs. The first is to rule Bavaria, which it
does competently. The second is to ensure,
as Mr Strauss put it, that “there must never
be a legitimate democratic party to the
right of the CSU”: the party must be popu-
list enough to appeal to conservative vot-
ers and keep them from drifting to the ex-
treme right. The third job is to make
enough trouble in national politics, espe-
cially for the CDU, for Bavarians to feel im-
portant—but without actually toppling a
Christian Democrat chancellor (without
whom the CSU would also be powerless).

By this definition, as of last summer Mr
Seehofer was looking weak. The CSU ap-
peared irrelevant in the governing co-
alition, and was widely ridiculed for both
its signature policies. (One is to subsidise
parents who keep their toddlers at home
rather than sending them to a crèche. The

other is to introduce a road toll which, cun-
ningly, would hit only foreign drivers.)
Meanwhile, a new xenophobic party, the
Alternative for Germany (AfD), was grow-
ing to the right of the CSU, making Mr
Strauss turn in his grave.

The refugee crisis has allowed Mr See-
hofer to tap into the spirit of Kreuth again.
Since Septemberhe has been needlingMrs
Merkel for her liberal asylum policy. That
does not mean he wants to oust her. He
only wants to signal to Bavarians that the
CSU remains the conservative backstop in-
side the Union. This also applies when the
topic is Brussels. In terms of Euro-
scepticism, the “Bavarians are the Brits of
Germany”, as one analyst puts it. To get
that message out, Mr Seehofer also invited
David Cameron to attend this year’s meet-
ing at the spa in Kreuth. All in the spirit.7

Bavaria’s Christian Social Union

Kabuki in the Alps
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How to interpret the theatre ofGerman coalition politics

Please direct your complaints to my colleague

AS THE New Year’s fireworks went up in
German cities, a briefpanic seized Mu-

nich, which had information about
planned terroristattacksat two railway sta-
tions. Those neveroccurred. But, much less
noticed at first, a different sort of crime was
occurring in Cologne and, to a lesser ex-
tent, in Hamburg and Stuttgart. 

While partiers gathered on the square
between Cologne’s cathedral and railway
station, a large group of young men, later
described by the police as “looking North
African or Arabic”, also massed there.
Some threw fireworks into the crowd to
cause panic. Then the men formed rings
around individual women, so that police
and onlookers could not see inside each
huddle. According to over 100 women
who subsequently filed complaints, the
men groped the women sexually, while
others stole their mobile phones, wallets
or purses. One woman was raped.

Oddly, the Cologne police reported the
following day that the festivities had been
relaxed and peaceful. Only after scores of
women came forward did the country re-
act with rage. The interior and justice min-
isters promised to bringdown the full force
of the law—even as the police had to admit
that they as yet had no information to
make individual arrests. Angela Merkel,
the chancellor, called the assaults “disgust-
ing” and demanded justice “without re-
gard to origin or background”.

The assaults tapped into deep fears at a
tense time, as Germany struggles with re-
cord numbers of refugees—more than 1m 

Sexual assaults in Cologne

New year, new
fear

BERLIN

Attacks on women by mobs ofyoung
men inflame Germany’s refugee debate
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IT SEEMS that some PIIGS can fly. During
the euro crisis Portugal, Ireland, Italy,

Greece and Spain looked wobbly and, be-
cause of their initials, earned an unflatter-
ing porcine label. Yet three of the five grew
robustly in 2015 (see chart). The laggard
was Greece, still labouring under the terms
of its bail-out. 

Italy, too, performed disappointingly. In
December the bosses’ association Confin-
dustria downgraded its estimate ofgrowth
in 2015 to 0.8%. No one is expecting a big
surge in 2016. The EU expects Italian GDP to
rise 1.5%, but last year’s quarter-on-quarter
figures suggested growth was slowing
(from 0.3% in the first two quarters to 0.2%
in the third). “There is a recovery,” the fi-
nance minister, Pier Carlo Padoan, told
business leaders in December. “But it is
weak.” Advisers to the prime minister,
Matteo Renzi, worry that the world econ-
omy will enter a cyclical downturn before
Italy regains the ground it lost in the finan-
cial and euro crises.

Confindustria’s researchers called Ita-

ly’s lacklustre recovery “a real puzzle”. The
prime minister is energetic and reform-
minded. His left-right coalition has done
good things. It has begun to reform the civ-
il-justice system and the bureaucracy; the
sluggishness of the first and the complex-
ity of the second are long-standing obsta-
cles to investment. It has overhauled la-

bour laws, offsetting easier dismissal with
gradually enhanced job security and wel-
fare entitlements for newly hired workers.
Francesco Giavazzi, a professor at the Boc-
coni University in Milan who has fiercely
criticised previous governments on free-
market grounds, calls it “the most impor-
tant reform in this country in the past 50
years”. Unemployment has shrunk en-
couragingly since June. There has also
been a modest improvement in private
consumption. 

Traditionally, however, it has been surg-
ing exports that have pulled Italy out of re-
cessions. Despite a weak euro, export
growth this time has been disappointing.
That is due in part to the slowdown in
emerging markets and the mediocre per-
formance of German industry, which ab-
sorbs more than a sixth of Italy’s exports.
But it is also consistent with low competi-
tiveness. On that score, Italy’sperformance
since the euro crisishasbeen unimpressive
when compared with that of other former
porkers (see chart). 

So far, the government’s main response
has been to insert tax breaks in the budget
for 2016, aimed at encouraging corporate
investment. The budget also includes €3.6
billion ($3.9 billion) of cuts to taxes on
primary homes. These are more likely to
win votes than to stimulate growth. And
MrRenzi’s largesse may be short-lived. The
budget deficit, though shrinking, is still
forecast to be around 2.4% ofGDP, prompt-
ing a warning from European fiscal au-
thorities in Brussels, who had expected a
faster decline.

Luigi Zingales, an Italian economist at
Chicago’s Booth business school, notes
that slow growth plagued Italy long before
the euro crisis. He fears the latest slow-
down may show how little the economy
has responded to the challenges it faced
when it joined the euro and lost the ability
to boost exports by devaluing its currency.
“When I go to a young entrepreneurs’
group in America, I meet young entrepre-
neurs,” he says. “In Italy, I primarily meet
trust-fund kids who are there thanks to
their parents, not their accomplishments.
We need a change ofmentality.”7

Italy’s economy

Mezza mezza

ROME

As otherperipheral economies take off, Italy’s is just so-so

Runts of the litter

Sources: IMF; World Economic Forum
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in 2015, largely from Arab countries. Popu-
listpoliticianswere quickto infera connec-
tion. Frauke Petry, boss of the xenophobic
Alternative for Germany, blamed the out-
rage on the “terrible consequences ofa cat-
astrophic asylum and migration policy”. 

There is no evidence yet that any of the
criminals were refugees, as Cologne’s
mayor, Henriette Reker, emphasised. Ms
Reker personifies the conflicts straining

German society. She ran for office as a non-
partisan candidate with a liberal and wel-
coming stance toward migrants. For that, a
neo-Nazi extremist stabbed her at a cam-
paign event in October. (She was elected
the next day, while still in a coma.) If it is
confirmed that some of the muggers, mo-
lesters and rapists were asylum-seekers,
the damage to what is left of Germany’s
Willkommenskultur could be severe.7
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AT HALF past two in the morning a doz-
en people queue in the freezing cold to

get in to Tresor, a night club in a former
power station in Berlin. In the sweaty, dim-
ly lit interior, about100 people are dancing
to repetitive beats. Others sprawl on seats
near the bar, clutching drinks or other peo-
ple. The club, one of the first places in Ger-
many to play techno music, seems as pop-
ular as when it was launched in 1991. But
clubbing itself is on the wane.

After the fall of the Berlin Wall night
clubs sprang up in that city in a moment of
“cultural anarchy”, says Dimitri Hege-
mann, one of Tresor’s founders. They took
over disused banks, warehouses and pow-
er plants. In the rest of Europe several “su-
perclubs” had already opened in the1980s,
and more followed. In London, Fabric
opened in 1999 in a former cold store; in
Amsterdam, one started in a former print
works. Smaller venues proliferated, too.

Since then, however, the party seems to
be winding down. Between 2001 and 2011
the number of discotheken in the Nether-
lands fell by 38%. In Britain there were 3,144
clubs in 2005 but only 1,733 ten years later,
says the Association of Licensed Multiple
Retailers; in 2015 revenues were £1.2 billion
($1.7 billion), down from £1.5 billion in 2010.
In Berlin, although the number of music
venues has been stable at about 350 (120 of
which are clubs), several long-established
night spots have closed their doors.

Partly this isbecause mostEuropean cit-
ies are becoming nicer to live in. “Even in
Berlin it is harder to find an unused space
in the inner city,” sighs Sven von Thülen, a
DJ who has compiled an oral history of
clubbing. Clubs are being pushed farther
out. Increasing rents are also a problem,
says Lutz Leichsenring of the Club Com-
mission, a German industry body, espe-
cially in places such as London where
property values have soared.

Gentrification can muffle the high-deci-
bel economy. “If there’s one complaint,
then the whole circus starts,” says Eelko
Anceaux of De Marktkantine, one of the
handful of clubs that bucked the trend and
opened in Amsterdam in 2014. It ispossible
to build good relations with neighbours,
he says; hisnight club, like manynew ones,
doubles as a restaurant and hosts vintage
markets, which makes it more acceptable
to nearby yuppie families. Even so, mid-
dle-class residents’ complaints about noise
and drunkor stoned revellers make the life
ofa club-owner far trickier.

As cities gentrify, local politicians are
gettingstricterabout clubs. Madame JoJo’s,
a burlesque bar in London’s Soho, had its
licence revoked in 2014 after two bouncers
brandished a baseball bat at a rowdy
crowd. In December the owners of Fabric
at last won a year-long court battle against
Islington Council, the local borough,
which wanted to introduce drug-sniffing
dogs. Last year in Berlin two clubs were
closed down for fire-code violations.

Increasingly, anyone who wants to
open a club must have a business plan,
says Mr von Thülen, rather than just an en-
thusiastic bunch offriends willing to party.
Patience is also useful: it took Mr Anceaux
four years to get his club open and another
year to get a full licence. 

Two big social changes are squeezing
club owners still further. The first is that the
youth of today are surprisingly abstemi-
ous. In Germany, Britain, Denmark and
Spain the use of MDMA, or ecstasy, which
makes bonding with strangers and danc-
ing to repetitive thumping sounds far more
enjoyable, has fallen among 15-34-year-
olds (see chart). (Trends in the use of drugs
less closely linked to clubbing, such as can-
nabis and cocaine, vary by country.) 

Heavy alcohol consumption has also
fallen slightly among young people. Exces-
sive drinking in Britain has seen a particu-
lardecline: between 2005 and 2013 the pro-
portion of 16-24-year-olds who were
frequent drinkers (defined as drinking al-
cohol on five days in the previous week)
fell from 7% to 2%. Buying a drink in a club
is “really expensive”, gripes Amanda, a
university student from America in Lon-
don. (In certain clubs “guys are douche-
bags”, she adds.) 

The second trend is that big outdoor
music festivals are replacing clubs. In 2014
around 130 festivals took place in Amster-
dam alone. In Britain some 250 take place
annually, up from 80 in 2004. Manypeople
are saving up to go to two big festivals a
year, rather than clubbing each month,
thinks Iason Chronis, a DJ. The economies
of scale of big festivals, in which a captive
audience splurges on food and drink,
make it easier for festival organisers to
bookbigDJs such as Calvin Harris or Jamie
xx. This, in turn, makes it harder for clubs
to afford them.

The night mayor’s nightmares
Some cities are trying to halt the decline. In
2002, after a stricter pole-dancing law was
introduced in Amsterdam, the post ofa vo-
luntary “night mayor” was created to lob-
by on behalf of the night-time club and en-
tertainment industry. “Small events are
like small business schools,” claims Mirik
Milan, a self-proclaimed “rebel in a suit”
who has held the post ofnight mayor since
2014. In London last year a “music venues
task-force” set up by the fun-loving mayor,
Boris Johnson, recommended that local
authorities should take a more “balanced”
approach to dealing with noise and that a
night mayor should be appointed. In Ger-
many Mr Leichsenring of the Club Com-
mission sitson a workinggroup for the Ber-
lin chamber of commerce. These
night-time champions may be able to
achieve better relations between govern-
ments, neighbourhoods and clubs. But
there is little they can do about the decline
of24-hour party people. 7

European nightlife

Less than ecstatic

BERLIN

The lights are going out in night clubs all overEurope

Coming down
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This is boring. Let’s go to a gig
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CALL them the hipsters of European neurosis. Take any of the
anxieties thathave latelybesetEurope’spoliticsand youfind

the Dutch got there first. Concernsoverfiscal waywardness in the
euro zone? They were fuming at German and French profligacy
over a decade ago. Asylum and immigration? The Dutch were
agonising over multiculturalism while Angela Merkel was still
plotting her ascent to the Bundeskanzleramt. The threat from anti-
European populists? The Dutch have seen several come and go.

Such worries have now gone mainstream across Europe. So it
is an interesting time for the Netherlands to take over the rotating
six-month presidency of the Council of the European Union (the
forum for national ministers). As one of the six founding EU

members the Dutch are practised at steering the machinery, even
if the presidency is not the force it once was (see page 10). But they
are taking charge at a tricky moment. The EU was supposed to be
a “fair-weather union”, says Bert Koenders, the foreign minister.
Now it must prove itself in a storm.

The refugee crisis and the Paris attacks have threatened the
EU’s passport-free Schengen area. Migration and security will
therefore be at the top ofthe Dutch in-tray. MarkRutte, the compe-
tent if plodding prime minister, should make a decent fist of the
job, so far as Europe’s squabbling governments allow. But he has
his own difficulties at home. The first is a bizarre referendum in
April on an EU association agreement with Ukraine. The vote,
triggered by a satirical website that gathered the necessary signa-
tures, will inevitably turn into a simple test of the voters’ mood.

That could mean trouble for Mr Rutte, for like many of his EU

peers he has a populist problem. Geert Wilders, a Dutch Donald
Trump (with equally striking hair), is way ahead in opinion polls.
His anti-Islam, anti-EU PVV outfit has dragged every party right-
ward on immigration. Some figures in Mr Rutte’s liberal VVD

nowtake an eye-wateringly tough line; theircoalition partner, the
centre-left Labour Party, frets about refugees undermining sup-
port for the welfare state. The PVV has not always translated its
poll numbers into votes. But the Netherlands’ complex party sys-
tem could leave future governments with an awkward choice:
bring Mr Wilders into office (or rely on his support), or form an
unwieldy coalition designed solely to keep him out of it.

This dilemma is hardly unique to the Netherlands. But Dutch

Euroscepticism has certain peculiarities. Small and highly depen-
dent on trade (exports contribute 32% to GDP), the Netherlands
does not have the luxury of British-style Euro-contempt, as is ap-
parent at any of its hundreds of land border crossings. Indeed,
when the political winds have been favourable the Dutch have
been among the more enthusiastic members. Two EU treaties—
Amsterdam and Maastricht—bear the names of the Dutch cities
in which they were signed. The uppermost ranks of EU policy-
making are dotted with Dutchmen, from Jeroen Dijsselbloem,
head of the Eurogroup of finance ministers, to Frans Timmer-
mans, first vice-president of the European Commission. 

But two things seem to have turned the Dutch. The first was a
growing gap over Europe between ordinary voters and the cosy
elites who have traditionally run the show: in 2005 many politi-
cians were shocked when over 60% ofvoters rejected a proposed
EU constitution in a referendum. (Mr Wilders continues to mine
this anti-elitist seam.) The second was the discovery that not ev-
ery European country can uphold its duties as responsibly as the
Dutch—and that in an increasingly integrated club, a failure to be-
have in a Dutch fashion has painful consequences for others. 

Dutch patience has been tested on two counts. First, badly run
economies in the euro-zone’s periphery have obliged the Nether-
lands to pay for halfa dozen bail-outs (for which they have insist-
ed on extremely tough conditions). Second, over 50,000 asylum-
seekers made their way to the Netherlands in 2015, waved
through by negligent Mediterranean countries that fail to register
migrants properly. This influx, noteworthy if much smaller than
the ones that reached Germany or Sweden, has even led some
Dutch politicians to call for a revision of the 1951Refugee Conven-
tion, the cornerstone ofglobal asylum law. 

The Dutch approach should not be mistaken for an ideologi-
cal reluctance to integrate. It is rather the frustration of the small,
rich country that follows the rules and cannot abide those that
don’t. Rather than walk away from the club, the Dutch want it to
work better. From here spring ideas like a shrunken “neuro”, a
currency shared by responsible northern Europeans shorn of
southern fecklessness, or a “mini-Schengen”, an idea floated by
Mr Dijsselbloem in which the current 26 members are reduced to
a rump of five: the three Benelux countries plus Germany and
Austria. Neither proposal was ever likely to pass. The hope was
that they might spookother countries into shaping up.

Euroscepticism with Dutch characteristics
Two lessons can be drawn from the Dutch experience. The first is
that the nasty brand of populism represented by Mr Wilders is
here to stay, and not only in the Netherlands. It will poison public
debate, complicate efforts to manage the migrant crisis and cause
headaches for politicians trying to assemble governments. Such
is the tortured terrain ofEuropean politics these days.

But there is a second lesson that may act as a mild corrective to
Euro-gloom. As border controls pop up across Europe, Schengen
looks gravely imperilled. Yet the wealth and dynamism of the
Dutch economy show the value of an open-border regime in an
integrated continental club. The Netherlands will not be alone in
battling for its future. Today’s border checks are troublesome but
manageable. But Europeans will not tolerate complete border
closures or 50-mile traffic jams. Charlemagne therefore ventures
a prediction: forecasts of Schengen’s imminent collapse will
prove no more accurate than those ofthe demise ofthe euro zone
so often heard in 2011-12. 7

Early adopters

In theircoolness towards the EU and multiculturalism, the Dutch were ahead ofEurope’s curve

Charlemagne
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TO SEE the future of Christianity in Brit-
ain, go on a Sunday morning to an old

Welsh Congregational chapel off the Pen-
tonville Road in Islington. The building has
been bought by a Pentecostal Ethiopian
church; the congregation raises its hands in
a show of unEnglish ecstasy to praise God
in Amharic. A few hours later, something
unexpected happens. A congregation of
mainly white members of the Church of
England start their service. This group,
known as King’s Cross Church, or KXC, has
grown from a handful in 2010 to 500 now.

The first service reflects a well-docu-
mented phenomenon: an immigrant-led
surge in London churchgoing. Weekly par-
ticipation in Christian services in the capi-
tal has grown by 16% since 2005. Most de-
vout Londoners (88%) worship outside the
ranks of the established church whose
spires pierce the skyline; about a third are
Pentecostal. But the second service shows
that even some Anglican churches are
bucking the downward trend in member-
ship. London is one of several dioceses
within the Church of England that are
growing, ifonly a little (see chart). 

Overall the drift down in church atten-
dance continues, as new figures later this
month will show. The proportion of peo-
ple calling themselves Christian fell from
72% in 2001 to 59% in 2011. Those saying
they have no religion rose from 15% to 25%
in that period (including 177,000 claiming

giving a tenth of their income to the
church—which increases their influence as
other congregations shrink and expecta-
tions offinancial giving fall.

Nick Spencer of Theos, a religious think
tank, says the Church of England is switch-
ing from a broad-based organisation, char-
acterised by affiliation more than commit-
ment, to a smaller grouping of more
committed worshippers. Some observers
suggest the parochial system, which has
helped shape English life for centuries,
needs to change. They also question the
Church of England’s position as the state
church, established by law. Should it cling
to its old role of thinly spread universal
provision or abandon it to foster smaller
pockets ofexuberance?

Papists and puritans
For centuries, the Church of England has
been a broad one. With a low bar for mem-
bership—being born usually suffices—it
has been there to hatch, match and dis-
patch anyone who wanted its services, a
sort of religious public utility whose mod-
eration has formed the English character
and provided a glue for English society. 

As in the worldwide Anglican Commu-
nion (see box on next page), tensions re-
main. For liberals, the reasons for decline
are obvious. “English society and the
Church of England have gradually drifted
apart in terms of values,” says Linda
Woodhead, professor of the sociology of
religion at Lancaster University. “This was
true over issues like remarriage and the or-
dination of women, and it’s true of same-
sex marriage.” Evangelicals say the church
is right not to be swayed by changing social
mores. They emphasise being counter-cul-
tural and point out that many churches
which are growing run against the liberal
flow. “What is dying in England is not

to be Jedi). The numberofchurchgoing An-
glicans fell by 12%, and in 2013 stood at 1m.
Some 19m baptised Anglicans do not at-
tend church. 

Hints of revival in parts of the Church
ofEngland point to broaderchanges. Tradi-
tionally, the established church has had an
obligation to serve everyone who lives in a
parish. Its churches have been the centre-
piece for local and national events. But
many Anglican churches that are growing,
as in King’s Cross, are “network” churches.
They meet in pubs and offices outside the
parish system. Most are evangelical, em-
phasising a personal faith based on con-
version rather than a cultural affiliation to
a denomination. They believe in tithing—

The Church of England

Resurrection?

Parts of the established church are learning from their immigrant brethren

Britain
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Global Anglicanism

Rowing, not rowing

WHEN he was an undergraduate at
Cambridge, Justin Welby, the Arch-

bishop ofCanterbury, was cox ofa Trin-
ity College rowing eight. Perhaps coinci-
dentally, rowing metaphors flowed in
September when he announced that he
had invited all 37 global Anglican pri-
mates to Canterbury for a conference
starting on January11th, in what some see
as a last-ditch attempt to save the Angli-
can Communion. One aide suggested
that bishops should not spend so much
time “trying to placate people and keep
them in the boat, without ever getting the
oars out and starting to row”. Frustrated
that bickering is keeping Anglicans from
their primary mission, the archbishop
will need all his powers as a cox to head
offa collision, or even the sinking of the
global Anglican boat.

The problem is a row between liber-
als, mainly North American, who want
the church to allow same-sex marriage,
and conservatives, who think it must not.
Some leaders from each side are not on
speaking terms. Archbishop Welby is
said to want a looser affiliation, so that
both groups can keep relations with
Canterbury and continue to call them-
selves Anglican but not have to deal with
each other. He has no “papal” powers to
kickout any provinces; previous at-
tempts to discipline those who defy
traditional Anglican teaching have been
stopped from below. The archbishop is
“not so much trying to get closer unity”,
says one informed cleric; “he is trying to
prevent greater disunity.”

The biggest danger is that some Afri-
can conservatives, who take a traditional
view ofsexual ethics, will walkout and
lead a breakaway movement. But liberal
North Americans are also angry that
Archbishop Welby has invited Foley
Beach. He heads a group that has split off
from the Episcopal church (the official
American wing ofAnglicanism) in oppo-
sition to its consecration ofsexually
active gay bishops, which the church first
did in 2003. Mr Beach and others have

formed alliances with conservative
African leaders.

The archbishop’s pragmatic risk-
taking represents a change from his two
predecessors, who tried to encourage the
two sides to work together. One way he
has managed to get all the primates to
attend (at the last big meeting in 2011a
third were absent) is to invite them to set
the agenda. Used to spats in the Church
ofEngland at home, he has emphasised
the need for “good disagreement”.

He has also made clear to conserva-
tive Africans that, although he supports
the church’s traditional stance on mar-
riage, it must not translate into homopho-
bia. In June he expressed deep concern
about “the stress for the Anglican Com-
munion” after the American Episcopal
church started the procedure to enable its
clergy to solemnise same-sex marriages.
But he has also admonished bishops
who support the criminalisation ofgays.
Ifhe can steady the boat, says the cleric, it
will be a miracle.

The Archbishop ofCanterburytries to save the Anglican Communion

Heading for the rapids

Christianity but nominal Anglicanism,”
saysDavid GoodhewofDurham Universi-
ty, author of “Church Growth in Britain”.
The share of evangelicals in the Church of
England rose from 26% to 34% between
1989 and 2005, says Peter Brierley, a church
demographer, and could now be nearly
50%. 

Not all growth is evangelical. Atten-
dance at cathedrals rose by 35% between

2002 and 2012. But four of the five most se-
nior bishops in the Church of England, in-
cluding the Archbishop ofCanterbury, Jus-
tin Welby, are from the evangelical
tradition. They differ from their American
counterparts, says Mr Spencer. “They are
less focused on creationism and abortion
and less right-wing politically.” Archbish-
op Welbyand NickyGumbel, vicarofHoly
Trinity, Brompton (HTB), London’s most in-

fluential evangelical church, both have
Cambridge law degrees. HTB has planted
many churches in London and is doing so
in the rest of England. They are conserva-
tive on issues like gay marriage, prompting
accusations by liberals ofbigotry. 

To be fair, there is not much sign of big-
otry at King’s Cross Church’s weekly
drop-in for prostitutes, nor its programme
to keep kidson rough housingestates away
from gangs. Many evangelicals want to re-
store the tradition of conservative social
engagement set by William Wilberforce.
They sigh at their characterisation as hate-
ful homophobes. “Everyone thinks they
knowwhat the church isagainst,” saysPete
Hughes, the church’s youthful pastor. “We
want to be known for the things we are for:
proclaiming the love of God and showing
it in our actions.” 

The declining importance of denomi-
national affiliation continues to put pres-
sure on the parish system. With 9,000 ofits
16,000 churches in rural villages, “it is not
fit for purpose”, declares David Voas of Es-
sex University. Network churches are “like
a virtual community”, he says, better
suited to the modern era. 

The church is trying other models. One
is Fresh Expressions, a mixture ofnew con-
gregations such as Messy Church for chil-
dren and Café Church for grown-ups, try-
ing to reach the unchurched. Many have
lay leaders. Another bottom-up initiative
is the “minster model”. A prototype in ru-
ral Buckinghamshire, Latimer Minster, has
grown from eight people in 2010 to 350. It is
financially independent, thanks to tithing.
Frog Orr-Ewing, the vicar, calls minsters
the “ecclesiastical equivalent of acade-
mies” (state-run schools outside local-au-
thority control). 

Much of this is difficult for liberals to
take. “What about the people who would
rather stick their head in a food mixer than
become an evangelical?” asks Alan Wil-
son, the bishop ofBuckingham, who open-
ly supports gay marriage. He worries that
the increasing number ofpeople who affil-
iate only loosely or not at all with the
Church ofEngland will be alienated. Many
do not hold liberal Christian beliefs, let
alone evangelical ones. Mr Voas calls them
“the fuzzies”, epitomised by a 2011 survey
that found only 47% of 18- to 34-year-olds
declared a religious affiliation, but 67% said
they occasionally or regularly pray. 

As to the possibility of disestablish-
ment, most think it is unlikely to happen.
Politicians are barely involved any longer
in choosing bishops. A majority of people
say they want a Christian coronation for
the next monarch, and no government
would tie up parliamentary time unpick-
ing the links between canon and civil law.
So the Church of England will probably
struggle on. Yet if it is to survive, this most
traditional of English institutions must do
more to adapt to a post-Christian world.7
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“THIS is a message to David Cameron,” begins the unmistak-
ablyBritish-accented rant, “oh slave ofthe White House, oh

mule of the Jews”. Waggling a gun, his features obscured by a ba-
laclava, the man calls the prime minister an “imbecile” for de-
ployingarmed forces against Islamic State (IS). His melodramatic,
almost adolescent conniptions would be laughable were it not
for what follows: the execution of five kneeling men in orange
jumpsuits, accused of being British spies. The video, released on
January 3rd, ends with a cherubic boy aged perhaps four pro-
claiming, in a southern English accent: “We will kill kuffar.”

Amid speculation about the man’s identity—newspapers
named Siddhartha Dhar, a British-Indian—the tape elicited com-
parisons to earlier execution videos fronted by Mohammed Em-
wazi, a Briton known as “Jihadi John” who was apparently killed
by a drone strike in November. Theresa May, the home secretary,
told MPs this week that 800 Britons have now travelled to Syria
and Iraq and about halfhave returned.

Britain’s anti-terrorism strategy is evolving. Despite new pow-
ers to monitor suspects and seize their passports, exit checks at
borders and dollops ofmoney, the spooks are having to set priori-
ties. The state’s capacity to restrain every individual minded to
kill for an idea has natural limits. So the government is turning its
attention to the sort of non-violent extremism that creates condi-
tions for the violent kind. In the process it is tacitly conceding an
awkward point: mostBritish Muslimsabhorextremism, but a dis-
tinct minority is ambivalent. One poll in November suggested
that one in five had at least some sympathy with young Muslims
fighting in Syria (although, as many reports omitted to add, the
question did not specify for whom).

Such thinking has been circulating in Whitehall for a decade,
but the radicalising effect of IS and the exit of civil libertarian Lib-
eral Democrats from the government in May have given Mr Cam-
eron the impetusand political freedom to pursue itmore forceful-
ly (in Downing Street this is seen as one of the four main issues
that will define his second term). So last July the anti-extremism
“Prevent” programme was expanded to give public bodies like
schools, universities and prisons a statutory duty to shield their
charges and monitor them for signs of radicalisation. In a speech
a month later Mr Cameron pledged more, adding: “Let’s not for-

get our strongest weapon: our own liberal values.”
This sleeves-up, ideological onslaught on Islamism is so sensi-

ble that other European countries want to emulate it. Yet it faces
problems. Grandstanding by the government (blimpishly label-
ling as “British values” principles like tolerance that are in no
sense autochthonous), as well as by some Islamic bodies (the
Muslim Council has railed unhelpfully against Prevent) and the
press (prone to lazy talk of “the Muslim community” as an indi-
visible monolith) steers British Muslims away from anti-extrem-
ism initiatives. Figures from the National Police Chiefs Council
suggest that less than 10% ofPrevent tip-offs in the first half of2015
came from Muslims. Jahan Mahmood, a former government ad-
viser, knows this mistrust: “People think: ‘Shit, who is this guy?’ ”

Suspicion among Muslims is matched by bewilderment
among public servants. London teachers whom Bagehot asked
about their new role said they felt overwhelmed; the complexity
ofmodern British Islam is such that non-Muslim staffmust resort
to crude methods such as listening out for deaths in pupils’ fam-
ilies that might betoken youngsters on a foray to the Middle East.
But often radicalisation happens online or outside the home (“If
it is him, bloody hell am I shocked? I am going to kill him myself,”
Mr Dhar’s sister said of reports that he might be the new Jihadi
John). The authorities told one head that some pupils were at
risk—but gave no names. Very little apart from ideology unites
the jihadists, notes Innes Bowen, an analyst ofBritish Islam.

The answer is for schools and councils to work with Muslim
leaders. But which? Sifting out those energetically committed to
fighting radicalism can be beyond well-meaning but strained lo-
cal branches of the British state. Consider the Prevent grants that
end up in the hands of ideologically contentious groups. Or the
revelation in November that a community centre in north Lon-
don was inadvertently hosting proselytising sessions for IS. Or
the blind eye turned by local authorities to the recent infiltration
ofsome Birmingham schools by Islamists.

Many of the more exciting anti-radicalisation initiatives are
led by Muslims themselves and take place outside the Prevent
framework. Mr Mahmood, wary of its brand, independently
mentors young men. Alyas Karmani, a Bradford imam who has
aptly compared the psychological function of IS guns to penis ex-
tensions, is similarly sceptical of Prevent. Abu Khadeejah, a Bir-
mingham-based Salafist, posts theologically justified critiques of
IS on his blog. Yet such types face intimidation and even physical
danger. One anti-jihadist Muslim activist tells how a critic threat-
ened him by drawing a finger across his throat.

Ofpens and swords
What to do? In the short term the government should consider re-
naming and relaunching Prevent, a good programme with a bad
reputation. But a generational struggle over ideas and minds re-
quiresa generational answer: a dramatic improvement in mutual
understanding between different parts ofan increasingly diverse
society. That means more briefing on the nuances ofBritish Islam
for local authority figures (Ms Bowen’s book, “Medina in Bir-
mingham, Najaf in Brent”, is a good start), arm’s-length liaison
bodies for Muslim moderates uncomfortable about engaging
with the state, efforts to reverse the decline of religious studies
and better policing offashionable but often unaccountable “faith
schools”. One Prevent officer in London jokes that more students
should be encouraged to study theology. Why not? In a battle of
ideas, knowledge is the most powerful ofweapons.7

Battlefields of the mind

To defeat Islamic extremism in the intellectual arena, Britain must understand it better

Bagehot
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OAK PARK, just outside Chicago, is
known to architecture aficionados as

the home ofFrankLloyd Wright, who built
some fine houses there. This small subur-
ban village also has another distinction: it
is racially mixed. In the 1970s it vigorously
enforced anti-segregation laws; today the
“People’s Republic of Oak Park”, as it is sar-
donically known, is 64% white, 21% black
and 7% Hispanic. “Oak Park stands out so
much,” says Maria Krysan at the Universi-
ty of Illinois at Chicago. But it does not
stand out quite as much as it used to. 

America remains a racially divided
country, and Chicago is one of its most seg-
regated cities. The south side is almost en-
tirely black; northern districts such as Lin-
coln Park are golf-ball white; a western
slice is heavily Hispanic. Yet the Chicago
metropolis as a whole—the city plus subur-
ban burghs like Oak Park—is gradually
blending. For several reasons, that trend is
almost certainly unstoppable.

When it comes to race, appearances of-
ten deceive. Streets can appear black or
Asian when they are actually full of black
or Asian shoppers who live somewhere
else. Statistics are more reliable, and the
best measure is known as the dissimilarity
index. This reflects the proportion of peo-
ple of a given race who would have to
move out of their census tract—an area of a
few thousand inhabitants—and into an-
other one in order to spread themselves

place that is 45% black (see chart). Asians
and Hispanics are neither more nor less
segregated than they were, probably be-
cause two trends are cancelling each other
out: as some members of those fast-grow-
ing groups move out of ethnic enclaves,
they are replaced by new immigrants. Still,
both groups are far more integrated than
blacks: the Hispanic-white indexofdissim-
ilarity was 44 in 2010, and the Asian-white
score just 40. 

America is unusual, both for its obses-
sion with race and for its superb statistics.
Poor countries lack the means to collect
precise data, and many rich ones choose
not to. Some, like France, are so high-mind-
ed that they hold race to be irrelevant; in
others racial censuses smell uncomfort-
ably like fascism. A few countries distin-
guish foreigners from natives, though, and
there the trend is mostly the same as in
America. 

In Sweden migrants from outside Eu-
rope have become less segregated since the
1990s, calculate Bo Malmbergand others at
the University of Stockholm. By one mea-
sure, desegregation is happening fastest in
Malmo, a city with lots of immigrants. In
the Netherlands Sako Musterd, a geogra-
pher, calculates that foreigners have be-
come less segregated from the native
Dutch in Rotterdam. Amsterdam grew
more segregated until the late 2000s, but
now seems to be going the other way. 

The European country that stands out is
Britain. Like America, Britain collects excel-
lent data on race and ethnicity; also like
America, it is becoming steadily more
mixed. Gemma Catney at the University
of Liverpool has shown that every ethnic
minority became less segregated between
2001 and 2011 (the two most recent British
census years). Black Africans, who had
been among the most clustered, are 

evenly. In 1970 the black-white dissimilar-
ity index for Chicago was above 90, mean-
ing that more than 90% of blacks would
have had to move in order to become inte-
grated with whites. By 2000 the figure had
fallen to 81. William Frey, a demographer at
the Brookings Institution, a think-tank, cal-
culates that it now stands at 76. 

In 45 of 52 big American metropolises
with sizeable black populations, black-
white segregation hasfallen since 2000, ac-
cording to Mr Frey. Southern cities, which
manyblacksfled in the firsthalfof the 20th
century, are now less segregated than
northern ones such as Chicago and New
York; sunbelt cities such as Las Vegas and
Phoenix are more mixed still. In 1980 the
average black urbanite lived in a district
that was 61% black. Now he or she lives in a

Racial segregation

The great melting

CHICAGO AND NEWHAM

Cities are becoming less racially segregated. For that, thanksuburban sprawl,
extortionate house prices and immigrants
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2 spreading out especially quickly.
YetBritain’sstreetsareoftenquitediffer-

ent from America’s. Around West Ham
football ground, in the east London bor-
ough of Newham, is a ward called Boleyn.
Once largely white and British, it is now
something else entirely. In the Ercan fish-
and-chip shop, on the Barking Road, the
managers complain that whites have
moved to the suburbs, to be replaced by
immigrants and ethnic minorities who
have not developed a taste for fish fried in
batter. “Only on match days you see Eng-
lish people around here,” says one. The su-
permarket next door has 27 national flags
above the entrance.

Ethnic Pakistanis, who may be immi-
grants or British-born, are now the biggest
group in Boleyn. That is not saying much,
though. Of the ward’s 16,000 inhabitants,
just 2,500 were Pakistani at the time of the
2011 census, making them 16% of the popu-
lation. Most of the remainder belonged to
Britain’s largest ethnic groups—white
Britons (who are13% of the population), In-
dians, Bangladeshis, black Africans, black
Caribbeans and white eastern Europeans.
Boleyn also contains mixed-race people
andmembersofgroups thatare rare inBrit-
ain as a whole, such as Filipinos and Sri
Lankans.

Newham has become astonishingly di-
verse, as have other working-class parts of
London (see map). Thathasshaped its poli-
tics. Newham not only lacks powerful eth-
nic blocks; its politics is actually anti-eth-
nic. In Newham’s old town hall Sir Robin
Wales, the mayor of the borough, talks
proudly about removing ethnic newspa-
pers from local libraries and refusing to
subsidise street parties if they are designed
to attract only one group. Sir Robin, who is
a white Briton (specifically a Scot, and thus
a rarity thereabouts), was easily re-elected
in 2014, winning 61% of the vote.

Perhaps Britain and America will be-
come more segregated over time, with
ghettos in new places. Perhaps many cities
in countries that refuse to collect race data
are quietly dividing. Perhaps—but proba-
bly not, because the forces driving integra-
tion are both powerful and widespread.

The first is the drift of non-whites from
city centres to suburbs and commuter
towns. British and American suburbs are
still mostly white, but less so than before.
In 1990 just 47% of American Hispanics
and 37% of blacks lived in suburbia; by
2010, 59% of Hispanics and 51% of blacks
did. Cook County, which includes the city
of Chicago, has lost 140,000 black inhabit-
ants since 2000, while the surrounding ru-
ral and suburban counties all gained them.
Whites are moving into some cities, in-
cluding Chicago, though rarely as quickly
as blacks are leaving. 

Some old suburbs have become heavi-
ly black or Hispanic—or, in Britain, south
Asian. But for the most part suburbanisa-

tion leads to mixing. Ethnic minorities
who leave city centres tend to be better-off
and neither need nor want to live in en-
claves. If they choose to move to a newly
built suburb, as they often do in America,
they will be blocked neitherby racist hous-
ing laws, which have been abolished, nor
by bigoted assumptions about the charac-
ter of the neighbourhood. That is why the
swelling, sprawling cities of the American
south and west are so mixed.

A second force for integration is immi-
gration. In Newham the churn caused by
immigrants arriving and then moving to
better districts has thoroughly dissolved
old colour lines. The same is true of parts
of America, too. John Logan of Brown Uni-
versity says that whites often stay when
Latinos and Asians move in to a district.
Aftera while blacks move in too, taking ad-
vantage of the path paved by the Latinos
and Asians—and whites mostly continue
to stay. Logan Square, a handsome district
in north Chicago with wide boulevards
and big, stylish houses, seems set to be-
come such a “global neighbourhood”. Its
population is 42% white and 46% Hispanic.

A powerful third force is love, which in-
tegrates families as well as places. In Lon-
don whitesand blackCaribbeansmarry or
cohabit in such numbers that there are
now more children under five who are a
mixture of those two groups than there are

black Caribbean children. Marriages be-
tween whites and Asians are growing, too.
America is mixing just as quickly. In 2014,
Mr Frey calculates, 19% of new American
marriages involving whites and 31% in-
volving blacks were mixed-race. The share
for both Hispanics and Asians was 46%.
The children of such unions can be hard to
deal with statistically. So in the future the
numbers will probably underestimate the
speed ofdesegregation.

All this is most welcome. But there is a
fourth driver of racial and ethnic integra-
tion in cities, which is not so benign. Be-
cause big cities are such desirable places to
live, and have failed to build enough new
homes, they are now so expensive that
people can barely afford to segregate them-
selves. In London property prices have ris-
en so steeply that the average first-time
buyerneeds to raisea deposit equivalent to
about120% ofannual income, according to
Neal Hudson of Savills, an estate agent. In
the 1980s it was enough to raise just
20-30%.

Increasingly, people just buy property
where they can. And along with the great
weight ofevidence showing that countries
are becoming less segregated by race and
ethnicity, there is also growing proof that
they are becoming more segregated by in-
come. One kind of separation might be re-
placed by another.7
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When, three years ago, it was revealed that white Britons had become a minority group in
London, with just 45% of the population, there was much hand-wringing over “white
flight”. The release of more fine-grained data since then has shown what is really happen-
ing. White Britons have abandoned almost no part of London. They remain the biggest
ethnic group in huge swathes of the capital, partly because non-whites are themselves so
diverse. But their numerical dominance is eroding, and in some places it is barely notice-
able. White Britons are the biggest group in West Thornton, in south London, with just
17% of the population. This is not white flight—it is more a lazy shuffling of white feet away
from the most immigrant-dominated areas. How British. 

White shuffle, not white flight
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THE whizzy gadgets for geeks to goggle
at during CES, an annual consumer-

electronics show in Las Vegas, have typi-
cally been small enough to pick up. But
they been joined in recent years by an in-
creasingnumberofcars. The Detroit motor
show, America’s biggest and glitziest, starts
later this month, but many in the car indus-
try now regard CES, which opened on Jan-
uary 5th, as a more important event. Mary
Barra, GM’s boss, unveiled a new produc-
tion version of its Bolt electric car at Las Ve-
gas this week. 

Incumbent manufacturers are recognis-
ing the double threat posed by technology,
as car-sharing takes offand driverless vehi-
cles come closer. First, some people who
might hitherto have wanted to own a car
may no longer do so, cancelling out the
growth the motor industry might other-
wise have expected from the rising middle
classes in developing countries (see chart).
Second, technology firms may be better
placed than carmakers to develop and pro-
fit from the software that will underpin
both automated driving and vehicle-shar-
ing. Some of these firms may even manu-
facture cars of their own. 

In a report ahead of the Las Vegas and
Detroit shows, Morgan Stanley, an invest-
ment bank, said the motor industry was
being disrupted “far sooner, faster and

It was also revealed at CES that Toyota
would adopt Ford’s in-car technology,
which is a competitor to Apple’s CarPlay
and Google’s Android Auto, to access
smartphone apps and other features. 

That is not the only example ofcarmak-
ers joining forces to avoid being beholden
to the tech giants. In August BMW, Daimler
and Volkswagen’s Audi division jointly
bought Here, a mapping service, from No-
kia, to ensure that carmakers have an inde-
pendent provider rather than having to de-
pend on Google Maps. Nevertheless,
carmakers are also teaming up with tech
firms because each has something the oth-
er needs. Building and marketing cars, and
dealing with safety and emissions regula-
tors, is tricky. Tech firms could copy Tesla,
which has built its own electric cars for
more than a decade. Apple, which is said to
be planning an electric car, may try to have
them made in the same way as it does its
iPhones, outsourcing to a contract manu-
facturer. But a more obvious route is to ally
with an established carmaker. 

Carmakers also have lots to learn. Most
are working on making their vehicles ei-
ther fullyorpartly self-piloting, and a num-
ber are running their own car-sharing ex-
periments. But Google remains the leading
exponent of autonomous driving. Its ro-
botics, drones and search engine all con-
tribute expertise that helps to guide a driv-
erless car down the road avoiding
pedestrians, obstacles and other vehicles,
using computing power and sophisticated
software to interpret masses of data re-
ceived both from the car’s on-board sen-
sors and from external sources through
wireless connections.

Yet if the tech firms have much to gain
as they muscle in to the motor business, 

more powerfully than one might expect.”
It predicted that conventional carmakers
would scramble in the coming year to rein-
vent themselves. As if to demonstrate this,
shortly before CES opened, GM an-
nounced a $500m investment in Lyft, a
ride-sharing service. 

A rumoured tie-up between Ford and
Google to produce driverless cars failed to
materialise at the show, but even the ru-
mours underlined the disruption that tech
firms are bringing to the motor industry.
And other partnerships were announced:
Ford is teaming up with Amazon to con-
nect its cars to sensor-laden smart homes.

The future of personal transport

The driverless, car-sharing road ahead

Carmakers increasingly fret that their industry is on the brinkofhuge disruption
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2 the carmakers are wary of what they have
to lose. Profits may seep away towards the
producers of the software and the owners
of the data, and away from the makers of
the hardware. Hitherto, new cars—even
quite modest ones—have tended to be
bought as status symbols and expressions
ofpersonal style, but ifconsumers become
more interested in what software and en-
tertainment systems a car can run, rather
than what it looks like, the industry’s
whole business model may come apart. 

Ride-sharing, car clubs and other alter-
natives to ownership are already growing
fast. Young city-dwellers are turning their
backs on owning a costly asset that sits
largely unused and loses value the mo-
ment it is first driven. Carmakers insist that
such consumers are merely deferring buy-
ing a vehicle, pointing to the fact that peo-
ple continue to drive at an older age than
they used to. But the pronouncements of
motor-industry bosses suggest that doubts
are creeping in. At CES Mark Fields, Ford’s
CEO, said that it would in future be “both a
product and mobility company”.

Membership of car clubs, which let
people book by app for periods as short as
15 minutes, is growing by over 30% a year,
according to Alix Partners, a consulting
firm, and should hit 26m members world-
wide by 2020. Competition is intense. Zip-
Car, owned by Avis Budget, a conventional
car-hire firm, is thriving. More carmakers
are copying Daimler’s Car2Go and BMW’s
Drive Now apps. Earlier this year Ford be-
gan testing both a car-sharing service in
America and a car club in Britain. Daimler
reckons its scheme is profitable. But such
services are unlikely ever to match the re-
turns, especially for premium makers,
from selling vehicles.

At the same time, app-based taxi ser-
vices such asUberand itsChinese counter-
part Didi Dache, which are often cheaper
and more efficient than conventional cabs,
are also growing quickly. Once these are
able to dispense with drivers for their vehi-
cles, the taxi, car-club and car-sharing busi-

nesses will in effect merge into one big,
convenient and affordable alternative to
owning a car. 

So when will the fully autonomous car
hit the showrooms? Google, whose cars
have done 1.3m test miles (2.1m km) on
public roads, once promised 2018, whereas
most analysts reckoned the 2030s more
plausible as carmakers introduced auto-
mated-driving features in stages. Now, Mr
Fields is talking about autonomous cars
being ready to roll by 2020. More conserva-
tive car bosses add five years.

Barclays, another bank, forecasts that
the fully driverless vehicle will result in the
average American household cutting its
car ownership from 2.1 vehicles now to 1.2
by 2040. A self-piloting car may drop off a
family’s breadwinner at work, then scuttle
back to pick up the kids and take them to
school. The 11m or so annual sales ofmass-
market cars for personal ownership in
America may be replaced by 3.8m sales of
self-driving cars, either personally owned
or part of taxi fleets, Barclays thinks. 

Driverless cars still have problems in
bad weather. They may struggle to recog-
nise that light shining offa puddle is harm-
less or guess that a pedestrian is about to
step into the traffic without looking. But so-
phisticated systems for hands-free driving
on motorways, and for automated park-
ing, are already available on a number of
manufacturers’ models. Fully driverless
cars will ferry workers round GM’s techni-
cal centre in Detroit in late 2016.

Convincing regulators to allow fully
driverless cars onto the streets is the next
hurdle. Insurers and consumers also need
to be won round. If self-driving cars can be
introduced first on private roads or desig-
nated areas ofcities to prove their worth in
avoiding accidents and reducing conges-
tion, that might help. Within the industry,
the big question is not whether this future
will arrive, but whether tech firms or car-
makers will grab the spoils. Will the sign
on the dashboard say Ford (powered by
Google) or Google (powered by Ford)? 7
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250Volkswagen’s hopes that it was getting on
top of the emissions-test cheating scan-
dals that emerged in September were
short-lived. European regulators have
accepted its proposals to fix affected cars.
The damage to sales in America was less
than feared—they fell by 9% year on year
in December. But now VW faces a civil
action by the Department of Justice that
could cost it up to $48 billion. Criminal
charges and more fines may follow. In-
vestors shuddered, fearing a repeat of
BP’s colossal Deepwater Horizon payouts.
Exane BNP Paribas, a bank, reckons VW
will end up paying a fraction of that sum. 

The cost of cheating

AS DIFFICULT sales pitches go, this one
is hard to beat. This biotech company

has burned through $75m in the past few
years and has not yet started clinical work
on a drug candidate. It says it will be many
years, “if ever”, before it has something
ready to commercialise. If this were not
enough, not only is there a thorny patent
thicket to manage but the firm must fight
and win a case seeking to overturn its own
intellectual-property claims on the ground
that it was not the first to invent them. 

Despite all this, shares in Editas Medi-
cine, which filed on January 4th for an ini-
tial public offering, look set to draw great
interest from investors. It will be an oppor-
tunity to buy into a revolutionary new
technology called CRISPR-Cas9, which al-
lows DNA to be cut and edited almost as
easily as one might rewrite a document on
a computer. Editas, spun out of the work of
geneticists at the Broad Institute in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, has already raised
$163m from private investorsand is seeking
a further$100m from the markets. Its initial
aim is to begin trials by 2017 on a possible
treatment for a rare form ofblindness. 

Editas is not alone in pursuing the
CRISPR-Cas9 technology. Others include
Caribou Biosciences, CRISPR Therapeutics
and Intellia Therapeutics. There are also
firms such as Bluebird Bio and Sangamo,
which are further ahead with drug candi-
dates developed using older, and clunkier,
forms ofgene-editing. 

In the past two years about $1 billion of
venture-capital financing has been invest-
ed in new gene-editing technologies, reck-
ons the Boston Consulting Group. This re-

Biotechnology

Cutting remarks

Agene-editing company files foran IPO
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2 flects the promise the technology offers for
producingtreatments, andeven cures, for a
wide range of conditions—and not just
those linked to mutated genes, such as
haemophilia or sickle-cell anaemia. An
early move to go public will help Editas
stand out from the crowd, and perhaps
help it recruit and retain good scientists.

CRISPR Therapeutics says it is also
thinking about going public, given inves-
tors’ interest. Although enthusiasm for bio-
tech IPOs as a whole may have cooled in
the second half of 2015, Eva Haas of Hume
Brophy, an investor-relations firm, says the
Editas IPO is happening because it is “in a
hot area and because it can.” Editas is also
helped by having a stellar list of private in-
vestors, including Google, Bill Gates and
Fidelity Investments, as well as three ven-
ture-capital backers, Polaris Partners, Third
Rock and Flagship Ventures. (A number of

other biotech companies filed to go public
this week, including Corvus Pharmaceuti-
cals, which is working on small-molecule
drugs for cancer, and Audentes Therapeu-
tics, a gene-therapy firm.)

Some startups in other areas of technol-
ogy have chosen in recent years to delay
goingfor IPOsand to raise moneyprivately
instead. However, Sam Zucker of Sidley
Austin, a law firm that manages corporate
transactions in biotech, says that early-
stage firms in this area may be keen to go
public because they want to be free from
dependence on a small network of ven-
ture-capital firms. The pool of public capi-
tal they will then be able to dip into is often
faster to materialise, as well as larger, than
private capital, he says. Wherever the mon-
ey comes from, however, Editas and other
gene-editing firms will need to show re-
sults eventually.7

“WHO could possibly be against
this?”, Mark Zuckerberg, Face-

book’s boss, asked in an editorial in the
Times of India on December 28th. The
“this” in question is “Free Basics”, a pro-
gramme that gives its users free access to
Facebook and a handful of other online
services on their smartphones in 36 poor
countries. According to Mr Zuckerberg,
Free Basics acts as a gateway drug to the
internet: half of those who first experience
going online through the service start pay-
ing for full internet access within a month.
Though the programme is promoted by
Facebook, its costs are borne by the mo-
bile-telecoms operators it works with—in
the case of India, Reliance Communica-
tions, the country’s fourth-largest.

As it turns out, plenty of people are
against Free Basics. They include everyone
from India’s internet-and-mobile-industry
body (of which Facebook is itself a mem-
ber) to a ragtag group of volunteer activists
who mustered almost 400,000 people to
write to the Telecom Regulatory Authority
of India (TRAI) as part of a public consulta-
tion on whether mobile operators should
be allowed to charge different amounts for
different forms of data. At stake is one of
the world’s largest and fastest-growing in-
ternet markets outside China, which bars
foreign digital services such as Facebook
from entering. Around a quarter of the In-
dian population—or 300m people—were
online at the end of 2014, and the number
is expected to double by 2020.

Critics of the programme say that Face-
book’s generosity is cover for a landgrab.
They argue that Free Basics is a walled gar-
den of Facebook-approved content, that it
breaches consumer privacy by sucking up
all the data generated by users of the ser-
vice, and that it is anticompetitive to boot.
Moreover, critics fear that if new internet
users are merely Facebook users, other on-
line businesses will have no choice but to
operate within Facebook’s world. Nandan
Nilekani, an Indian tech luminary op-
posed to Free Basics, suggests that, instead,

the government subsidise a monthly al-
lowance of free mobile data for each user.

Facebook counters that the programme
is open to all-comers that meet certain
technical requirements, that user data are
stored for only 90 days, and that there is no
profit motive: the service does not include
advertising. As for suppressing local com-
petition, Facebook argues, “there is no
greater threat to local innovation than leav-
ing people offline.” If, as Mr Zuckerberg
says, Free Basics users quickly graduate to
paying for full internet service, India’s fero-
ciously competitive mobile operators
should provide it cheaply. And if Free Ba-
sics proved popular there would be little to
stop India’s big media and e-commerce
groups from creating rival services to at-
tract new surfers to their web offerings.

Over the past few weeks, Facebook has
run an extensive campaign with full-page
ads in Indian newspapers touting Free Ba-
sics. Newspapers, blogs and television
channels have presented arguments and
counterarguments every day. Even All In-
dia Bakchod, a popular comedy collective,
got into the act. The group’s video arguing
against Free Basics has been watched
800,000 times on YouTube—and another
350,000 on Facebook itself. 

Activists in India won early victories in
2015, leading Facebook to change the name
of its service from internet.org, which they
said was misleading, and forcing the com-
pany to accept more services than those it
handpicks. In December the TRAI sus-
pended Free Basics in India pending the re-
sults of its consultation. The TRAI has re-
ceived 1.4m notes ofsupport forFree Basics
as part of this process, driven largely by an
automated response tool Facebookused to
gather support from its Indian users. But
the regulator says it may have to disregard
them, since they do not answer the ques-
tion it is asking. The TRAI itself will deliver
its verdict at the end of this month.7

Facebook in India

Can’t give it away

MarkZuckerberg’s internet-access programme hits a roadblock

Sorry, I’m just talking to my Facebook friends
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THE downtown Manhattan store of T.J.
Maxx, with its dreary fluorescent light-

ing and haphazard displays, is about as
glamorousas the average petrol station. Yet
to retail analysts, and bargain-hunters, it is
thrilling. At the end ofone bedraggled rack,
a red jacket offers a hint of the store’s ap-
peal. The coat, from Michael Kors, an
American designer, is on sale at $99.99. A
comparable coat would cost $140 else-
where, the label boasts.

Using discounts to shift clothes is no
novelty in fashion retailing. Indeed, in the
current climate, with competition fierce
and consumers hesitant, it is hard to avoid.
But what marks out T.J. Maxx and other
“off-price” retailers is that most of their
stock is from habitually pricey designer la-
bels, at drastic reductions. TJX, the parent
company of T.J. Maxx and a handful of
other off-price chains, rarely gives inter-
views, like its closest competitor, Ross. But
their model is essentially as follows: when
the designer labels produce more clothes
than normal shops will sell at full price,
TJX and Ross buy them at a deep discount,
then resell them. As a strategy for global
domination, it sounds underwhelming.
But TJX and Ross are booming.

TJX has become the top seller of cloth-
ing not just in America but, according to
some measures, the world. Ross is smaller
but, given its room to grow, has become an
investor darling. The Dow Jones United
States Apparel Retailers Index fell by 6%
during 2015 but the shares of Ross and TJX

rose by15% and 4% respectively.
Other American fashion chains are

having a harder time. Shoppers are snub-
bing once-beloved names like Gap, J.Crew
and Abercrombie & Fitch. Department
stores’ habit of ordering their stocks of
clothes months in advance leaves them
vulnerable to ever-faster changes in tastes
and to unpredictable weather. This au-
tumn’s mild temperatures, for example,
left them stuck with unwanted coats and
scarves. All are threatened by more agile
foreign “fast fashion” retailers, such as Indi-
tex ofSpain and H&M ofSweden. 

In contrast, the American off-price
chains are continuing to expand. In 2014
TJX’s sales overtook those of Macy’s, a
famous department-store chain (which
thisweekannounced big job cutsand store
closures). They are not at the cutting edge
of high-street fashions: many of their lines
are last season’s. Their skill lies in hunting
down surplus batches of stock from well-

known brands and negotiating steep re-
ductions. But the wind is at their backs. Ac-
cording to Bryan Gildenberg of Kantar Re-
tail, a consultingfirm, it is getting harder for
shops to predict which clothes will sell at
full price. “If the apparel industry is harder
to forecast, there’s more inventory at risk,
and if there’s more inventory at risk, the
opportunity for this sort of buying goes up
astronomically,” he says.

Off-price retailers do not try to offer ev-
ery size in every colour in every outlet.
They buy whatever is available, so their
shops have a constantly changing, seem-
ingly random assortment. Ross says its
stores typically get fresh stock three to six
times a week. They therefore appeal to the
sort of shopper who loves to rummage,
hoping to stumble across the perfect item
at an irresistible price. “It looks like a jum-
ble, but actually it’s a very deliberate jum-
ble,” says Neil Saunders of Conlumino,
another consulting firm.

The shops are spartan and thinly
staffed, since customers are happy to hunt
for bargains without help, and understand
that if it isn’t on display, the store doesn’t
have it. As a result, the overheads at TJX

and Ross are, as a percentage of sales,
about half those of Macy’s or Nordstrom,
anotherdepartment-store chain. The expe-
rience of shopping in an off-price store is
hard to replicate online, notes Oliver Chen
of Cowen and Company, a financial-ser-
vices firm, so TJX and Ross are less threat-
ened by the rise of internet retailing than
other clothing chains. 

It may all sound simple, yet some off-
price chains have flopped. The company
that owned Filene’s Basement, for exam-
ple, filed for bankruptcy in 2011. Ross and
TJX now have the benefits of scale as well
as, analysts say, strong management. TJX is
spreading across Europe, where it trades as
T.K. Maxx. 

The two chains are not just admired by
industry analysts. They are also appreciat-
ed, albeit more discreetly, by the designer

labels. An elite brand dare not damage its
image by flooding off-price retailers with
itsproducts. ButTJX and Rosshave become
an essential part of the retail ecosystem, of-
fering a way for brands to clear their excess
stock quickly. The off-price chains may
drive a hard bargain but are otherwise
easy to deal with. Department-store chains
oftendemandsale-or-returnclauses,or ret-
rospective discounts for stock that they
were forced to reduce.

The risk for the fashion brands is that
they end up a bit like American carmakers
before their bail-outs, habitually overpro-
ducing and dumping their growing sur-
pluses on the off-price chains and thus
gradually losing their ability to sell at full
price. As for TJX and Ross, one long-term
worry, says Mr Gildenberg, is that younger
consumers expect ever less expensive
clothes. Forever 21, which specialises in
cheap, trendy wear, has grown quickly. Pri-
mark of Ireland, which opened its first
American branches last year, boasts fash-
ionable clothes for Walmart prices.

For now, though, both of the big off-
price chains have room for further expan-
sion. It is no surprise then, that some rivals
are seeking to muscle in to the business:
Macy’s is expanding a new off-price chain,
Macy’s Backstage, and Nordstrom is open-
ing more branches of its one, Nordstrom
Rack. Off-price is in fashion.7

Off-price fashion retailing

To the Maxx
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Clothes shops that sell famous brands at
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DESPITE coming from a region full of
celebrated cuisines, the food of the

Philippines has a grim reputation among
foreigners. Among its delicacies is the
balut—a duck egg containing a two-week-
old embryo, which is eaten straight from
the shell. A more representative picture of
local tastes is painted by the menu of Jolli-
bee, a fast-food chain that peddles sugary
burgers, noodles and fried chicken. 

At home, Jollibee is much loved and
highly profitable. But its attempts to con-
quer foreign markets have had only mod-
est success. After decades of trying, the Jol-
libee chain has only 133 foreign branches
(compared with 890 back home), catering
mainly to clusters of expat Filipinos in
places such as the Gulfand California.

Jollibee’s roots lie in a pair of ice-cream
parlours opened in 1975 by Tony Tan Cak-
tiong, the company’s founder and chair-
man. At home Mr Tan and his burger joints
are feted for having survived the arrival of
McDonald’s, which entered the Philip-

Jollibee

Acquired tastes

SINGAPORE

Atenacious Filipino burgerchain tries a
different way to conquerthe world
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2 pines in 1981. Today Jollibee far outsells its
great rival there. It catered better to the
whims of locals, who prefer dishes such as
Jollibee Spaghetti—an odd Bolognese
mixed with chopped frankfurters—to
Western chains’ more savoury offerings.
And it has marketed itself cannily as a fam-
ily firm and a store ofnational pride.

Over the years Jollibee Foods, the par-
ent company, has expanded to include res-
taurants run under a handful of other
brands, including Chowking (which sells
Chinese-style dishes) and the local Burger
King franchise. Since 2010 the parent’s
sales and net profits have increased by
around 70%, to 118 billion pesos ($2.5 bil-
lion) and 5.4 billion pesos respectively, as
the growth ofFilipino call-centres and oth-
er outsourcing businesses has boosted
overall consumer spending. The parent
group’s total number of outlets has grown
to more than 3,000 (of which 630 are
abroad). The firm still has a lot of room to
expand in fast-growing provinces beyond
the densely populated main island of Lu-
zon, which is home to only about half the
country’s100m people.

However, Mr Tan has long aspired to
make Jollibee Foods a global champion.
His current target is for the company’s for-
eign revenues eventually to be half of the
total, up from less than one-quarter now.
Managers talk of it becoming one of the
world’s five most valuable fast-food opera-
tors. There are still substantial pockets of
expats unable to feast on an Amazing Alo-
ha Champ Burger (a bacon-cheeseburger
with a wodge of pineapple), and in 2016
the company will open new branches of
its eponymous chain in places such as Brit-
ain, Italy and Canada to reach them. But
the company has gradually come round to
the view that to reach its goal, it needs to
buy foreign restaurant chains with menus
better suited to the tastes ofnon-Filipinos.

A trio of chains acquired since 2004, of-
fering Chinese cuisine, have given Jollibee
Foods a sizeable foothold in mainland Chi-
na. They now generate about 12% of its
sales, though collectively theyhave taken a
decade to turn consistently profitable. In
January 2015 the company announced that
itwaspartofa jointventure which plans to
bring at least 1,400 branches of Dunkin’
Donuts to China in the next two decades,
which will mean tussling with such fellow
invaders as Starbucks and Costa Coffee.

America is the next frontier. In October
Jollibee Foods said it would fork out a little
under $100m—its biggest investment to
date—for a 40% stake in Smashburger, an
American “fast-casual” burger joint. That
should allow it to benefit from America’s
increasing fondness for slightly finer on-
the-go nosh, which is shaking McDonald’s
grip on its home market. Mr Tan said in No-
vember that he was looking for one or two
further foreign acquisitions of the same
size or bigger.

There is no guarantee that venturing
into new markets with unfamiliar menus
will succeed any better than its forays un-
der its own brand. In America as in China,
the market for all sorts of low-cost dining is
getting ever more competitive. It will be vi-
tal to avoid unforced errors such as Jolli-
bee’s shambolic overhaul of its IT systems
in 2014, which briefly closed more than 70
of its branches and which is still weighing
on its performance.

Some analysts back home are, how-
ever, confident it isup to the task.Creatinga
national brand in the Philippines, a dispa-
rate archipelago with distinct local cul-
tures, will have been good practice for ven-
turing abroad, reckons Ghia Yuson of First
Metro Securities, a stockbroker in Manila.
She thinks the relentless market research
which has kept Jollibee in tune with Filipi-
no food fads will also serve it well over-
seas. Furthermore, its strategy seems to be
to buy food chains that are already well es-
tablished and have capable managers,
rather than buying weaker businesses and
attempting to turn them around.

Several other cash-rich Philippine
firms, such as Universal Robina, a food
manufacturer, and Emperador, a distiller,
are now spreading their wings across
South-East Asia, says Hazel Tañedo of
CLSA, another broker. But none has made
so direct a beeline for the world’s biggest
markets. If Jollibee’s American venture
succeeds and its profits in China keep
growing, it should boost ambition among
other Filipino firms, even if it doesn’t
change foreigners’ minds about the coun-
try’s cuisine.7

Filipinos’ fave

WHEN people call Australia “The
Lucky Country”, they often do not

realise that Donald Horne, the writer who
coined that phrase in a book of the same
name in 1964, meant it as a criticism. “Aus-
tralia is a lucky country run mainly by sec-
ond-rate people who share its luck,” he
wrote. “It lives on other people’s ideas…”
Horne intended the phrase as a warning to
Australians, and a plea for more curiosity
from its leaders. 

The country’s good fortune has long
rested on wealth from its mineral re-
sources and farmland. Now, however,
with the prices of the commodities it ex-
ports hitting rock-bottom, Australians are
beginning to realise that more must be
done to encourage the formation of inno-
vative businesses. Instead of living on oth-
er people’s ideas, in other words, it needs
to generate its own. 

AmongAustralia’s 2.6m registered busi-
nesses, the survival rate compares well
with America’s and Canada’s, and is better
than New Zealand’s. But a study published
last month by the government’s Productiv-
ity Commission found that few young
Australians start their own firms; that only
about0.5% ofnewlyformed businessesare
startups as commonly understood (inno-
vative, ambitious and with high growth
potential); and that only 1-2% of existing
businesses can be described as innovating.
This puts Australia on a par with Canada,
say, but behind America and Britain. The
commission concluded that one reason
why Australia lags is that entrepreneurs
need “other entrepreneurs nearby to con-
nect and workwith.”

Fortunately, Australia now has both a
shining example of a tech startup becom-
ing a global success, and a former tech en-
trepreneur as prime minister. Atlassian, a
software firm whose products are used by
developers and project managers, listed on
the NASDAQ exchange in America last
month, making its founders, Scott Far-
quhar and Mike Cannon-Brookes, Austra-
lia’s first tech billionaires. And in Septem-
ber Malcolm Turnbull, a lawyer and
investor turned politician, unseated Tony
Abbott as prime minister and leader of the
Liberal Party. In the 1990s Mr Turnbull had
made a fortune investing in OzEmail, an
Australian internet-service provider. 

Atlassian’s blunt slogan befits its Aus-
tralian roots: “Open company, no bullshit”.
Though it has offices in San Francisco, its
headquarters remain in Sydney. Its foun-

Startups in Australia

From lucky to
plucky

SYDNEY

An entrepreneurial prime ministercalls
fora culture of innovation
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Japanese entrepreneurship

Thinking inside the box

IT STARTED in a cosy izakaya, or pub, in
Fujieda, in Shizuoka prefecture, when a

gathering offurniture-makers dreamed
ofmarking out some space for them-
selves in their cramped family homes.
The result was an otoko no kakureya, or
“hiding place for men”, a tiny, cockpit-like
wooden room with a desk, shelves and
reclining chair. Sales are taking off.

Another popular Japanese product
offering the illusion ofpersonal space is
the Solo Theatre (pictured), a cardboard
box that users put over their heads,
which has a slot for Apple’s iPhone.
Inside there is a blackcut-out ofa row of
heads, as if the user is at a cinema.

The product’s surrealism has tickled
thousands of Japanese social-media
users. It is a selfish product that appeals to
the need to get into a small womblike
space ofone’s own and watch films and
other content, explains Satoshi Aoyagi, of
Lucy Alter Design, who fashioned it with
a colleague.

Another factor is shrinking living-
space. The average Japanese apartment

has dwindled from 70 to 60 square me-
tres over the past decade, so that people
are even more on top ofeach other. Cul-
tural forces are powerful too, notes Masa-
hiro Abe, a sociologist at Konan Universi-
ty. Japanese must don a public mask for
their hierarchy-bound, open-plan offices,
and a second face for their families. Turn-
ing to small, private boxes at home is
their way ofsearching for a “third space”,
he says.

Hayato Kasai, a subculture expert at
Bibi Lab, a design firm, went so far as to
bring a tent to the office as a way of tuck-
ing himselfaway and avoiding inter-
action with colleagues. His company
quickly spotted a new product in it, and
designed an indoor “Bocchi Tent”. Bocchi
is a sarcastic word for “alone”, but now it
is becoming a brand.

There is also a new “Danbocchi”
soundproofed cardboard box for karaoke
from Bandai Namco Entertainment, a
video-game company, so that singers no
longer have to record under blankets at
home. Bibi Lab’s tent for loners now far
outsells the firm’s regular ones for camp-
ing outdoors.

Despite the success ofsuch products
at home, it remains unclear if there is
much demand outside Japan from peo-
ple hankering for privacy. They are also
examples of the introversion of Japanese
product designers, who nowadays tend
to thinkmore of the home market, and
struggle to create world-beating ideas like
the Sony Walkman. They are also often
unwilling to compromise. One enthusi-
astic customer asked the makers of the
Solo Theatre to produce a double-sized
cardboard box so that he could watch
films in it with another person. The an-
swer was a firm “no”.

TOKYO

Furniture for the introverted

Now all we need is a tiny popcorn-seller

ders, two university friends, started it in
2002 with a A$10,000 (then $5,400) credit-
card loan. Fourteen years later, Atlassian’s
customers include NASA, Netflix and Face-
bookand the company is valued at $5.6 bil-
lion. “When we began, there was no star-
tup culture in Australia to follow,” says Mr
Farquhar. “The attitude, fear of failure, was
a problem.” Some say it still is. 

Three days before Atlassian’s listing, Mr
Turnbull gave a speech that Australian
business leaders hailed as a welcome
change in official attitudes to promoting in-
novation. Mr Abbott had cut a backward-
looking figure, stopping public funding for
wind energy and describing coal as “good
for humanity”. Mr Turnbull called for an
“ideas boom” to replace mining booms as
the country’s new growth source, and told
Australians they were falling behind most
other rich countries in turning their ideas
into commercial ventures. He promised
about A$1billion ($720m) in incentives, in-
cluding tax breaks for investors in startups
and venture-capital partnerships.

Mr Turnbull’s pitch to brand himself as
the leader of the future, and to get his com-
patriots to rethink their “Lucky Country”
attitudes, may take more than tax breaks.
To begin to create the sort ofcommunity of
entrepreneurs and innovators the Produc-
tivity Commission called for, Atlassian
tried to buy a 19th-century former railway
workshop near Sydney’s business district.
In November, however, the New South
Wales state government sold the site in-
stead to a consortium led by Mirvac, a
property company. 

Mirvac plans to use much of the site for
new offices for the Commonwealth Bank,
though it will convert a former locomotive
shed into spaces for tech firms and other
startups. Even so, Mr Farquhar laments the
sale as a lost opportunity to build a larger
tech ecosystem that could help spawn
more companies like his. Australia, he
says, must decide if it wants to be a soft-
ware producer for the world or a consum-
er, “missing this whole revolution and left
wondering how we are going to pay for it”.

Mr Turnbull is putting his faith in a
strengthening of links between science
and business. He has restored a A$111m
budget cut that Mr Abbott made to the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia’s
chief science agency, the outfit that invent-
ed the technology behind Wi-Fi. 

Larry Marshall, the CSIRO’s head, was
struck by Australia’s somewhat timid ap-
proach to business risk when he returned
to his home country in 2015 after working
as an entrepreneur for 26 years in Silicon
Valley. He suggests would-be tech pioneers
could find a model in Australia’s “incredi-
bly risk-tolerant” frontier economy. Facing
enormous distances and tough terrain,
miners and farmers have survived only by
innovating. The CSIRO has, for instance,

collaborated with BHP Billiton, Newcrest
Mining and others on better ways to drill
ores, detect their grades and raise produc-
tivity. Cotton farmersnowmainlyuse vari-
eties the CSIRO has developed, which
need less water and pesticides to deliver
high yields. The challenge, Mr Marshall ar-
gues, is to channel the old economy’s risk-
taking into new industries in which Aus-
tralia has a good chance to excel: high-val-
ue food and biotechnology. 

Some are already following in Atlas-
sian’s wake. Alec Lynch and Adam Arbo-
lino launched DesignCrowd in Sydney
eight years ago after an earlier startup
failed. Undeterred, Mr Lynch saw a chance
to change the “slow, risky and expensive”

way people procure projects from local
graphic designers. DesignCrowd lets cus-
tomers set budgets and receive ideas from
designers around the world. After self-
funding at first, capital came in from local
angel investors and Starfish Ventures, a
Melbourne venture-capital firm. Design-
Crowd now has revenues of almost
A$20m a year, four-fifths from outside Aus-
tralia, and has opened offices in San Fran-
cisco and Manila. 

Mr Lynch foresees a “mini startup
boom” emerging in Australia. And he is op-
timistic that the interventions of the tech-
friendly prime minister can only help Aus-
tralia go from being the Lucky Country to
one that makes its own luck. 7
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THAT was quick. A couple of months ago hoverboards were
the next big thing. Today they are a bad joke. It turns out that

they sometimes burst into flames, pitch their riders onto the floor
and otherwise cause mayhem. In his boxing career, Mike Tyson
was knocked out only five times. A YouTube video shows him
felled by a hoverboard in a matter ofseconds. 

This is more than a story of a short-lived fad. It is a parable of
business life under what Jeremy Corbyn, the hard-left leader of
the British Labour Party, would probably call “late capitalism”.
“This is the modern economy in a nutshell,” says Josh Horwitz on
Quartz, a news website: “viral trends, massive manufacturing
hubs, IP disputes, weak regulation, immensely powerful busi-
nesses, and global ripple effects.” The big question is whether it is
a prophecy as well as a parable: a growing number of analysts
think that 2016 will be the year in which the new economy falls
back to earth. 

The hoverboard craze exemplifies three facetsofmodern busi-
ness. The first is its propensity to blur the boundaries between
fantasy and reality. Many modern high-tech devices started life in
science fiction: think of “Star Trek” characters consulting clever
hand-held devices and talking to their computers. Elon Musk
wants to shoot people across California in vacuum-sealed tubes.
Jeff Bezos wants to deliver packages by drone. Hoverboards
themselves were introduced to the world by Hollywood in “Back
to the Future Part II”. 

One problem with hoverboards is that they don’t blur the line
between fantasy and reality far enough. Rather than hovering
above the ground, they trundle along it on a couple of wheels
(although someone has now invented one that really hovers; see
our Science section). Hoverboard entrepreneurs dealt with this
problem by pulling another rabbit from the fantasist’s hat—pre-
tending that hoverboarding is part of the celebrity lifestyle. The
trickwas to put the product in the right places—at the MTV awards
ceremony and under the feet of Justin Bieber. The fad gained
momentum as the B-list celebs followed the A-listers, and the
wannabes aped the B-listers. Kendall Jenner, a reality-TV starlet,
posted a video of herself on one. More than a million people
“liked” it on Instagram. Wiz Khalifa, a rapper, was stopped and
handcuffed for riding on one in Los Angeles airport. A Filipino

priest sang to his congregation while gliding around on one. 
The craze for hoverboards also exemplifies the agility ofmod-

ern business, from the prowess of China’s manufacturing cluster
in Shenzhen to the reach of e-commerce platforms in both China
(Alibaba) and America (Amazon). China’s manufacturers have a
long record of churning out cheap knock-offs at high speed. But
they are more efficient than ever thanks to the arrival of internet
platforms. Alibaba allows Chinese manufacturers to place bulk
orders for components and lets wholesalers place bulkorders for
finished products. Amazon completes the picture by allowing
Western consumers to have their hoverboards delivered rapidly
with just the clickofa mouse. 

And the hoverboard fad points to a third characteristic: the dif-
ficulty of regulating a global supply chain that starts with a fanta-
sy, ends with an Amazon package and takes in a bustling Chinese
assembly plant in the middle. Everything in the product’s supply
chain emphasised speed over competence. Britain’s National
Trading Standards agency found that 15,000 of the 17,000 hover-
boards it examined were unsafe because of problems with their
plugs, cabling, chargers, batteries or cut-off switches. It is frustrat-
ingly hard to hold the various producers of the gadgets account-
able for these problems: manufacturers subcontract as much as
they can and internet retailers are often simply electronic shop-
fronts with no influence over product quality. The regulation of
hoverboards was complicated further by a legal battle between
three separate entrepreneurs over who has the rights to them.
Even so, this still does not explain why retailers in the United
States were able to sell the products apparently without even ru-
dimentary health-and-safety tests. 

Hovering on the edge of legality
The problem may have solved itself: so many hoverboards have
burst into flames that Amazon has either dramatically restricted
the number of models it sells, as in America, or banned them en-
tirely, in the case of Britain. Several Chinese firms have stopped
producing them. But, for a remarkable number of new-economy
businesses, the regulatory problem remains unresolved. 

Many tech startups have tended to adopt the same approach
as the hoverboard industry—exploiting legal grey areas on the
ground that, if they build enough momentum, legislators and
judges will simply adjust the law to take into account new com-
mercial realities. That is a big bet: many of today’s biggest firms
are like hoverboard riders heading for bumpy ground. Uber may
be forced to reclassify its drivers as employees rather than con-
tractors, rendering it liable for millions of dollars in back pay and
upending its business model. Airbnb may be forced to abide by
the health-and-safety and licensing rules that apply to hotels.

The threat of adverse regulation animates the question of
whether the hoverboard fiasco is a prophecy as well as a parable.
Silicon Valley has long displayed some of the classic characteris-
tics of a bubble: companies vying to build the most eye-catching
headquarters and CEOs competing to produce the most extrava-
gant ideas to “change the world”. There are growing signs that
private valuations of tech “unicorns” will not hold up when they
are subjected to the rigours of the public market. Some unicorns
have shied away from goingpublic at the last moment and others
such as Good Technology, a mobile-device security firm, have
sold themselvesat lowervaluations than theyhad hoped. Ifregu-
lators alter the landscape further, 2016 might be the year that such
firms follow the hoverboard and go up in a puffofsmoke. 7

Toy story

What the fad for the non-hovering hoverboard tells us about business
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MIGHT “Made in Russia” labels be-
come common? Ifcurrency deprecia-

tion alone could boost exports, then yes.
According to our latest Big Mac index, the
Russian rouble is one of the cheapest cur-
rencies around, 69% undervalued against
the dollar. The index compares the cost of
the famous burger at McDonalds outlets in
different countries by converting local
prices into dollars using market exchange
rates (as of January 6th, see chart 1). It is
based on the idea that in the long-run, ex-
change rates ought to adjust so that one
dollar buys the same amount everywhere.
If a burger looks like a bargain in one cur-
rency, that currency could be undervalued.

Americans hunting for cut-price bur-
gers abroad are spoilt for choice: the index
shows most currencies to be cheap relative
to the greenback. This ispartlyowing to the
Federal Reserve’s decision to raise interest
rates when the central banks of the euro
zone and Japan are loosening monetary
policy. The euro is19% undervalued against
the dollar, according to the index, and the
yen 37%. Another force weakening many
currencies, including the rouble, has been
the ongoing slump in commodity prices
since mid-2014. Shrinking demand from
China and a glutofsupplyhave sapped the
value of exports from Australia, Brazil and
Canada, among other places, causing their
currencies to wilt, too. By the index, they
are respectively 24%, 32% and 16% underva-
lued. If commodity prices continue to fall,
they could slide even further.

These large currency devaluations can
hurt, by raising the price of imports and
spurring inflation. But although devalua-
tions may not be pleasant, they are meant
to be nutritious. Pricier imports should en-
courage consumers to switch towards do-
mestic products and stimulate local pro-
duction. A cheaper currency should also
boost growth by spurring exports.

Between 1980 and 2014, according to an
analysis of60 economies by the IMF, a 10%
depreciation relative to the currencies of
trading partners boosted net exports by
1.5% of GDP over the long term, on average.
Most of the improvement came within the
first year. 

But devaluations do not seem to have
provided quite the same boost recently. Ja-
pan is the best example. The yen has been
depreciating rapidly. A Big Mac was 20%
cheaper in Japan than in America in 2013;
now it is 37% cheaper. Yet export volumes

have barely budged (see chart 2). This is a
surprise: the IMF calculates that Japanese
exports are around 20% lower than it
would have expected, given how the yen
has weakened. Devaluations in other
countries, including South Africa and Tur-
key, have also disappointed.

A global contraction of trade in dollar
terms may be obscuring devaluation’s
benefits. Although exports from countries
with weakening currencies may looklimp,
many of them are still securing a bigger
slice of the shrinking pie. The collapse in
commodity prices is also masking some
signs of life. Take Brazil, where the volume
of exports rose by 10% in 2015 even as their
value plunged by 22%. Some of that is
caused by commodity exporters compen-
sating for falling revenue by selling ever
more minerals and oil. But not all of it. In
Australia, for instance, exports of goods
other than raw materials jumped by
around 6% in mid-2015, according to the
Commonwealth BankofAustralia. 

But there are also signs that “Dutch dis-
ease” has taken a toll on the capacity of
commodity-producing countries to ramp
up other exports. When prices were high,
capital flowed in, pushing up their curren-
cies and thus making their other exports
less competitive. Labour and investment
flowed mainly to commodity firms. That
has left other industries too weak to pick
up the slack now that these once-soaring
currencies have fallen back to earth.

Russia is a good example. Non-energy
exporters appear to be struggling despite 

The Big Mac index

After the dips

Big currency devaluations are not boosting exports as much as they used to
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2 the rouble’s plunge. Over the first half of
2015, as the volume of energy exports
surged, non-energy exports fell, according
to Birgit Hansl of the World Bank. She
points out that it is not enough to have a
price change: “First you have to produce
something that someone wants to buy.”
The rouble’s weakness is an opportunity
for industries that already export, such as
chemicals and fertiliser. But boosting other
exports requires investment in new pro-
duction, which takes time.

Both the IMF and the World Bank have
highlighted another possible explanation
for the weak performance of exports in

countries with falling currencies: the prev-
alence of global supply chains. Globalisa-
tion has turned lots of countries into way-
stations in the manufacture of individual
products. Components are imported, aug-
mented and re-exported. This means that
much of what a country gains through a
devaluation in terms of the competitive-
ness of its exports, it loses through pricier
imports. The IMF thinks this accounts for
much of the sluggishness of Japan’s ex-
ports; the World Bank argues that it ex-
plainsabout40% ofthe diminished impact
ofdevaluations globally. That leaves many
manufacturing economies in a pickle. 7

Retail banking

Blunt elbows

HERE’S a puzzle: in bustling Manhat-
tan, where bankbranches abound,

people pay much more for the privilege
ofstashing their cash than in sleepy
Kansas. Greater competition should
reduce charges and fees. Yet there is no
sign ofsuch a relationship. That is be-
cause much of the competition is phoney,
according to a new working paper*.

Antitrust authorities typically gauge
competition by looking at how many
different banks operate in a given area.
But the authors argue that this ignores the
fact that a handful ofbig asset-manage-
ment firms have large holdings in many
of these “competing” banks (see chart).
An investor who owns shares in two
rival banks would naturally be reluctant
for them to compete away profits. To
please their shareholders, the banks
might keep charges and fees high.

The authors calculate the extra degree
ofmarket concentration implied by
American banks’ common ownership. In
2013 this additional concentration was so
great that it would typically be associated
with an increase of11% in fees on current
accounts, and a rise of20% in the mini-

mum balance at which banks stop levy-
ing fees. Where common ownership rose
the most in 2002-13, charges were also
most prone to rise.

These findings may seem implausible
to those who see asset managers like
Vanguard and BlackRockas purely pas-
sive investors. But even passive funds can
be actively involved as shareholders.
And firms may themselves decide not to
compete in order to keep common own-
ers happy. At any rate charges and thresh-
olds crept steadily upwards during the
2000s, at the same time as index funds
expanded their shareholdings in banks.

Banking is not the only industry in
which the authors have found evidence
that common ownership saps competi-
tion: a working paper published in March
found that the concentration ofown-
ership at airlines in America had boosted
ticket prices by 3-5%. Common own-
ership has never really been on the radar
ofcompetition authorities. That may
need to change.

There is less competition among banks than first meets the eye

Shared register

Source: Bloomberg
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* “Ultimate Ownership and Bank Competition” by José
Azar, Sahil Raina and Martin Schmalz 

FORTY years ago America, still reeling
from the 1973 oil crisis, banned most ex-

ports ofcrude oil. That prohibition was lift-
ed by Congress in mid-December. The first
shipment under the new rules set sail on
December 31st from the Texan port of Cor-
pus Christi. The renewed flow of crude is
already changing how oil is priced.

Not all barrels of oil are alike. Crudes
can be viscous like tar or so “light” they
float on water. Their sulphur content
ranges from the negligible (“sweet”) to the
highly acidic (“sour”). Though hundreds of
grades are bought and sold, traders use a
handful of benchmarks to make sense of
the market. Brent, from the North Sea, is the
current international standard. Americans
prefer to use a similargrade known as West
Texas Intermediate (WTI).

WTI was once the main global bench-
mark. It has a number of advantages over
Brent. For one thing, it arrives at the deliv-
ery point—Cushing, Oklahoma—by pipe-
line, and so can be sold in batches of vari-
able size. Brent, in contrast, can only be
sold by the tankerload. As Brent sees fewer,
bigger transactions, generating continuous
prices is tricky. The ever-shifting price of
WTI can be observed directly, making it
more transparent. And Brent is umbilically
connected to a declining oil province. It
comes from only a handful of oilfields,
whereas a WTI contract can be satisfied by
any suitable oil delivered to Cushing.

WTI had one vital flaw, though. The ex-
port ban meant that it could detach from
world oil prices if America produced more
crude than expected, since the surplus
could not be exported. For most of the late
20th century that risk was hypothetical, as
America’s output steadily declined. But in
recent years the shale-oil boom revived 

Oil benchmarks

Crude measure

American oil exports have boosted the
WTI benchmark, fornow
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POLITICS is local but most problems
are international. That is the funda-

mental problem for national govern-
ments caught between the twin forces of
globalisation and voters’ anger.

The European refugee crisis, for exam-
ple, seems to cry out for a continent-wide
solution. But the tide ofmigrantshas been
so vast that national governments have
been tempted to put up barriers first, and
answer questions later. The latest exam-
ple saw Sweden introduce checks on
those travelling from Denmark, leading
the latter country, in turn, to impose tem-
porary controls on its southern border
with Germany. Anti-immigration parties
have been gaining in the polls; with the
exception of Angela Merkel, mainstream
politicians want to head offthe threat.

The current system combines un-
checked movement within the Schengen
area (which does not include all members
of the European Union) with external
borders patrolled by national govern-
ments. There is no Schengen border force,
but once inside, refugees can go any-
where within the Schengen countries.

In a way, this looks like the same mis-
match that has plagued the euro: a single
currency without a unitary fiscal and po-
litical authority. Many economists have
advocated much greater integration of
the euro zone in the wake of the bloc’s cri-
sis. The European banking system would
be stronger if there was a comprehensive
deposit-insurance scheme; the economy
would be more balanced if there were fis-
cal transfers from rich to poor countries.
But such plans are unpopular with voters
in rich countries (who perceive them as
handouts) and in poor countries (who
worry about the implied loss of local con-
trol that reforms would require).

All that the EU’s leadershave managed
so far is to cobble together solutions (such

as the Greek bail-outs) at the last minute.
The impression of indecisiveness in Brus-
sels has done nothing to make the EU more
popular with voters—surging anti-immi-
grant parties are also Eurosceptic.

At the global level, co-operation also
seems more difficult. Gone is the unity of
the G20’s summit in London in 2009,
when leaders agreed on a co-ordinated
stimulus in response to the financial crisis.
The appetite for fiscal stimulus seems to
have completely disappeared.

Central banks are now heading in dif-
ferent directions: the Federal Reserve has
just tightened monetary policy while the
European Central Bank and the Bank of Ja-
pan are committed to easing. The euro
zone, which has a big trade surplus, seems
happy to let its currency depreciate, adding
to deflationary pressures elsewhere.

Trade creates tighter links between
countries, but global trade growth has
been sluggish in recent years. The OECD

thinks that trade grew by only 2% in vol-
ume in 2015. No longer is trade rising faster
than global GDP, as it was before the crisis.
In a widely expected but still depressing
development, the Doha round of negotia-

tions on a new global trade agreement
has been abandoned, although the trans-
Pacific deal did make it through.

International agreements require
compromise, which leaves politicians
vulnerable to criticism from inflexible op-
ponents. Voters are already dissatisfied
with their lot after years of sluggish gains
(or declines) in living standards. When
populist politicians suggest that voters’
woes are all the fault of foreigners, they
find a ready audience. With the global
economic pie growing more slowly, the
temptation is to try and grab a bigger slice
of it—at the expense ofeveryone else.

Furthermore, economic woes can lead
to much more aggressive foreign policy. It
ishard to believe that the fall in oil prices—
and the effect on national budgets—has
not played some part in the current tur-
moil in the Middle East.

In the developed world, demographic
constraints (a static or shrinking work-
force) may limit the scope for the kind of
rapid growth needed to reduce the debt
burden and make voters happier. Boost-
ing that sluggish growth rate through do-
mestic reforms (breakingup producer car-
tels, making labour markets more
flexible) is very hard because such re-
forms arouse strong opposition from
those affected.

The danger is that a vicious cycle sets
in. Global problems are not tackled be-
cause governments fail to co-operate; vot-
ers get angrier and push their leaders into
more nationalistic positions. And it is
hard to see things changing this year, with
no country likely to take the lead. Ameri-
ca will be consumed by its presidential
election, Europe by refugees and fear of
terrorism, China by its adjustment to
slower growth. No one is in charge.

Loathe thy neighbourButtonwood

Politics is making international co-operation harder

Economist.com/blogs/buttonwood

American production. A glut of crude
emerged, first at Cushing and then by the
cluster of refineries on the Gulf of Mexico.
That pushed American crude prices below
Brent. The spread peaked in 2011 at $28 a
barrel. As the price ofWTI began to say less
and less about the state of the world mar-
ket, traders spurned it in favour of Brent.
Trading in contracts linked to Brent over-
took those linked to WTI in early 2012.

The resumption of American exports
has changed all that. The two benchmarks
now trade at more or less the same price.
WTI has duly regained its position as the
most traded oil benchmark. This back-and-

forth, however, may prove a distraction
compared with anothershift in the oil mar-
ket: its centre of gravity is moving inexora-
bly eastwards. OPEC, a cartel of oil export-
ers, expectsdemand in Asia to growby 16m
barrels a day by 2040. If that happens, Asia
would end up consuming more than 46m
barrels a day—four times as much as Eu-
rope. As Asia grows, it will become the
dominant force in the world market. 

A good benchmarkhas to reflect supply
and demand for oil wherever it is used.
WTI may continue to be influenced by
bottlenecks in the American market. Brent
reflects the market for oil in north-west Eu-

rope. That was once a positive, but as Eu-
rope’s share of global demand for oil de-
clines, proximity to the continent is no
longer the advantage it was. 

That suggests that an Asian benchmark
will rise to the fore. The Shanghai Interna-
tional Energy Exchange plans to launch its
own yuan-denominated contract thisyear.
The new benchmark will have trouble get-
ting off the ground. For one thing, China’s
capital controls make it difficult for foreign-
ers to buy the yuan needed to trade the
contracts. The wild swings in China’s equ-
ity markets set an unnerving example for
investors. But time is on its side. 7
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THE American Economic Association’s
annual conference, held each January,

is ostensibly a gigantic teach-in, with lots
of seminars featuring famous economists.
But the three-day event, held this year in
San Francisco with 13,000 attending, is
also a big jobs fair. More than 500 employ-
ers—both universities and companies—
were tied up in hotel rooms holding mara-
thon interview sessions with freshly mint-
ed PhDs. The ballroom of the Marriott was
set aside for a hundred more.

It is a gruelling three days for candi-
dates: one exhausted PhD likened it to
speed-dating. It is also arduous for recruit-
ers. Towards the end of the first day Alan
Green and Christopher de Bodisco of Stet-
son University, a small private college in
Florida, review the candidates they have
seen so far. They are looking for someone
with an interest in health and develop-
ment. They plan to grill a dozen candidates
each day before inviting the most promis-
ing ones to visit its campus and meet the
rest of the faculty.

The grandest universities use suites for
comfort but also as a display of prestige.
Plausible candidates are given a code to ex-
change for the hotel-room number in order
to deter gatecrashers. The leading institu-
tions speak to the best candidates; the rest
to anyone they think they can get. “There’s
no point in talking to someone who’s go-
ing to end up at Harvard,” says a professor
at a British university.

Yet the hierarchy can be disrupted. A
star European PhD from a leading Ameri-
can school may have a homesickspouse or
an ailing parent. Events may conspire in
your favour. When the AEA conference
was last held in San Francisco, in 2009, fis-
cal turmoil left American state universities
cash-strapped. Universities in Europe took
full advantage. They could hire—and per-
haps keep—someone who would other-
wise have gone to Iowa or Michigan State,
says the professor.

The financial crisis created shortages as
well as opportunities. The IMF, which a
yearpreviously had planned to lay off staff
because of the paucity of crises, swept up
many of the PhDs in macroeconomics in
2009. Recruiters say the shortage of macro
and finance experts has lingered: central
banks and government agencies are keen
hirers of these types.

There are other bidders for talent. More
than a dozen of the Marriott’s tables were
reserved for Chinese universities, which

increasingly follow an American-style eco-
nomics curriculum and will pay the going
global rate. Tech firms want the best num-
ber-crunchers for their big-data projects,
and PhD economists have the right skills.
Liberal-arts colleges like Stetson want fac-
ulty who can teach and do research across
disciplines. They believe economics is the
best grounding.

The market for economists appears to
be tightening as a result. Economics is one
of two departments at Stetson (the other is
engineering) in which hiring has become
noticeably dearer, its recruiters say. Univer-
sity deans may gripe, but that is good news
for the tired-looking PhDs trudging the cor-
ridors ofSan Francisco’s big hotels.7

The market for economists

The right match

SAN FRANCISCO

America’s biggest economic conference
doubles as a jobs fair

MOST banks wouldn’t lend to Roberta.
She arrived in NewYorkfrom Mexico

with papers but no credit history. But
Neighborhood Trust Federal Credit Union,
which specialises in lending to immi-
grants, gave her advice and a $2,000 loan.
She started out selling Mexican food from
a cart. She now runs a food truck, employs
five people and has plans to expand.

Many immigrants, like Roberta, want to
save or start a business. But they struggle to
get finance. In America 23% of households
headed by a non-citizen, and 35% ofhouse-
holds where only Spanish is spoken, have
no bank accounts—compared with 8% for
the population as a whole. There are mul-

tiple barriers: not just low incomes, which
make it hard to meet minimum-balance re-
quirements, but also trouble with lan-
guage, identification and trust.

Neighborhood Trust is trying to change
that. More than half its members are Lat-
ino, largely from the Dominican Republic,
and many are undocumented. Most of the
staff are themselves immigrants, and
know their members well: they visit bor-
rowers’ businesses often and offer work-
shops on financial literacy. The hands-on
approach keeps default rates low.

Other financial firms, in both America
and Europe, are also finding new ways to
serve immigrants. Some are like Neighbor-
hood Trust—small and community-mind-
ed. Others are startups hoping for big pro-
fits. Oportun is a good example: the
American lender has made loans of $1.9
billion since 2006, mostly to Latinos, using
big data and clever algorithms to lend to
those without a credit history.

These firms have several tactics in com-
mon. The first is to make it easy to open an
account—a process that is often unneces-
sarily slow and intimidating. Monese, a
startup based in London, allows European
migrants to open an account by phone
with just a photo ofa passport and a selfie.

A second shared tactic is to make life
easier for those, such as illegal immigrants,
who may struggle to prove their identity.
Banks can be fussy: in one survey half of
unbanked Mexican immigrants in New
Yorksaid a lackofdocumentation prevent-
ed them opening an account. But many
American banks will accept taxpayer iden-
tification numbers and consular ID cards,
which can be obtained irrespective of im-
migration status. In New York 12 financial
firms, including Neighborhood Trust, ac-
cept a new card launched by the city gov-
ernment to help undocumented migrants
access services—though no big banks do.

Third, instead ofwaitingfor immigrants
to come knocking, these firms seek them
out. Oportun, for instance, hasbranches in-
side shops in Latino neighbourhoods. Mis-
sion Asset Fund, a Californian non-profit
group, assists informal savings groups in
immigrant communities. As members
make small, regular payments into a com-
mon pot from which they take turns to bor-
row, they are also able to develop a formal
credit history. 

A final tactic is to tailor services to meet
the particular needs of migrants. Extra-
banca, in Italy, explicitly markets itself as a
bank for immigrants. Many of its custom-
ers are from China, the Philippines and
eastern Europe. It helps them deal with the
red tape involved in renting a house or
starting a business. Many American credit
unions offer “citizenship loans” to cover
the costs of naturalisation. Some offer ille-
gal immigrants loans to paythe fees for am-
nesty schemes.

Larger banks can be put off, at least in 

Banking for immigrants

Far-sighted

NEW YORK

Catering to foreign-born customers is a
growing niche in finance

Bankers will also ask to see an ID
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FOR those exhausted by the festive sea-
son, now is the time to book a holiday.

Hotels in New York’s Times Square cost
four times more on New Year’s Eve than
they do just a week into 2016; a room at the
cheapest four-star property in Cancún in
Mexico on December 31st was half as dear
by January 7th.

The economics behind this price crash
are simple: hotels are expensive to build
and staff, and demand for them is season-
al. Onlybyrampingup pricesatpeak times
can they be run profitably. But seasonality
inflicts wider economic costs than eye-wa-
tering bills. Tourists find other destinations
because rooms are full on their desired
dates and, despite lower prices, inventory
goes unused during the off-season. One-
off events like sports tournaments, con-
certs and conferences can exacerbate the
problem of mismatched supply and de-
mand, by flooding cities with visitors for
just a few days.

The advent of the “sharing economy”

Room rentals v hotels

Buffett’s revenge

Services like Airbnb are altering the economics of the hotel business
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should offer a solution. Just as Uber’s surge
pricing draws part-time taxi drivers onto
roads at rush hour, room-rental services
like Airbnb, HomeAway and Onefinestay
should allow a city’s supply of temporary
accommodation to expand when more
people want to stay there. Airbnb recently
released data to support this hypothesis,
showing that many of the site’s hosts list
their homes specifically to cash in on peri-
ods ofhigh demand (see chart).

The shareholders’ meetings in Omaha,
a Midwestern American city, of Berkshire
Hathaway, a financial conglomerate, pro-
vide a good illustration. In 1980 12 people
showed up to the first one, including the
firm’s boss, Warren Buffett. These days, the
gathering draws some 40,000, the equiva-
lent of nearly 10% of the city’s population.
Omaha’s few hotels have built their busi-
ness models around this surge, jacking up
prices to as much as $400 a night and im-
posing three-day minimum stays around
the one-day event. This has outraged the
frugal Mr Buffett, who has threatened to
move the conference to Dallas.

Happily, home-sharers have begun to
offer some competition. In the three weeks
before the 2015 meeting, 1,750 Omaha resi-

dents added new properties to Airbnb—
the equivalent ofthree Omaha Hiltons, the
city’s biggest hotel. That brought the num-
berofAirbnb listings in the city to 5,000, of
which 76% were occupied on May1st at an
average price of $209. Moreover, Airbnb
hosts only charged 60% more during the
meeting than in days before and after. The
surge at hotels was 200% or more.

Omaha maybe an exceptional case, but
it reflects a trend. Across the 31 specific
events for which Airbnb shared data, the
number of listings rose by 19% in the three
preceding weeks. Three times as many
stays occurred during the period of the
events as in the weeks before and after.
Even cities where supply has expanded
slowly are seeingmore stays. Airbnb book-
ings during the Volta art fair in Basel, Swit-
zerland, last year were 268% higher than
during the neighbouring weeks, even
though listings rose by only 6%.

The Airbnb figures do not spell the end
of extortionate hotel prices. Spare-room
rentals and hotels are not perfect substi-
tutes: many visitors want the service and
convenience ofa hotel. Room rentals, natu-
rally, have more ofan impact in smaller cit-
ies than in big ones, which can more easily
absorb an influx of visitors. Airbnb’s turn-
over in Paris during the 2015 French Open
tennis tournament rose by a mere 4%.

But by easing temporary supply
squeezes, room rentals may change the
economics of the hotel business, at least in
smaller cities. If hotels can no longer dou-
ble their prices when demand peaks, that
could drive weaker properties out of busi-
ness. Those that stay afloat may need to in-
crease rates at other times of year, which
could further depress off-season travel and
hurt complementary businesses such as
restaurants and taxis. Conversely, more
room rentals should also mean that more
money flows directly to residents every
time small cities stage a tourist-magnet
event. (Airbnb passes on around 85% of
guests’ total payments to hosts, whereas
hotels spend just 30-35% on labour.) At the
margin, that might increase municipal gov-
ernments’ appetite to host such events.
Omaha 2024, anyone? 7

part, by regulation. Many have stopped of-
fering international transfers in response
to tighter rules on money-laundering and
terrorist financing. In Britain, new laws bar
banks from opening accounts for illegal
immigrants. But some big banks are catch-
ing on. Scotiabank, in Canada, allows Chi-
nese migrants to start opening an account
before leaving home, through a partner-
ship with three banks in China. Deutsche
Bank woos Turkish customers in Germany

with a service called Bankamiz (“Our
Bank”), which offers bilingual tellers, free
withdrawals at ATMs in Turkey and five
free transfers to Turkey each year.

Catering to immigrants can be profit-
able in the long run, suggests Sherief Me-
leis of Novantas, a consultancy. Banks can
win customers who will be loyal for years
to come. As Rafael Monge-Portaro, the boss
of Neighborhood Trust, says of Roberta:
“We trust her and she trusts us.” 7
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“THE only function ofeconomic forecasting is to make astrol-
ogy look respectable,” John Kenneth Galbraith, an irrever-

ent economist, once said. Since economic output represents the
aggregated activity of billions of people, influenced by forces
seen and unseen, it is a wonder forecasters ever get it right. Yet
economists cannot resist trying. As predictions for 2016 are un-
veiled, it is worth assessing the soothsayers’ records.

Forecasters usually rely on two different predictive approach-
es. One is theory-based, shaped by how economists believe
economies behave. The other is data-based, shaped by how
economieshave behaved in the past. The simplestofthe theoreti-
cal bunch is the Solow growth model, named for Robert Solow, a
Nobel-prize winning economist. It posits that poorer countries
shouldgenerally investmoreandgrowfaster thanrich ones. Cen-
tral banks and other big economic institutions use far more com-
plicated formulas, often grouped under the bewildering label of
“dynamic stochastic general equilibrium” (DSGE) models. These
try to anticipate the ups and downs of big economies by model-
ling the behaviour of individual households and firms.

The empirical approach is older; indeed, it was the workhorse
of government forecasting in the 1940s and 1950s. Data-based
models analyse the relationship between hundreds or thou-
sands of economic variables, from the price of potatoes to snow-
fall in January.Theythenworkouthowzincsales, forexample,af-
fect investment and growth in the years that follow.

Both strategies have faced withering criticism. DSGE models,
for all their complexity, are typically built around oversimplifica-
tions of how markets function and people behave. Data-based
models suffer from their own shortcomings. In a paper* pub-
lished in 1995 Greg Mankiw of Harvard University argued that
they face insurmountable statistical problems. Too many things
tend to happen at once to isolate cause and effect: liberalised
trade might boost growth, or liberalisation might be the sort of
thing that governments do when growth is rising, or both liberal-
isation and growth might follow from some third factor. And
there are too many potential influences on growth for econo-
mists to know whether a seemingly strong relationship between
variables is real orwould disappear iftheyfactored in some other
relevant titbit, such as the wages ofCanadian lumberjacks.

In practice, most forecasters combine the two approaches and
inject, when necessary, a dose of common sense. The IMF, for in-
stance, relies on a global model, built in part on economic theory

and in part on data analysis. The global projections generated by
that hybrid model are combined with country-specific details to
produce country-level forecasts. The country forecasts are then
checked forconsistencyagainst the global projectionsand adjust-
ed when necessary—to make sure, for example, that most coun-
tries do not show strong trade growth when the global projection
heralds a decline in trade. A recent analysis of the IMF’s forecasts
by the organisation’s Independent Evaluation Office concluded
that theiraccuracywas“comparable to thatofprivate-sector fore-
casts”. But how accurate is that?

Not very, Lant Pritchett and Larry Summers of Harvard Uni-
versity argued in 2014. Forecasters overestimate the extent to
which the future will looklike the recent past, they reckon. It is as-
sumed that fast-growing countries will keep speeding along
while the economic tortoises continue crawling. The IMF, for in-
stance, reckons that China’s GDP growth will decline gently to 6%
a year by around 2017, and then accelerate slightly. That is highly
unlikely, say Messrs Pritchett and Summers: “Regression to the
mean is perhaps the single most robust and empirically relevant
fact about cross-national growth rates.” In other words, booming
countries slow down and slumping ones speed up.

The IMF publishes forecasts for 189 countries twice a year, in
April and October, for the year in question and the following one.
The Economist has conducted an analysis of them from 1999 to
2014, and compared their accuracy with several slightly less so-
phisticated forecasting methods: predicting that a country will
grow at the same pace as the year before, guessing 4% (which is
the average growth rate across all countries during the period)
and picking a random number from -2% to10%. For each method,
the absolute difference between the actual and predicted growth
rates is calculated and then averaged. The lowest average is taken
to be the best performance.

Encouragingly, the guesses produced by our random-number
generator performed worst (see chart); it yielded predictions that
were offby 4.4 percentage points on average. Predicting the previ-
ous year’s growth rate came last-but-one, as Messrs Pritchett and
Summers might have foreseen. The projections the IMF made in
October of the year being forecast, which were off by an average
of 1.5 percentage points, unsurprisingly did best; by that point
plenty of actual economic data are available. Yet the quality of
the IMF’s forecasts deteriorates surprisingly quickly the further
from the end of the year in question they are made. Those from
April of the preceding year are only slightly more accurate than
those generated using the average growth rate.

No one expects the Spanish recession
An important caveat is in order. Forecasts ofall sorts are especial-
ly bad at predicting downturns. Over the period, there were 220
instances in which an economy grew in one year before shrink-
ing in the next. In its April forecasts the IMF never once foresaw
the contraction looming in the next year. Even in October of the
year in question, the IMF predicted that a recession had begun
only half the time. To be fair, an average-growth prediction also
misses 100% of recessions. One model does better, though. Our
random-number generator correctly forecast the start of a reces-
sion18% of the time.7

A mean feat

Pick a number

Sources: IMF; The Economist
*For countries included in World Economic Outlook database
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Despite forecasters’ best efforts, growth is devilishly hard to predict
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IN 1783 John Michell reasoned they must
be out there. In 1916 Karl Schwarzschild

calculated how big they would be. In 1930
Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar showed
that big enough stars were doomed to be-
come them. Yet it took until the 1970s to
convince holdouts among astronomers
that black holes actually exist. That was
when studies of a celestial X-ray source
called Cygnus X-1 revealed an object so
massive that it could be nothing else.

Even before that, though, black holes
had caught the imagination of astrono-
mers and public alike. The idea of some-
thing so dense that its gravitational attrac-
tion can stop light (or anything else)
escaping from its surface is mind-boggling.
Yet such holes are crucial building blocks
of the universe. Most, if not all galaxies
have one at their centre. Meanwhile, on
Earth, the idea that something or someone
has “fallen into a black hole” and thereby,
from the speaker’s point ofview, vanished,
has become proverbial.

In fact, black holes—or, rather, their sur-
roundings—are often not black. The pro-
cess of attracting and swallowing matter
acts like a giant particle accelerator as the
matter spins around the hole. As with such
accelerators on Earth, this generates elec-
tromagnetic radiation, from radio waves to
X-rays. A big black hole’s neighbourhood,
with lots of spinning matter, can thus be
very bright indeed. That neighbourhood is
also a place where space and time them-

these arcs suggest the hole has undergone
a pair of explosive events caused by the
overwhelming amount of material the
Whirlpool is dumping on it. The shock
waves from such explosions would sweep
awaydustandgas thatare the rawmaterial
from which new stars are built. And NGC

5195 is indeed noticeably bereft of new
stars—in contradistinction to the Whirl-
pool, which is rich in them. Dr Schlegel
may thus have found a mechanism by
which black holes can switch off star for-
mation in their vicinities.

Julie Comerford, of the University of
Colorado, Boulder, described anothersuch
mechanism. She observes that galaxies of-
ten bash into one another and merge. The
result of such a merger will have, at least
for a time, two central blackholes.

Dr Comerford used data from Chandra
and also from the Hubble space telescope,
which sees visible light, rather than X-rays,
to study such galaxies. She found that, on
average, galaxies with two black holes in
their cores put out more than ten times as
much light as those with one. This extra
light is created by the extra quantities of
material sucked into their twinned cores.
One consequence of all this light is to ion-
ise (ie, to strip the electrons from) much
more of the surrounding galaxy’s gas than
would usually be the case, and then push
this ionised gas out of the way. That pro-

selves are warped more intensely than
anywhere else in the observable universe.

This chaos, and black holes’ restricted
dimensions (even the “supermassive”
ones in galactic cores are mere millions of
kilometres rather than light-years across),
makes studying them hard. But not impos-
sible, as delegates to this week’s meetingof
the American Astronomical Society (AAS)
in Kissimmee, Florida, have heard.

Blown on the steel breeze
Whether galaxies formed around pre-ex-
isting black holes or the holes formed after
those galaxies had come into being is not
yet known. It is suspected, though, that
their central black holes help regulate gal-
axies’ rates of star formation. Eric Schlegel
of the University of Texas, San Antonio,
brought some evidence to bear on this
question. His instrumentofchoice is Chan-
dra, a space telescope named after Chan-
drasekhar which detects X-rays. The object
ofDrSchlegel’s interest isNGC 5195, a small
companion galaxy of the Whirlpool, a
well-known spiral galaxy (see above; NGC

5195 is on the right, dangling from one of
the Whirlpool’s spiral arms).

Looking at X-rays from NGC 5195 Dr
Schlegel and his colleagues spotted two
bright, arc-shaped features in the gas oppo-
site the point where the Whirlpool’s arm
reaches into NGC 5195 and material is
pulled from it towards the galaxy’s central
black hole. The shapes and orientations of

Astronomy

Now there’s a look in your eyes,
like black holes in the sky
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The universe’s darkest denizens are being dragged into the light
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2 vides a second way that the behaviour ofa
galaxy’s black-hole-inhabited core can
switch off star formation in the rest of the
star system.

Working out how black holes affect ga-
lactic growth, though, is not the same as
findingoutwhat ishappening in the vicini-
ty of the holes themselves. Here, matter is
circling close to a black hole’s point of no
return, the “event horizon” whose radius
was described by Schwarzschild’s calcula-
tions. And next month, JAXA, Japan’s
space agency, will launch Astro-H, a tele-
scope that will help to do this. It can detect
X-rays of exceptionally high energies. As
material slips ever closer to the event hori-
zon, the precise details of its X-ray output
are a signal of how it is moving. Astro-H
will be able to measure this radiation, and
thus infer thatmotion with unprecedented
precision. This will permit researchers to
measure unambiguously, for the first time,
how fast a black hole is spinning. That, in
turn, permits tests ofEinstein’s general the-
ory of relativity—the very theory that
Schwarzschild used to put black holes on
solid mathematical ground—that have re-
mained out of reach until now.

Shadows at night
There is, though, a fundamental limit to
such pursuits; there can be no way to peer
within the event horizon. The best astron-
omers can hope for is to snap a detailed
picture which shows not only the shadow
cast by the horizon—an actual black void
within the picture—but also the violent en-
vironment just outside it.

That will require yet another bit of kit,
and another spiral galaxy: the one that
plays host to Earth. Feryal Ozel of the Uni-
versity of Arizona told the meeting about
progress on the Event Horizon Telescope
(EHT). This is designed to capture an image,
built up from radio waves, of the Milky
Way’s own supermassive black hole,
dubbed Sagittarius A* because it is the
brightest radio source in that constellation.

Making such an image is hard. Sagittari-
us A* (or, rather, its event horizon) should
be about 12m km across. That sounds big,
but it is a twenty-billionth of the black
hole’sdistance from Earth. Atelescope’s re-
solving power depends on the width of its
aperture. The resolving power needed to
see at that distance something even of the
enormous size of Sagittarius A* therefore
requires an extraordinarily large telescope.

As a result the EHT is not a single facility
but rather a collaboration between exist-
ing radio telescopes scattered across the
world (see map). Together, these instru-
ments perform a trick called very long
baseline interferometry. At times when
they are acting as part of the EHT, they will
be pointed simultaneously at Sagittarius

A*. The data thus gathered will then be
shipped to a central facility in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, on enormous disk drives,
and there carefully combined in a way that
makes it seem as if they had been collected
by a single radio telescope with an aper-
ture nearly as wide as the Earth itself. 

This should, if the EHT works as adver-
tised, solve a number of outstanding mys-
teriesaboutblackholes: preciselyhow ma-
terial falls into them, what causes the jets
of material that sometimes squirt from
near theirpolar regions, and justhow good
Einstein’s equations are at describing the
most warped spacetime it is possible to
see. That would be a rich haul of facts for a
phenomenon that tooktwo centuries to be
taken seriously.7

Locations of the Event Horizon
Telescope’s components

Over the horizon

Source: EHT
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The search for ET

Cluster analysis

ONE ofastronomy’s biggest changes
ofperspective in recent years has

been the realisation that planets are
abundant in the cosmos. But not every-
where. Collections ofstars called glob-
ular clusters seem bereft of them.

Globular clusters are roughly spheri-
cal collections ofhundreds of thousands
ofstars. These, in turn, are among the
oldest stellar inhabitants ofgalaxies. But
though the Milky Way, the Earth’s home
galaxy, has more than150 globular clus-
ters, so far only a single planet has been
spotted in one: Messier 4 (see picture).

Nothing daunted, Rosanne Di Stefano
of the Harvard-Smithsonian Centre for
Astrophysics and AlakRay of the Tata
Institute ofFundamental Research, in
India, told the 2016 meeting of the Ameri-
can Astronomical Society why they think
globular clusters are a good place to go
hunting for advanced civilisations.

First, the clusters’ very age means that
life will have had the best chance of
coming into existence and then climbing
the ladder ofcomplexity to the point
where it can travel from star to star. Sec-
ond, that age also means clusters have
stopped being disrupted by life-destroy-
ing stellar explosions like supernovae
and gamma-ray bursts. Third, the prox-
imity ofa cluster’s stars to one another
means interstellar travel is not nearly as
onerous as it would be for humanity. A
spacefaring cluster-inhabitant would
have to travel, on average, only about
1,000 times the distance from Earth to the
sun to get to its nearest stellar neighbour.
For humans, that distance is 275,000
times the Earth-sun distance. Not only
does this make travel easier, it also makes
communication practical. Messages

between a home planet and its outposts
could be sent and received with the same
sort ofdelay as those between European
countries and their colonies before the
invention of the electric telegraph.

This speculation does, ofcourse,
require the existence ofmany more
globular-cluster planets than the lone
example so far discovered. But Dr Di
Stefano and Dr Ray are optimistic about
that. Their models suggest that such
planets will often be in stable orbits in
the “Goldilocks” zones (not too hot and
not too cold) of their host stars. It may be,
then, that the galactic empires dreamed
ofby science-fiction writers were wrong
only in scale, rather than concept. Colo-
nising an entire galaxy was always going
to be a big ask. Annexing a cluster,
though, looks eminently doable.

Kissimmee, Florida

A good place to lookfor little green men

Ripe for colonisation
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EVER since Marty McFly arrived in 2015
in “Back to the Future Part II” and dis-

covered a levitating skateboard, people
have tried to make one for real. But the
film’s prediction, made in 1989, never quite
came true. Although so-called hover-
boards have created quite a public splash
this Christmas (see page 59) they do not
really count. They use a wheel (or wheels)
to do their “hovering”, with fancyelectron-
ics and stabilisers keeping them upright. A
few boards that really do hover, employing
magnets for the task, have been demon-
strated—but these work only over appro-
priate metal surfaces. Various lash-ups, in-
cluding one powered by four leaf-blowers
that seems more hovercraft than hover-
board, have also appeared. Film of hover-
boarders gliding across a car park in Los
Angeles turned out to be an elaborate You-
Tube hoax. 

As 2015 turns into 2016, however, some-
thing resembling the real thing is going on
sale. The ArcaBoard (pictured) does, admit-
tedly, look like a giant iPhone case rather
than a skateboard. But it trulydoeshover. It
is145cm long by 76cm wide (57x30 inches),
is built from composite materials and con-
tains 36 high-powered electric ducted fans
of the type used to fly model jet aero-
planes. The fans are run by a packof 72 lith-
ium-polymer batteries, which provide just
over 200 kilowatts of power. That, the
manufacturers claim, is sufficient to lift and
carry someone weighing 82kg (180lbs). In
the ArcaBoard’s current configuration it
can do this for six minutes. A beefed-up
version is able to lift heavier people, but its
flight duration drops to three minutes. 

The ArcaBoard has been developed by

ARCA Space, a Romanian aerospace com-
pany founded in 1999 that recently moved
its headquarters to Las Cruces, New Mexi-
co. The firm has built a number of rockets
and high-altitude drones, and has worked
with the European Space Agency. The
hoverboard arose from a discussion

among the firm’s engineers about whether
such a machine was possible, says Dragos
Muresan, one of ARCA Space’s vice-presi-
dents. They built a prototype and success-
fully rode on it. As enthusiasm for the idea
grew, the company decided to put the de-
vice into production. The first hoverboards
should be delivered in April.

The ridersteers the board byshifting his
body weight to provide yaw, but a built-in
stabilisation system makes things easier.
This uses a gyroscope and an accelerom-
eter, connected to a computer, to keep the
board level. It adjusts the thrust of individ-
ual fans in order to control the other two
degrees of freedom of movement, pitch
and roll. A proximity sensor on the board’s
underside ensures it stays 30cm above the
ground and a speed-limiterkeeps its rate of
progress below 20kph (12mph). 

Before adding such a hoverboard to
next Christmas’s wish-list, however, you
will want to consider the price: $19,900,
plus an extra $4,500 for a fast-charger that
can top up the batteries in 35 minutes rath-
er than the six hours it would otherwise
take. The gold-plated tag is hardly surpris-
ing, considering the hoverboard is made
by rocket scientists using what they readily
admit is pricey aerospace technology. Nev-
ertheless, they hope to get the price down.
The first mobile phones, after all, began as
clunky, costly devices with limited perfor-
mance. Now they are cheap enough forbil-
lions to own one. Imagine if (genuine) hov-
erboards went the same way. 7

A real hoverboard

Skating with McFly

Rocket scientists have come up with a hoverboard that works

Source: American Naturalist 

Number of viruses shared by bats and people

1 16

This map, just published in the American Naturalist by Kate Jones of University College,
London, and her colleagues, shows, for any given part of the world, how many viral
diseases bats and people share. That bats are reservoirs of illnesses which also affect
people was brought to general attention by the recent outbreak of Ebola fever in west
Africa. Ebola is spread by bats and, as the map shows, tropical Africa is the place with
the greatest number of shared diseases. Dr Jones and her team used these data, culled
from 453 studies carried out since the beginning of the 20th century, as the foundation
of a model that also looked at things like population density and farming practices to
pick out those areas at greatest risk of interspecies transmission. Adding these other
factors in showed that a second risky place is south-eastern Asia, including south
China. This was the point of origin of another disease outbreak, that of SARS (severe
acute respiratory syndrome) in 2002. 

Bugs from the belfry
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ON JANUARY 20th those who see
themselves as the global elite will

gather in the Alpine resort town of Davos
to contemplate the “fourth industrial revo-
lution”, the theme chosen by Klaus
Schwab, the ringmaster of the circus
known as the World Economic Forum.
This revolution will be bigger than any-
thing the world has seen before, he says. It
will be a tsunami compared with previous
squalls. It will be more disruptive. It will be
more interconnected; indeed, the revolu-
tion will take place “inside a complex eco-
system”. Not only will it change what peo-
ple do, it will change who they are. 

Anybody who is tempted by this argu-
mentshould read RobertGordon’smagnif-
icent new book. An American economist
who teaches at Northwestern University,
Mr Gordon has long been famous in aca-
demic circles for advancing three icono-
clastic arguments. The first is that the inter-
net revolution is hyped. The second is that
the best way to appreciate the extent of the
hype is to lookat the decades after the civil
war, when America was transformed by
inventions such as the motor car and elec-
tricity. The third is that the golden age of
American growth may be over.

In “The Rise and Fall of American
Growth” Mr Gordon presents his case for a
general audience—and he does so with
great style and panache, supporting his ar-
gument with vivid examples as well as

turn of the century, Sears Roebuck, a mail-
order company that was founded in 1893,
was fulfilling 100,000 orders a day from a
catalogue of 1,162 pages. The price of cars
plummeted by 63% between 1912 and 1930,
while the proportion of American house-
holds that had access to a car increased
from just over 2% to 89.8%. 

America quickly pulled ahead of the
rest of the world in almost every new tech-
nology—a locomotive to Europe’s snail, as
Andrew Carnegie put it. In 1900 Ameri-
cans had four times as many telephones
per person as the British, six times as many
as the Germans and 20 times as many as
the French. Almost one-sixth of the
world’s railway traffic passed through a
single American city, Chicago. Thirty years
later Americans owned more than 78% of
the world’s motor cars. It took the French
until 1948 to have the same access to cars
and electricity that America had in 1912. 

The GreatDepression did a little to slow
America’s momentum. But the private sec-
tor continued to innovate. By some mea-
sures, the 1930s were the most productive
decade in terms of the numbers of inven-
tions and patents granted relative to the
size of the economy. Franklin Roosevelt’s
government invested in productive capaci-
ty with the Tennessee Valley Authority
and the Hoover Dam. 

The second world war demonstrated
the astonishing power of America’s pro-
duction machine. After 1945 America con-
solidated its global pre-eminence by con-
structing a new global order, with the
Marshall Plan and the Bretton Woods insti-
tutions, and by pouring money into higher
education. The 1950s and 1960s were a
golden age of prosperity in which even
people with no more than a high-school
education could enjoy a steady job, a
house in the suburbs and a safe retirement. 

econometric data, while keeping a watch-
ful eye on what economic change means
for ordinary Americans. Even if history
changes direction, and Mr Gordon’s rise-
and-fall thesis proves to be wrong, this
book will survive as a superb reconstruc-
tion of material life in America in the hey-
day of industrial capitalism. 

The technological revolutions of the
late 19th century transformed the world.
The life that Americans led before that is
unrecognisable. Their idea of speed was
defined by horses. The rhythm of their
days was dictated by the rise and fall of the
sun. The most basic daily tasks—getting
water for a bath or washing clothes—were
back-breaking chores. As Mr Gordon
shows, a succession of revolutions trans-
formed every aspect of life. The invention
of electricity brought light in the evenings.
The invention of the telephone killed dis-
tance. The invention of what General Elec-
tric called “electric servants” liberated
women from domestic slavery. The speed
of change was also remarkable. In the 30
years from 1870 to 1900 railway companies
added 20 miles of track each day. By the

American economic history

G force

Why economic growth soared in America in the early 20th century, and why it
won’t be soaring again any time soon 
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2 But Mr Gordon’s tone grows gloomy
when he turns to the 1970s. Economic tur-
bulence increased as well-known Ameri-
can companies were shaken by foreign
competition, particularly from Japan, and
asfuel pricessurged thanks to the OPECoil-
price rise. Economic inequality surged as
the rich pulled ahead ofthe rest. Productiv-
ity growth fell: having reached an average
of2.82% a year between 1920 and 1970, out-
put per hour between 1970 and 2014 grew
by an annual rate of no more than 1.62%.
America today faces powerful headwinds:
an ageing population, rising health-care
and education costs, soaring inequality
and festering social ills. 

What chance does the country have of
restoring its lost dynamism? Mr Gordon
has no time for the techno-Utopians who

think that the information revolution will
rescue America from such “secular stagna-
tion”. His attitude to the IT revolution is
much the same as that of Peter Thiel, a 
venture capitalist, who famously said: “We
wanted flying cars but instead we got 140
characters.” America has already harvest-
ed the fruits of the IT revolution. The
growth rate increased each year in the 
decade after1994, but the spurt did not last
and it has since fallen backsince. 

Now Mr Gordon thinks that Moore’s
law is beginning to fade and the new econ-
omy is turning into a mirage. He can be 
forgiven for giving such short shrift to 
Davos types who have no sense ofhistory:
driverless cars will change the world less
than the invention of cars in the first place.
He is also surely right that America faces

unusually heavy challenges in future. 
But he goes too far in downplaying the

current IT revolution. Where the first half
of the book is brilliant, the second can be
frustrating. Mr Gordon understates how IT
has transformed people’s lives and he has
little to say about the extent to which artifi-
cial intelligence will intensify this. He also
fails to come to terms with the extent to
which, thanks to 3D printing and the inter-
net of things, the information revolution is
spreading from the virtual world to the
physical world. Mr Gordon may be right
that the IT revolution will not restore eco-
nomic growth rates to the level America
once enjoyed. Only time will tell. But he is
definitelywrongto underplay the extent to
which the revolution is changing every as-
pect ofour daily lives.7

Understanding Africa

Clear-sighted

FEWAfrican leaders arouse such divid-
ed opinions as Paul Kagame, president

ofRwanda since 2000 but its de facto
leader since 1994, when his Rwandan
Patriotic Front (RPF), a rebel group, seized
power and ended the country’s genocide.
For many observers Mr Kagame is an
ascetic, an austere moderniser who has
pulled his country backfrom its descent
into barbarism and overseen reforms
aimed at improving its governance and
boosting the economy.

Critics contend that his forces have
killed thousands ofpeople and that his
government ruthlessly suppresses oppo-
sition, murdering dissidents both at
home and abroad. For Alex Perry, who
spent time with Mr Kagame while he was
Africa bureau chief for Time magazine,
neither of these Manichean views is
quite right; nor are they quite wrong.
After confronting Mr Kagame with allega-
tions that his rebel forces had killed
25,000 people in reprisal massacres after
the genocide, the president “growled that
the real story was how many people the
RPF didn’t kill,” Mr Perry writes. “We had
to battle extreme anger among our own
men,” he quotes Mr Kagame as saying.
“So many had lost their families and they
had guns in their hands. Whole villages
could have been wiped out. But we did
not allow it.”

Mr Perry’s ability to capture the com-
plexities ofstories in which there are no
clear heroes nor outright villains echoes
again and again through his latest book,

“The Rift”. Written with a clear eye after
criss-crossing the continent, he offers
telling glimpses ofan Africa that defies
stereotyping. The author is at his stron-
gest when he describes just how many
people have done Africa a disservice,
even when setting out to help. He stands
in the ruins of the Somali capital, Mogadi-
shu, talking to a mother whose child dies
ofmalnutrition before his eyes; the fam-
ine was largely caused by Western 
governments blocking the flow offood
aid to Somalia in the belief that this
would weaken the grip of the Shabab, a
jihadist group. 

In another chapter Mr Perry describes
how United Nations (UN) peacekeepers
working in South Sudan shuffle pa-
perwork in air-conditioned bungalows
or jog around their sprawling camps
wearing Lycra, while outside the gates
large bulldozers are shovelling bodies
into mass graves. “They saved our lives
late,” says one refugee who described
repeated rebel attacks on a refugee camp
just a few minutes away from a large UN

base whose peacekeepers did not ven-
ture out. “They did not riskuntil it be-
came peaceful.” 

Yet the clarity ofMr Perry’s reporting,
which is reason enough to read his book,
is not matched by the metaphor of“The
Rift”. The bookrevolves around the idea
that, much as a new continent is slowly
cleaving itselfaway from the rest along
the Rift Valley, so too a new Africa is
being born from the old. Aside from a
few pages at the end where Mr Perry
writes ofAfrican innovations, including
ways of reversing desertification, the
bookdoes not quite live up to its promise. 

The Rift: A New Africa Breaks Free. By
Alex Perry. Little, Brown; 448 pages; $30.
Weidenfeld & Nicolson; 320 pages; £20

MANY writers have explored the rela-
tionship between Franklin Roosevelt

and Winston Churchill. Just as rich, but
sometimes overlooked, are the complex-
ities of British and American military co-
operation during the second world war.
Niall Barr, a military historian at King’s
College London, sifts through the squab-
bles and triumphs; his is an authoritative
and highly readable account.

It was, he writes, the first time that two
armies had worked together so closely in
wartime. During the first world war, Amer-
ica’s top general had irked Britain and-

Britain and America

The slog of war

Eisenhower’s Armies: The American-British
Alliance during World War II. By Niall Barr.
Pegasus; 544 Pages; $35
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2  France by insisting on maintaining a sepa-
rate army. In the second world war the
British and the Americans adopted a uni-
fied command structure, clearing the way
for the appointment of Dwight Eisenhow-
er (pictured) in 1943 as Allied Supreme
Commander. However, one lingering ben-
efit of the earlier structure, Mr Barr notes, is
that it gave American officers like George
Marshall and George Patton an indepen-
dence and authority that would prove in-
valuable in the strike against Hitler.

The transatlantic military alliance did
not restart auspiciously. As Hitler rolled
through Europe, some Americans won-
dered if Britain could hold out. One mili-
tary observer questioned whether the Brit-
ish army could handle the “high
centralisation and co-ordination demand-
ed by the machine age.” Britain urgently
sought American aid, which often fell
short. Even before Lend-Lease, America
sent Britain rifles leftover from 1919, still
packed in grease, with bullets of the wrong
calibre, which made them useless.

“Eisenhower’s Armies” is packed with
such nuggets. When cultures mixed, the
British came across as snobby, the Ameri-
cans as braggarts. Tensions grew in Eng-
land as better-paid American soldiers ar-
rived ahead of the cross-Channel invasion,
depressing local troops. “Morale is a psy-
chological problem like sex, and therefore
the Britisher is almost ashamed to talk
about it,” said one anxious British general.

On the battlefield, British troops often
shaved daily; Americans grew stubble.
British drinks baffled the Americans. “All
they seem to be doing is brewing tea,”
stormed one American officer in the Neth-
erlands, incredulous that British troops
had been made to pause rather than push
forward to aid another division.

Among the generals, rivalries ran deep.
Commanders from both nations wanted
to be the first to grab big prizes such as Ber-
lin. America’s swaggering General Patton
disliked Brits, including Field Marshall Ber-
nard Montgomery, a vital but flawed com-
mander. Montgomery in turn scorned Ei-
senhower, who for his part had the
unenviable task of soothing egos and bal-
ancing political concerns with military
ones. Eisenhower had to deal with Chur-
chill, who nosed into military affairs more
than American politicians did. Disagree-
ments arose over strategy, most promi-
nently over whether to make the first big
joint operation a cross-channel invasion
(the Americans’ choice) or a strike into the
Mediterranean (Britain’s choice).

The rise of America is a prominent
theme. Before the war, its army was small-
er than Romania’s. But as the nation re-
armed and GIs poured overseas, Britain
felt its standingbegin to wane. British brass
felt “pipped at the post”, Mr Barr writes, by
their huge, ever-more-powerful ally. In Au-
gust 1944 Eisenhower was forced to reas-

sure Churchill that America had no desire
to “disregard British views, or coldblood-
edly to leave Britain holding an empty bag
in any ofour joint undertakings”.

Tensions were clearly rife. But in the
end, Mr Barr offers high praise for the fun-
damentals of the partnership. The “sheer
depth, scale and scope of the alliance be-
tween Britain and the United States during
the second world war is hard to compre-
hend, even now,” he writes. Seven decades
into the special relationship, no test as
grave as a world warhas resurfaced; but on
countless vital matters, from Afghanistan
to Syria, the alliance endures, made stron-
ger by discussion and debate.7

IT WOULD be hard to imagine a more de-
pressing moment than the first year after

the end of the second world war. The guns
had mostly fallen silent, but millions were
still dying from famine, disease or civil
strife. Large areas of Europe and Asia lay in
ruins. Vast numbers of refugees were on
the move. Many people wondered how
their economies could ever be revived. 

Britain was, in effect, broke; Berlin’s wa-
ter supply was still polluted by corpses. Ja-
pan, an island nation vitally dependent on
trade, had lost 80% of its merchant marine.
The Marshall Plan, which would use funds
provided by America to coax European in-
dustries back to life, lay in the future. As

Victor Sebestyen points out in his new
book, “1946”, optimists were in short sup-
ply. “Very few people at the end of1946 be-
lieved that recovery was around the cor-
ner, or even that it was possible,” he writes. 

The main change that year was the start
of the cold war. As Mr Sebestyen argues, it
was a Soviet-sponsored coup in an ob-
scure corner of Iran at the beginning of the
year that first prompted policymakers in
the West to question Moscow’s motives.
Stalin stepped up his campaign against in-
ternal dissent; the Gulag camps began to
fill again. Civil wars in Greece and China
pitted communists against defenders of
the old order, reflecting global tensions as
much as internal ones. All this helps to 
explain why 1946 was the year when Win-
ston Churchill, by then out of office, gave a
speech in America that made “Iron Cur-
tain” a household phrase. 

Mr Sebestyen would have been well
advised to shape his narrative around this
theme. Instead he bombards the reader
with short, staccato chapters, in rough
chronological order. One moment he is in
Japan, as Emperor Hirohito renounces his
divinity (on the orders of General Douglas
MacArthur, supreme commander for the
Allied powers). The next he is in Calcutta,
where sectarian riots are hastening British
withdrawal from the subcontinent and
foreshadowing the horrors of the partition
to come. The author would have done bet-
ter to spend more time on moments that
deserve sustained analysis (like the re-
sumption of hostilities between China’s
communists and nationalists) and less on
events that had little lasting significance
(such as the first American nuclear tests on
Bikini Atoll in the Pacific).

But these are quibbles. Mr Sebestyen
deserves praise for illuminating a low
point in modern history. Mass shootings in
America are a scandal, but the number of
gun-related homicides (a little over 12,000
in 2015) would have excited little notice
amid the hardship of the immediate post-
war world; 6,000 people died and a fur-
ther 15,000 were injured in communal ri-
ots in Calcutta in just three days in the sum-
mer of 1946, itself a drop in the bucket
compared with the bloodlettingofthe Chi-
nese civil war. Terrorist attacks have a huge
impact thanks to the powerofmodern me-
dia, yet the number of deaths they cause is
modest in comparison with previous eras
ofviolence. In Lwów,” MrSebestyen notes,
“the story that a mother driven mad with
hunger killed and ate her two children
barely made the newspapers.” 

The one place that approaches the lev-
els of despair experienced in 1946 is Syria,
where nearlyfive yearsofcivil warhave re-
sulted in 250,000 deaths and millions
more being forced to flee. Inter-state wars
have become more rare, but civil conflict,
proxy battles and genocide still cause great
misery.7

20th-century history

The cold war’s first
chill

1946: The Making of the Modern World. By
Victor Sebestyen. Pantheon; 438 pages; $30.
Macmillan; 456 pages; £25
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MOLLY CRABAPPLE is an angry young
woman.The32-year-oldAmerican il-

lustrator is a cross between a photojour-
nalist chasing hot spots and a 19th-century
écrivain engagé who champions causes
with art. Her drawings of the Occupy Wall
Street protest in 2011 became the visual an-
them of the movement. She has applied
her dark, curvy illustrative style to docu-
ment Guantánamo prisoners, Libyan snip-
ers, gay refugees in Beirut and protesters of
police violence in Ferguson, Missouri.

Ms Crabapple has already published
two volumes of her artwork. “Drawing
Blood” is a personal narrative of her matu-
ration as an artist. Born Jennifer Caban in
Far Rockaway, Queens, she always sought

to shed childhood. At17 she gathered every
photo of her younger self, burned them,
and the next day left for Europe and north
Africa with pen and pad. Her adopted
name comes from a character modelled
after her in a play written by a friend.

In New York in the 2000s she could not
sell her art, so she sold herself. She worked
as a nude for clubs, private parties, music
videos, art classes and amateur “photogra-
phers” (essentially, live porn). Her proxim-
ity to the steamier parts of the city eventu-
ally got her into the Box—a Manhattan
nightclub infamous for its secretive, highly
sexualised burlesque—where Ms Crabap-
ple became the in-house artist; a modern-
day Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec.

The Box was Ms Crabapple’s artistic
bootcamp, notsimply to depict the surreal,
but to capture the asymmetries of power:
bankers quaffing pricey champagne while
the true gods, in her view, were the naked
performers. In time, she grewdisillusioned
with herdecadent, sexualised art that in ef-
fect prostituted her talents. She burned to
put her nib to political and social issues.
When the Occupy movement sprang up,
she became its unofficial chronicler. Since
then she has journeyed into dark corners
to document people’s plights for Vice, Fu-
sion and the New York Times—giving vic-
tims not just a voice, but a face.

“Drawing Blood” sparkles as an artistic
coming-of-age memoir of an artist who
represents her generation as much as de-
picts it. Some readers may be shocked by
her walk on the wild side. Like Joan Di-
dion, another American writer, Ms Crab-
apple’s toughness comes from her willing-
ness to accept her vulnerability as much as
from her talent and unique eye. “Draw-
ings, like photojournalism, [can] distil the
essential,” she writes. “Unlike photogra-
phy, though, visual art has no pretence of
objectivity. It is joyfully, defiantly subjec-
tive. Its truth is individual.”7

Illustrations from the edge

When anger turns
to ink

Drawing Blood. By Molly Crabapple. Harper;
352 pages, $29.99 and £20

Rewriting history

LEONHARD EULER ishardlya household
name. Born in Switzerland in 1707, he

was one of the most productive and influ-
ential mathematicians ever, yet surprising-
ly little has been written about him. Ron-
ald Calinger’s major new biography aims
to set this right.

Sir Isaac Newton (and independently
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz) had intro-
duced calculus a generation or so earlier.
But it was Euler whose work really estab-
lished calculus as the basic tool of the
mathematical sciences. Euler also carried
forward another aspect of Newton’s lega-
cy, by showing that Newtonian theories of
motion and gravitation gave incredibly ac-
curate predictions of the motions of the
Moon and other planetary phenomena.
He made advances across an astonishing
range of subjects, from the very pure to the
very applied, in a way that would be im-
possible today. His publications covered
physics, astronomy, acoustics, ballistics
and gunnery, cartography, navigation and
shipbuilding, optics and the theory of mu-
sic, as well as number theory and the foun-
dations ofcalculus.

Euler’s gifts were remarkable. He had
great energy and an exceptional memory;
he could recite the entire textofVirgil’s “Ae-
neid” by heart. His productivity was equal-
ly amazing. Over his career, he wrote more
than 850 publications, including 18 books.
His collected works run to more than 80
large volumes, and have been appearing
steadily since 1910 (a few volumes remain
to be published).

Euler was born in Basel, but his career
followed the great royal powers of Europe.
At the age of 19, he made the seven-week
journey to Russia to take up a post at the St
Petersburg Imperial Academy of Sciences,
which the emperor, Peter the Great, had set
up as part of his plan to modernise Russia.
Euler was heavily involved in practical sci-
entific matters, such as the construction of
accurate maps of the Russian Empire and
studies offloods, fire and shipbuilding. But
he also pursued interests including num-
ber theory, infinite series and the shape of
the Earth. A notable breakthrough hap-
pened in 1735, when he announced his sol-
ution to the famous Basel Problem. This
asked for the sum ofthe infinite series 1+ 1/4
+ 1/9 + 1/16 +... and had resisted the efforts of
mathematicians for nearly a century (the
answer is pi2/6).

While in St Petersburg, Euler married.
He and his wife had 13 children, though
only five made it past early childhood. Eu-
ler also started suffering from headaches,
and his eyesight deteriorated steadily. He
lost the sightofone eye in hisearly 30s, and
was nearly blind by the age of60.

In 1741 he was hired away to Berlin.
Frederick the Great wanted to build a new
Royal Prussian Academy, populated by the
superstars of science and philosophy. Eu-
lerhad hoped to lead it, but he did not fit in.
His scientific reputation was undeniable,
buthe had neither the refined manners nor
the sparkling wit that flourished at Freder-
ick’s court. Writing to Voltaire, Frederick
played both on Euler’s eminence and his
disability, calling him the “great Cyclops of
geometry”.

As relations with Frederick soured, Eu-
ler decided to move again. In 1766 Cather-
ine the Great (it was an age ofGreats) hired
Euler back to St Petersburg. Despite being
almost blind, he became a central figure in
the academy there, publishing more than
400 articles, a major three-volume work
on lunar motion and “Letters to a German
Princess”, one of the earliest and most suc-
cessful popularisations of science for a
general audience.

Mr Calinger’s book is an impressive
workofscientific biography. It is long, but it
gives a fascinating portrait of Euler, his
work and the world around him. For the
reader who seeks more, a huge array of 
Euler’s writings can be found online at the
Euler Archive. As Pierre-Simon Laplace,
another 18th-century mathematician, re-
portedly said: “Read Euler, read Euler, he is
the master ofus all.”7

Mathematics

The master of
them all

Leonhard Euler: Mathematical Genius in
the Enlightenment. By Ronald Calinger.
Princeton University Press; 669 pages; $55
and £37.95
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What is the future of transport?
Electriied or powered by crops?

If you want to help answer these questions, this is the job for you.

Clean Energy Director

Transport & Environment (T&E), Europe’s leading NGO campaigning for sustainable

transport, is looking for a director of its clean energy programme to help guide the continent

to the cleanest energy sources for powering transport.

T&E is not a hierarchical organisation; we require an entrepreneurial spirit with a strong

sense of autonomy. We are an equal opportunity employer and committed to having a

diverse workforce.

Deadline 7am CET, 18 January 2016 See transportenvironment.org/jobs

INTERNATIONAL

TRUSTEES

The International HIV/AIDS Alliance is a global network of non-
government organisations committed to community action on HIV, health 
and human rights. We are recruiting international Trustees to the Board 
with experience of fundraising beyond traditional donor assistance, and 
with a senior private sector marketing or communications background. 
Candidates who possess these skills and have experience of living or 
working in Africa and/or strong links with US Government networks or US-
based i nancial or development institutions would be particularly welcome.

Alliance Trustees are expected to have a real interest in international 
development issues and HIV/AIDS and to share the values of the Alliance, 
especially in supporting communities and local NGOs in developing 
countries to build their capacity to ensure sustainable development. 
Empathy with the particular challenges faced by key populations at high 
risk of HIV/AIDS, who are often marginalised and criminalised in their own 
countries, is essential. All applicants must have good communication skills 
in English.

These are unpaid appointments, but expenses to twice-yearly Board 
meetings in Brighton (UK) and to occasional meetings in developing 
countries will be reimbursed.

To apply, please visit www.aidsalliance.org/jobs. The deadline for 
applications is 5 February 2016 at midnight (UK time).

The International HIV/AIDS Alliance is committed to equal 
opportunities and welcomes applications from appropriately 
qualified people from all sections of the community. We attach 
importance to the gender and geographic balance of the board of 
Trustees, and welcome applicants from HIV affected communities.

Qualified people living with HIV are particularly encouraged to apply.

International Cocoa Organization

This inter-governmental organization seeks to recruit an 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Qualii cations: At least a Master’s Degree and i fteen (15) years’ experience with a 
minimum of 5 years at Management Level in Government, International Organizations, 
industry/Commerce. Excellent command of written and spoken English, working 
knowledge of French.  Russian and Spanish would be an advantage.

Salary: UN scale USG.

For further details, please go to the link: http://bit.ly/1J2YMxG or to ‘About Us/ICCO 
vacancies’ on the ICCO website www.icco.org.

All applications should be addressed to the Executive Director, ICCO, Westgate House, 
Westgate Road, London W5 1YY, United Kingdom, and sent by post by 31 March 2016.  
They can also be emailed to jeanmarc.anga@icco.org and copied to sophia.petros@icco.org.
 

Applicants must be from Member countries of the International Cocoa Organization, with

only one application per member country to be endorsed by the relevant government.

Appointments
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Economic data
% change on year ago Budget Interest
 Industrial Current-account balance balance rates, %
 Gross domestic product production Consumer prices Unemployment latest 12 % of GDP % of GDP 10-year gov't Currency units, per $
 latest qtr* 2015† latest latest 2015† rate, % months, $bn 2015† 2015† bonds, latest Jan 6th year ago

United States +2.1 Q3 +2.0 +2.5 -1.2 Nov +0.5 Nov +0.2 5.0 Nov -456.6 Q3 -2.5 -2.6 2.23 - -
China +6.9 Q3 +7.4 +6.9 +6.2 Nov +1.5 Nov +1.5 4.1 Q3§ +275.9 Q3 +3.0 -2.7 2.79§§ 6.56 6.21
Japan +1.6 Q3 +1.0 +0.6 +1.6 Nov +0.3 Nov +0.7 3.3 Nov +126.2 Oct +3.3 -6.8 0.26 119 119
Britain +2.1 Q3 +1.8 +2.4 +1.7 Oct +0.1 Nov +0.1 5.2 Sep†† -134.2 Q3 -4.4 -4.4 1.95 0.68 0.66
Canada +1.2 Q3 +2.3 +1.1 -4.0 Oct +1.4 Nov +1.2 7.1 Nov -54.1 Q3 -3.3 -1.8 1.33 1.41 1.18
Euro area +1.6 Q3 +1.2 +1.5 +1.9 Oct +0.2 Dec +0.1 10.7 Oct +340.3 Oct +3.0 -2.1 0.51 0.93 0.84
Austria +1.0 Q3 +1.9 +0.8 +1.5 Oct +0.6 Nov +0.9 5.6 Oct +10.7 Q3 +2.0 -2.1 0.84 0.93 0.84
Belgium +1.3 Q3 +0.9 +1.3 +0.7 Oct +1.5 Dec +0.6 8.7 Oct +1.1 Sep +0.4 -2.6 0.98 0.93 0.84
France +1.1 Q3 +1.0 +1.1 +3.6 Oct nil Nov +0.1 10.8 Oct +6.0 Oct‡ -0.3 -4.1 0.91 0.93 0.84
Germany +1.7 Q3 +1.3 +1.5 +0.2 Oct +0.3 Dec +0.2 6.3 Dec +275.8 Oct +8.1 +0.7 0.51 0.93 0.84
Greece -0.9 Q3 -3.5 +0.5 -1.7 Oct -0.7 Nov -1.1 24.6 Sep -1.6 Oct +2.5 -4.1 8.53 0.93 0.84
Italy +0.8 Q3 +0.8 +0.7 +2.9 Oct +0.1 Dec +0.1 11.5 Oct +38.5 Oct +1.9 -2.9 1.48 0.93 0.84
Netherlands +1.9 Q3 +0.6 +2.0 +2.1 Oct +0.7 Dec +0.4 8.3 Nov +74.8 Q3 +10.6 -1.8 0.73 0.93 0.84
Spain +3.4 Q3 +3.2 +3.1 -0.3 Oct nil Dec -0.6 21.6 Oct +19.7 Oct +1.0 -4.4 1.70 0.93 0.84
Czech Republic +3.9 Q3 +2.2 +3.4 +3.8 Oct +0.1 Nov +0.3 5.9 Nov§ +2.0 Q3 -0.1 -1.8 0.64 25.1 23.2
Denmark +0.6 Q3 -1.8 +1.5 +0.3 Oct +0.3 Nov +0.5 4.5 Nov +22.0 Oct +7.1 -2.9 0.85 6.94 6.24
Norway +3.0 Q3 +7.3 +0.7 -2.6 Oct +2.8 Nov +1.7 4.6 Oct‡‡ +37.3 Q3 +9.3 +5.9 1.46 8.97 7.68
Poland +3.5 Q3 +3.6 +3.4 +7.8 Nov -0.5 Dec nil 9.6 Nov§ -2.1 Oct -1.4 -1.5 2.96 4.05 3.62
Russia -4.1 Q3 na -3.8 -3.5 Nov +12.9 Dec +15.3 5.8 Nov§ +67.1 Q3 +5.2 -2.8 9.56 74.7 61.7
Sweden  +3.9 Q3 +3.4 +3.2 +4.0 Oct +0.1 Nov nil 6.2 Nov§ +31.8 Q3 +6.3 -1.2 0.88 8.60 7.91
Switzerland +0.8 Q3 -0.1 +0.9 -2.8 Q3 -1.4 Nov -1.0 3.4 Nov +84.1 Q3 +8.6 +0.2 -0.14 1.01 1.01
Turkey +4.0 Q3 na +3.3 +14.7 Oct +8.8 Dec +7.6 10.3 Sep§ -38.1 Oct -4.9 -1.6 11.24 3.01 2.32
Australia +2.5 Q3 +3.8 +2.3 +1.9 Q3 +1.5 Q3 +1.6 5.8 Nov -49.5 Q3 -4.3 -2.4 2.76 1.42 1.23
Hong Kong +2.3 Q3 +3.5 +2.4 -1.9 Q3 +2.4 Nov +3.1 3.3 Nov‡‡ +9.3 Q3 +2.8 nil 1.55 7.75 7.75
India +7.4 Q3 +11.9 +7.2 +9.8 Oct +5.4 Nov +5.0 4.9 2013 -22.7 Q3 -1.1 -3.8 7.74 66.8 63.6
Indonesia +4.7 Q3 na +4.7 +5.2 Oct +3.4 Dec +6.2 6.2 Q3§ -18.4 Q3 -2.0 -2.0 8.77 13,948 12,658
Malaysia +4.7 Q3 na +5.4 +4.2 Oct +2.6 Nov +2.5 3.1 Oct§ +7.8 Q3 +2.5 -4.0 4.20 4.39 3.56
Pakistan +5.5 2015** na +5.7 +5.2 Oct +3.2 Dec +3.9 5.9 2015 -1.3 Q3 -0.7 -5.1 10.04††† 105 101
Philippines +6.0 Q3 +4.5 +6.4 -1.8 Oct +1.5 Dec +2.4 5.6 Q4§ +9.6 Sep +4.1 -1.9 4.14 47.0 44.9
Singapore +2.0 Q4 +5.7 +2.9 -5.5 Nov -0.8 Nov +0.2 2.0 Q3 +68.6 Q3 +21.2 -0.7 2.53 1.44 1.33
South Korea +2.7 Q3 +5.3 +2.6 -0.3 Nov +1.3 Dec +0.7 3.1 Nov§ +104.9 Nov +8.0 +0.3 2.04 1,198 1,099
Taiwan -0.6 Q3 -1.2 +3.2 -4.9 Nov +0.1 Dec +0.1 3.8 Nov +77.2 Q3 +12.8 -1.0 1.04 33.2 32.0
Thailand +2.9 Q3 +4.0 +3.4 +0.1 Nov -0.9 Dec +0.8 0.9 Nov§ +32.1 Q3 +2.4 -2.0 2.55 36.2 32.9
Argentina +2.3 Q2 +2.0 +1.3 -2.5 Oct — *** — 5.9 Q3§ -8.3 Q2 -1.8 -3.6 na 13.8 8.55
Brazil -4.5 Q3 -6.7 -3.4 -11.3 Oct +10.5 Nov +9.6 7.5 Nov§ -68.0 Nov -3.7 -6.0 15.93 4.02 2.70
Chile +2.2 Q3 +1.8 +2.8 +0.5 Nov +3.9 Nov +3.9 6.1 Nov§‡‡ -2.7 Q3 -1.2 -2.2 4.62 715 615
Colombia +3.2 Q3 +5.1 +3.3 +1.3 Oct +6.8 Dec +4.2 7.3 Nov§ -20.8 Q3 -6.7 -2.1 8.49 3,254 2,455
Mexico +2.6 Q3 +3.0 +2.5 +0.5 Oct +2.2 Nov +2.7 4.1 Nov -29.9 Q3 -2.6 -3.4 6.21 17.4 14.8
Venezuela -2.3 Q3~ +10.0 -4.5 na  na  +84.1 6.6 May§ +7.4 Q3~ -1.8 -16.5 10.98 6.31 6.30
Egypt +4.5 Q2 na +4.2 -3.0 Oct +11.1 Nov +10.0 12.8 Q3§ -14.7 Q3 -1.4 -11.0 na 7.83 7.15
Israel +2.3 Q3 +2.0 +3.3 -5.3 Oct -0.9 Nov -0.2 5.4 Nov +12.5 Q3 +4.9 -2.8 2.06 3.94 3.95
Saudi Arabia +3.4 2015 na +2.7 na  +2.3 Nov +2.7 5.7 2014 -1.5 Q2 -2.7 -12.7 na 3.75 3.75
South Africa +1.0 Q3 +0.7 +1.4 -1.1 Oct +4.8 Nov +4.7 25.5 Q3§ -14.0 Q3 -4.1 -3.8 9.56 15.8 11.7

Source: Haver Analytics.  *% change on previous quarter, annual rate. †The Economist poll or Economist Intelligence Unit estimate/forecast. §Not seasonally adjusted. ‡New series. ~2014 **Year ending June. 
††Latest 3 months. ‡‡3-month moving average. §§5-year yield. ***Official number not yet proven to be reliable; The State Street PriceStats Inflation Index, October 25.52%; year ago 41.05% †††Dollar-denominated
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Other markets
% change on

Dec 31st 2014

Index one in local in $
Jan 6th week currency terms

United States (S&P 500) 1,990.3 -3.5 -3.3 -3.3

United States (NAScomp) 4,835.8 -4.5 +2.1 +2.1

China (SSEB, $ terms) 408.8 -4.2 +48.6 +40.6

Japan (Topix) 1,488.8 -3.8 +5.8 +6.9

Europe (FTSEurofirst 300) 1,392.4 -3.7 +1.7 -9.6

World, dev'd (MSCI) 1,610.2 -4.0 -5.8 -5.8

Emerging markets (MSCI) 759.8 -4.0 -20.5 -20.5

World, all (MSCI) 386.3 -4.0 -7.4 -7.4

World bonds (Citigroup) 873.1 +0.3 -3.2 -3.2

EMBI+ (JPMorgan) 706.1 +0.2 +2.1 +2.1

Hedge funds (HFRX) 1,168.5§ -0.6 -4.1 -4.1

Volatility, US (VIX) 20.6 +17.3 +19.2 (levels)

CDSs, Eur (iTRAXX)† 79.7 +3.2 +26.7 +12.5

CDSs, N Am (CDX)† 90.7 +2.6 +37.2 +37.2

Carbon trading (EU ETS) € 7.8 -5.5 +5.1 -6.6

Sources: Markit; Thomson Reuters.  *Total return index. 
†Credit-default-swap spreads, basis points. §Jan 5th.

The Economist commodity-price index
2005=100
 % change on
 one one
 Dec 29th Jan 5th* month year

Dollar Index

All Items 126.6 124.6 -1.3 -18.2

Food 147.4 145.5 -2.2 -16.3

Industrials    

 All 104.9 102.9 nil -20.8

 Nfa† 109.9 107.9 -2.8 -13.1

 Metals 102.7 100.8 +1.4 -23.8

Sterling Index

All items 155.6 154.7 +0.9 -15.2

Euro Index

All items 144.3 144.5 nil -9.0

Gold

$ per oz 1,069.0 1,077.8 +0.3 -10.8

West Texas Intermediate

$ per barrel 37.9 35.9 -4.5 -25.5

Sources: Bloomberg; CME Group; Cotlook; Darmenn & Curl; FT; ICCO;
ICO; ISO; Live Rice Index; LME; NZ Wool Services; Thompson Lloyd & 
Ewart; Thomson Reuters; Urner Barry; WSJ.  *Provisional  
†Non-food agriculturals.

Markets
 % change on

 Dec 31st 2014

 Index one in local in $
 Jan 6th week currency terms

United States (DJIA) 16,906.5 -4.0 -5.1 -5.1

China (SSEA) 3,518.5 -5.9 +3.8 -1.8

Japan (Nikkei 225) 18,191.3 -4.4 +4.2 +5.3

Britain (FTSE 100) 6,073.4 -3.2 -7.5 -13.3

Canada (S&P TSX) 12,726.8 -3.2 -13.0 -28.5

Euro area (FTSE Euro 100) 1,052.5 -4.4 +1.5 -9.8

Euro area (EURO STOXX 50) 3,139.3 -4.5 -0.2 -11.4

Austria (ATX) 2,362.7 -1.4 +9.4 -2.8

Belgium (Bel 20) 3,613.7 -3.2 +10.0 -2.3

France (CAC 40) 4,480.5 -4.2 +4.9 -6.8

Germany (DAX)* 10,214.0 -4.9 +4.2 -7.5

Greece (Athex Comp) 617.6 +1.1 -25.2 -33.6

Italy (FTSE/MIB) 20,422.4 -4.7 +7.4 -4.6

Netherlands (AEX) 428.8 -3.9 +1.0 -10.3

Spain (Madrid SE) 930.2 -4.6 -10.8 -20.7

Czech Republic (PX) 936.2 -2.1 -1.1 -9.9

Denmark (OMXCB) 895.6 -1.2 +32.6 +17.6

Hungary (BUX) 24,000.5 +0.3 +44.3 +28.6

Norway (OSEAX) 620.6 -4.4 +0.1 -16.3

Poland (WIG) 45,200.8 -2.7 -12.1 -22.9

Russia (RTS, $ terms) 736.8 -2.7 +15.9 -6.8

Sweden (OMXS30) 1,387.0 -4.1 -5.3 -13.8

Switzerland (SMI) 8,613.4 -2.3 -4.1 -5.6

Turkey (BIST) 71,197.9 -2.7 -16.9 -35.5

Australia (All Ord.) 5,178.0 -3.5 -3.9 -16.8

Hong Kong (Hang Seng) 20,980.8 -4.1 -11.1 -11.1

India (BSE) 25,406.3 -2.1 -7.6 -12.7

Indonesia (JSX) 4,609.0 +0.3 -11.8 -21.7

Malaysia (KLSE) 1,668.0 -1.5 -5.3 -24.6

Pakistan (KSE) 32,968.3 +0.4 +2.6 -1.7

Singapore (STI) 2,804.3 -2.8 -16.7 -23.2

South Korea (KOSPI) 1,925.4 -1.8 +0.5 -7.8

Taiwan (TWI) 7,990.4 -3.5 -14.1 -18.4

Thailand (SET) 1,260.0 -2.2 -15.9 -23.6

Argentina (MERV) 11,423.3 -2.2 +33.2 -18.4

Brazil (BVSP) 41,773.1 -3.6 -16.5 -44.8

Chile (IGPA) 17,866.6 -1.6 -5.3 -19.7

Colombia (IGBC) 8,353.0 -2.3 -28.2 -47.6

Mexico (IPC) 41,691.2 -3.1 -3.4 -18.3

Venezuela (IBC) 14,591.3 nil +278 na

Egypt (Case 30) 6,922.7 -0.8 -22.4 -29.2

Israel (TA-100) 1,311.7 -0.3 +1.8 +0.5

Saudi Arabia (Tadawul) 6,517.7 -5.6 -21.8 -21.8

South Africa (JSE AS) 49,082.3 -3.4 -1.4 -27.9

Indicators for more countries and additional
series, go to: Economist.com/indicators

The Economist poll of forecasters, January averages (previous month’s, if changed)

 Real GDP, % change Consumer prices Current account
 Low/high range average % change % of GDP
 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016

Australia 1.9 / 2.5 1.9 / 3.0 2.3  2.5 (2.6) 1.6  2.4  -4.3 (-4.1) -4.0 (-3.8)

Brazil -3.8 / -2.9 -3.7 / -1.5 -3.4 (-3.1) -2.6 (-1.9) 9.6 (9.3) 7.4 (7.1) -3.7 (-3.8) -2.9 (-3.0)

Britain 2.2 / 2.7 1.7 / 2.7 2.4  2.2  0.1  1.1 (1.2) -4.4 (-4.5) -4.0 

Canada 1.0 / 1.3 1.2 / 2.3 1.1  1.9  1.2  1.8 (1.9) -3.3 (-3.2) -2.6 (-2.4)

China 6.7 / 7.0 5.8 / 6.8 6.9  6.4  1.5  1.7 (1.8) 3.0 (3.1) 2.9 (3.1)

France 1.0 / 1.2 0.9 / 1.7 1.1  1.4 (1.3) 0.1  0.8 (1.0) -0.3  -0.3 

Germany 1.4 / 1.7 1.3 / 2.3 1.5 (1.6) 1.7  0.2  1.1 (1.3) 8.1 (7.9) 7.5 

India 6.0 / 7.5 5.9 / 7.9 7.2 (7.3) 7.5 (7.6) 5.0 (5.1) 5.2  -1.1 (-1.2) -1.3 

Italy 0.6 / 0.8 0.9 / 1.6 0.7 (0.8) 1.3  0.1 (0.2) 0.8 (1.0) 1.9  1.7 (1.8)

Japan 0.5 / 0.8 0.7 / 1.6 0.6  1.1 (1.2) 0.7  0.9  3.3 (2.6) 3.4 (2.7)

Russia -4.3 / -3.5 -2.5 / 1.5 -3.8  -0.3  15.3 (15.2) 8.0 (7.3) 5.2 (4.7) 4.9 (4.5)

Spain 3.1 / 3.2 2.3 / 3.1 3.1 (3.2) 2.7  -0.6  0.7 (0.8) 1.0 (0.9) 0.9 (0.8)

United States 2.4 / 2.5 2.0 / 2.9 2.5 (2.4) 2.4 (2.5) 0.2  1.6 (1.8) -2.5  -2.6 

Euro area 1.5 / 1.6 1.3 / 2.0 1.5  1.7 (1.6) 0.1  0.9 (1.1) 3.0  2.7 (2.8)

Sources: Bank of America, Barclays, BNP Paribas, Citigroup, Commerzbank, Credit Suisse, Decision Economics, Deutsche Bank, 
EIU, Goldman Sachs, HSBC Securities, ING, Itaú BBA, JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, Nomura, RBS, Royal Bank of Canada, Schroders, 
Scotiabank, Société Générale, Standard Chartered, UBS.  For more countries, go to: Economist.com/markets
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IT WAS never hard to pickout Lemmy in a
crowd. First, that black hat, vaguely cow-

boy in style, with silver medallions round
it and crossed Confederate swords. Then
very long hair (eventually dyed, or else he
looked like Willie Nelson), and matching
moustache. A black shirt, often open to a
jungle of chest hair, with very tight black
jeans. And, to complete the look, cowboy
boots. Around the mid-1970s many rock
bands and their fans spent Saturday night
in something similar. Lemmy, founder in
1975 and frontman of Motörhead, wore
that outfit, all the time, for 40 years. 

He played the same music, too: funda-
mentally pure rock and roll, rooted in
Buddy Holly and Jerry Lee Lewis, sent
through two 100-wattblackstacksand clas-
sified by the Guinness Book of Records as
the loudest rock music ever. Bass was his
instrument, but bashed in big up-down
chords like the rhythm guitar on which
he’d started: the effect was sometimes
compared to crushed razor blades, some-
times to showers of gravel. Over this,
through a mic tilted perilously over his
head, he would rasp out vocals that were
hard to hear and usually absurd, he admit-
ted, once you’d made them out: songs
about war, drugs, sex, rich people, kicking
ass and broken glass, with titles like “Die,
You Bastard”, “Antisocial” and “Overkill”,

scrawled mostly by him in a few chortling
minutes on the backofa cigarette packet.

Motörhead’s selling point was not high
culture. It was that, in a scene encompass-
ing heavy metal, punk, psychedelia, rocka-
billy and all the rest, the band played reli-
able, raw, ear-splitting rock and roll of the
old style, and went on doing so round the
world—or at least round the M1, M6 and
M4—as long as Lemmy lasted. He led the
band through 22 studio albums, the latest
released in August. Guitarists and drum-
mers came and went, sometimes by falling
offstage or through bathroom mirrors they
mistook for windows. The black hat with
silver bits was a constant. 

Surprisingly, the body inside the
clothes also stayed much the same, despite
serial abuse from chain-smoking, a bottle
of Jack Daniel’s every day (no health-food
shit for him!) and handfuls of acid
crammed down like dolly mixtures when,
for a while, he was roadie for Jimi Hendrix.
Acid, he claimed, made him a better per-
son. It gave you a new angle—several new
angles—on things. His shift to amphet-
amines (“motorhead” was American slang
for “speed freak”) came when he joined
Hawkwind, a dreamypsychedelicband, in
1972. The pills kept him functional through
tours from then on, though he was fired
from Hawkwind when he was busted for

possession in Canada; and though for one
show he had to be propped up, his bass
hung on him, and pointed in the rough di-
rection of the audience, which he couldn’t
see. A doctor once told him that a transfu-
sion would kill him, because his body no
longer contained any human blood. 

Yet he couldn’t imagine a better life
than this, and certainly couldn’t have fore-
seen it as a troubled, bullied English boy in
north Wales—fiddling to catch Bill Haley
on the wireless, messing around with
short-lived useless bands, slaving at the
Hotpoint factory. In the end he spent his
entire career making the music he loved,
thrilling fans, trashing hotel rooms, insti-
gating riots with firehoses or squirty
cheese, and taking restricted substances.
(“If we moved in next door to you,” he re-
marked, “your lawn would die.”) He was a
hedonist son of a bitch whose age seemed
very nicely stuckat around 25. 

Laid today, gone tomorrow
Meanwhile, girls desperate to bed him
formed a disorderly queue at every stage
door. The best part of any gig was getting
laid afterwards; he estimated his con-
quests in the thousands, because chicks
loved men intent on the wandering life,
and it suited him, too, to be here today and
gone tomorrow. Nowhere was home
(though LA, with its “paradise” palm trees,
came closest) and marriage wasn’t his
style. The one girl he deeply loved died
from heroin, making him even more deter-
mined not to touch that stuff, at least. 

His other regret was that after Motör-
head’s greatest hit, “Ace of Spades”, had
soared to number 15 in the charts in 1980,
even the band’s fans seemed deaf to the
equally good music that came next.
Though he was on the road most of the
year for 40 years, playing to packed
houses, he seemed to be always broke. On
the fringes of venues he would loiter by
the slot machines (his favourite form of
that addiction), hoping someone would
buy him a drink. 

The big time, however, never came any
closer, because he refused to change a
thing he did. He wore his usual gear, in-
cluding the Iron Cross necklace from his
treasured collection of Nazi memorabilia,
even to the Grammy awards. Nor would
he kowtow to any asshole, record com-
pany ormanager. He remained stubbornly
his own man, and not always at full vol-
ume. On the road he bought dozens of
chocolate Kinder eggs for the little toys in-
side. He enjoyed pondering the beauty
and randomness of Nature. And at lights-
out on the tour bus he would settle down
to P.G. Wodehouse, quietly happy in his
own company. He hoped to be remem-
bered as “an honourable man”. But then,
with a throaty laugh, he had to admit there
wasn’t really any question of that. 7

Live fast, die old

Ian “Lemmy” Kilmister, epitome of the rocklifestyle, died on December28th,
aged 70

Obituary Lemmy
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CLÉ DE CARTIER
M Y S T E R I O U S  H O U R  9 9 8 1  M C

ESTABLISHED IN 1847, CARTIER CREATES EXCEPTIONAL WATCHES THAT COMBINE DARING DESIGN AND WATCHMAKING 

SAVOIR-FAIRE. THE CLÉ DE CARTIER MYSTERIOUS HOUR WATCH OWES ITS NAME TO ITS UNIQUE CROWN, AND ITS HANDS THAT 

APPEAR TO BE FLOATING FREE IN AN EMPTY SPACE. A TESTAMENT TO VIRTUOSITY AND BALANCE. A NEW SHAPE IS BORN.w
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